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CHAPTER I 

EVOLVING AN APPROACH 



CHAPTEfi I 

EWLyiNG AN APPRQA£H TO. IHE PRQQI.:EJ4 

1 o INTRODUCTIOfi 

The evolution of Maternal and Child Health(MCH) services 

in India has a long history. It was inspired by the welfaro 

movement in England and planned parenthood movement of the 

West. In the post-independence poriod, the health planners 

gave it a lot of emphasis. The Health Survey and Development 

Comm~ee•s(1949)(popularly known as Bhore Committee) recommen

dations for MCH wero fully accepted. Despite the policy state

ments however, the status of N.CH sorvices has been pretty low. 

While in the fifties it was left in the hands of the scanty 

number of female doctors and nurse midwives a& an independent 

programme, in the sixties it was merged with family planning 

on the pretext of integration. This, instead of invigorating 

MCH services in fact undermined the evolution of adequate MCH 

services as they were perceived as tools for achieving family 

plann1nq targets rather than objectives in themselves. Apart 

from this operational problem, the content of services(of what~ 

ever existed) was also not derived from the basic needs of 

Indian population but from the prescriptions of the British 

Medical Council1• The entire approach to MCH was t~chnoeentric, 

1. Jeffery,R., 'Recognizing India's Doctors a The Insti• 
tut1onal1zat1on of Medical Dependancy 1918-39', 
Modern Asian Studifta, Vol.130 No.2,pp.301•326 
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emphasizing upon immunizations. instltuional deliveries and 

treatment of complications. To this later on were added Iron 

and Vitamin supplements and nutritional programmes. 

Even though in theseventies an attempt was made to deve

lop a compr~hensive approach towards health through the con• 

cept of primary health care, MCH for all practical purposes 

remained as technocentric as ever. This was because, though 

on paper the need to develop services necessary for survival 

and subsistence was conceded, in practice very little was done. 

And fi.CH services which formed an essential component of primary 

health care, continued to be based on teehl!tological intervel'l

tions like immunization, oral rehydration etc. The social 

dimensions of the problem were never considered. Even if it 

is granted that some of the technological interventions aro 

relevant, a technocentric approach fails to tackle the social 

problems which impinge on MCH. often due to its own constraints 

1 t misses the real problems among mothers and children. It 

is so because it begins from what techniques ex1st(llke immu

nization) rather.than what is required. It also falls. to 

take into account social, economic and political factors which 

not only affect accessibility of services but also the nature 

of health probl~s in mothers and children. 

It seems to us that unless and until these aspects of the 

problem are taken into account, fhCH services will continue to 
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be.based on 1napproapr,1ate technology and will remain in

accessible to the majority. It is for this purpose that we 

are interested in eltploring the social and economic detor• 

minants of MCH problems. 

2. OEy&LOflti§ A PEBSPEGII~ 

If we believe that mothers and children are an integral 

part of the family, the social groups and the society at large, 

then MCH problems too have to be considered in a wider context 

of poverty and other sociological dimensio~s like the woman's 
' -

status, her role in the economy and within the household. To 

l()Cate India' & MCH problems in their social and economic con

text, a brief review of literature on pverty, income and food 

distribution in classes, environmental degrad.ation( including 

sanitation), morbidity and mortality patterns in women and 

children are presented here. An attempt is also made to look 

for class differentials and the degree of suffering of women 

as compared to men within the samo classes. 

2.1 PROBLEM OJ; PQYEB!X AND liS IMPL1CAIIQ.ti 
FOB MCH. 

About half of the population lives below the poverty llne 

i.e they spend ao percent of their income on basic fo'od itemso 

but are still unable to get the m1ntmum calories required. 

Even government estimates2 admit that 48.8 percent of the 

2. Government of India, Sixth five Year Plan, 1980-85; 
(New DelhiJ Planning Commission, 1981), p.18. 
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population is below the poverty line. Many recent stud1es3 

suggest that the proportion of the population living below 

the poverty line is actually increasing. 

The Union Ministry of Labour has also documented the 

increasing economic plight of the labouring poor. In 1974•75 

the average daily money wages had decreased in real value by 

12 percent from the previous decade. And further, that in 

the same period the total number of landless agricultural 

labourers had increased by 70 percent(from 28 million to 47.~ 

million) while the number of "cultivators" decreased- a re

flection of increasing numbers of small peasant families being 

forced to leave their lands pue to indebtedness and pcnterty~ 

Inspite of deteriorating conditions for the poor, the 

per capita national product increased during the same period 

l.e.from fm 306 to Rs 366 from' 1960-61 to 1975-76(at 1960 pricei} 

This indicates a further widening of th.e d1sparties in income 

between the rich and the poor. 

3~ Oandeltar, V.M.and Rath,N.,'Poverty in India', Economi<; 
and Political Weekl:x, 1971,pp.25-48 & 106-4g,see 
pp.2U:29; Barreto, B., The Indian 51 tuation, (Centro 
for Social Action, Banglore, 1977),pp.11-l7. 

4o Union Ministry of Labour, 'Getting Poorer: Economic and 
Political Weeklx, 1978,pp.1976-7 

5. as 



The trend of percentage distribution of per capita 

private consumption by expenditure class of population is 

also disturbing' the share of the bottom 30 percent ls, be

coming smaller and smaller over the years. The table beiow 

demonstrates it more clearly. 

Table! 1. P.ercenta.ge ,Distribut!on of Pcu;: gae1ta Pr&vats 
Coosurnpt1on bv Expend11iun .clasa..qf PoeylatigQ. 

eras& of 
Population 

Top 30% 

Middle 40% 

Bottom 30% 

•· 1 "o- 19'lr:. , 01o- 19'1'1- 1 §'79- i 982·~·:1~9- 19a2-
71 78 71 78 80 83 80 83 

49.e, 51.9 54.5 54.0 49.5 51.9 54.5 54.0 

35.1 33.1 31.8 32.4 35.1 33.1 31.8 32.4 

15.4 15.0 13.7 13.6 15.4 15.0 1 ~ .. ., 13.6 

Rural Urban Rural Urban 

Sourcoa Based on Periodic Surveys of Household 
Expenditure by National Sam.ple Survey 
Orga.n1zat1on(NSS). 

The inequality of dist,ribution of consumption expenditure 

remains extremely skewed. ·The poorest 30 percent of the 

people had a share of only about 15 percent ~hile the top30 

percent cla~ed more than half the nationa~ cake. The con

trast between the top end bottom 10 porcent is even sharper. 

As 1n other underdeveloped countries, outlay on food 

accounts for the major share of the family budget. However, 
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the decline in its ~re over the years is significant. An 

average household spent as much as 64 percent on food in 

1970-71. The proportion went down to about 56 percent in 

1982-83. 

This data, seen in the light of consumption differenti

als, focuses on the plight of the poor. According to a re

cent estimate by the food and Agriculture Organization(FAOY, 

around 200 million Indians are malnourished, forming almost 

.half of the world's total and about one third of the Indian 

populationo 

Banerji's(1981)7rural study showed that over 36 percent 

of families(in the villages studi.ed) did not qet "two square 

meals a dayn to satisfy their hunger for at least three to 

six months a year. As of 1981, 59% of the population were 

without drinking water supply; only six percent had access 

to sanitation. 94 perc~nt were without a proper facility for 

excreta disposal~ Needless to say that majority of these fa

cilities are provided in urban areas but even there not all 

get it. 

. 7. 

a. 

As quoted by UNICEF, An Anlysi§ of Situation of Cbildten 
in lndia,(New Delhi, UNICEF, 1984) 
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The policies of "development" which are responsible for 

existing disparities have also led to serious environmental 

changes v•hich are in turn leading to a degradatl;on in the 

life of the common man. Soil erosion, deforestation, water 

pollution, air pollution are a few enamples. 

The land area prone to floods has doubled from 20 million 

hectares to about 40 million hectares over the past 10 yearo. 

About 70 percent of all the available water in India is pollu

ted. Some 73 million work-days are lost due to water related 

diseases. Soil salinity and water logging affect over ~ qua• 

rter of irrigated land9• The scarcity of firowood(which, toge• 

ther with cowdung and crop wastes, provides about 90 percent 

of the ,country's cooking energy needs), hac become acute in 

rural as well as urban areas. Firewood priceo have doubled 

in the past six yGars in many cities. Poor women of rural 

areas are the most affected by environmental destruction. 

Every dawn brings with 1 t a long march in search of fuel, fodder 

and water • The culturally accepted division of labour within 

the family leaves the collection of household needs likt'! fuel, 

fooder and water to women. As these becomo increasingly diffi

cult to obtain, women have to spend an inordinate·; time forag

ing for them. It does not matter if the women ·are oldt young 
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or pregnant; crucial household needs have to be met day 

after day. As ecological conditions worsen, the long march 

becomes evon longer and more tiresome. 

Before we look further into the problems of N.CH an 

attempt is made to survoy data on class differentials in 

health of women and children. Our National 8ample Surveys 

· and registration schemes show rural urban dis pari ties in 

death and morbidity, but they do not focus upon class differ

entials. Some of the smaller studios however, do show that 

such a differential exists. A study on under five children 

ln the villages of Punjab(Klol~an and Obero~ 1972) shows that 

compared to the Jats(landowning peasants) the Ramdasia(Hari

jan)ehlldren not only have higher morbidity but also higher 

prevalence of malnutri tlon~ 0 

A study by Sen and Sengupta(1983} 1in two villages of 

Benga.l, shows that level of malnutrition decreases as land

ownership increases. This was observed at two levels- bet

ween the villages(one with 18 percent landless population and 

the other with 60 percent landless population) and in the 

children of landed verses landless households in both villages. 

According to the Registrar General's Report(1919) 'levels 

of living'have a direct impact on IMR. One economic 1nden 

• 
10. as quoted by Oadeer,I.,'Health Services System in India: 

An expression of Socio-Economic Ineoualities~ Social 
Ac)ion,Vol.35; July-September 1985,pp.199-221 · 

11. Son, Amartya and Sengupta, Sunil., 'Malnutrition of Rural 
Children and the So~ Bias•, Economic an4 Pol\tical 
Wtek&x, vol.XVIII, 19-21{Annuai number),19S3 



used in their survey was· the use of electric lighting and oil 

lamps in rural households. The IMR was 87 in the former and 

1963 in the latter. According to K.N.Pillai's study12 while 

the Harljans had an Ill\ of 266 it was 159 for Goundor 

· ( cul tlvetors). 

Thus, it is evident that in a &~ratified and hierarchical 

society ~nere resources are 11mited, those at the bottom of the 

hierarchy will have the ·least access to MCH services. It is 

important that not only class differentials exist in health 

. status but that within· a class too, differences betwe<:m men 

. and women are ctUi te visible for health and access to services. 

We present some data· to support this contention in the following 

section, and also survey the scene of MCH. 

'. 2.2 iNQICATQ&.c; OE \\OMEN'S HiAL.Ui SIATU§: 

Sex Ratio: The declining sex ratio(proportion of femalos 

to males) in India is exceptional to the general pattern in 

other parts of the world, namely an excess of female pQpulation. 

Over the years it d&clined from 972 females per 1000 males in 

1901 to.935 females per 1000 m~leG in 1981!
3 

Life expectancy of Indian women is about 10 years less 

than that of women of developed countries and is constantly 

lower than that of Indian men. According to 1981 census 1 t io 

13. I, 
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51o6 years whereas it is 52.6 years for men. 

Infant Mo;tall\Y t The IMR still remains higher at 126 per 

thousand births1 4 

Again within this, there are glaring differences between 

rural and urban areas and between sexes. 

Table:&· 

AREA I . SEX 

Malts fergalqs Pqr6ons 
Rural 130 142 13 

Urban 69 77 70 

Total 120 131 125 

Source: Central Bureau of Health Intelligence(1983), 
Health Statistics of India, 1982, Ministry 
of Health and family Welfare, New Delhi. 

Children under the age of 15 years constitute about 40 

percent of the countzy•s population, a proportion which has 

remained almost constant tar the past 70 years. 17 

percent of the population is under the age of 5 years. 40 

percent of all doaths occur under the age of five years. · 

About half of them take place in the first month of life 

and more than half of them in the first week of li.f~e. 30 per

cent of total deaths occur in the first year of life. 15 

14. Ibid 
15. Government of lndia, Sample Reqistration System 1970-75 

and 1976-78~Vital statistics Division, New Delhi) 
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Maternal mortality in India is one of the highest in the 

· world; though e~act figures are not available• estimates 

range from 500 to 800 pel" 100,000 11vo birthl' 

Table: 3. Distribution gf matornal deaths CIYI.J2 S!YAfUl 
related tg child birth aod pregnancx- t2BQ. 

caoees 
Total 
Deaths 1~24 

Ag~gues ~n yga~ 

25-34 35-44 45--54 

Number % Number % Number % Number % Num % 
ber ' 

Abortion 26 

Toxaemia 26 

Anaomia 33 

Bleed-
ing of 33 
Pregnancy 
and puer
per.lum 

Malposit
ion of chi 
ld lead-
ing to de 
ath of 
1.1other 28 

Puerperal 
sepsis 26 

Not cla
ssifiable 37 

12.5 12 

12.4 11 

15.8 12 

15.8 12 

13.4 11 

12.4 14 

, 7. 7 16 

13.7 7 8.1 7 

12.5 10 11.6 5 

13.6 15 1 7. 5 14 

13.6 20 23.3 1 

12.5 10 11.6 7 

15.9 7 8.1 

18.2 17 19.8 4 

21.2 - -

15.2 - -

12., 2 100 

3.0 - -

21.2 - -

12.1 - -

All causes 209 100.0 8 8 100.0 86 100.0 33 100.0 2. 100.( 

Soorce: sorvey of caoses of death (Roral) tq6o_, office of 
the Re8is~~ar General. 

IG· Government' oi India, ~Uh ro-r AU by UX>O A.D., (saepott of the 1Norldn.9 Group~ 
Mini6tty of "ealth and ~ily WeH4l"e , Ne&) ~hi, l98J), P· 61 · 

~ 
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ril-e- table clearly states that a large percentaqe 

of mater.nal deaths are still bo1ng caused by such easily pro

ventable diseases like anaemia, sepsis and bleeding. Malpo

sitio~ of child leading to death of mother also deserves 

attention. 13.4 percont of maternal deaths which oceured 

duo to this reason could have been simply averted with pro• 

vision of trained birth attendants. 

Abor:tiq.Q: About 50 percent of all pr(:gnancies end up in 

abortion- spontaneous or induced. The incidence of this 

phenomenon has remained constant over the poriod 1957-680 a 

period which witnessed 1ntens1f1cation of family planning 

activity. In fact there oas even an increase in actual 

numt:?e17 As late as 1n 1972, pregnancy wast~of malnourished 

mothero was 30 per cent! 8 Still births were reported as con

stituting 11 per 1000 live b1rths!9 Much of this pregnancy 

loss and porinatal mortality is caused by premature births 

and malnutri tioft~ 

DifferQp~ia~a in MortalitXJ In developed countries, still 

birth rate and death rate of male children is higher. However0 

in India. this seems true only upto the first week of life 

17.World Health Organisation, Vital, ang Hga~th Sta\ittiss, 
. (South East Asian Region, 196 Jfablo 9 · 

1B.Gopalan, C.J.and Na1du,A.N.'Nutrit1on and Fertility', 
!be Lanctt,Nov.18,1972q~ . 

19.World Health Organisation, WorM .H!altb Statistics Anf1yal, 
. 1 96 7 0 19 70 . 

20.Gopalan,c.J.)Collected papers: 1943•1973,(Hyderabad,1973). 
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aftor which the female death rates take over. female death 

rates in the peak reproductive age 15-29 years were report

ed to be consistently higher than male death rates in this 

age group in both rural and urban areas. The causal factors 

for this difference lie in the hazards of pregnancy and child 

birth. for th.e years 1979 and 1980, female deaths were re

latively more in the age groups 1-4, 5-14, 15-24 and 25-34 

years as cqmpared to males in both \he years. 

Tabloa 4· 

1979 1980 
Age Group Persons Males Females Persons Males Females 

Below 1 year 3,296 1, 767 1, 529 3,296 1,818 1,478 
(19.6) ( 19.6) (19.4) ( 18. 7) (18.8) (18.5) 

J-4 1,6~ 720 955 1 ,624· 153 871 
(9.9) (8.0) (12.2) (9.2) (7.8) (10.9) 

5-14 910 456 454 963 474 489 
(5.4) (5.1) (5.8) (5.4) (4.9) (6.1) 

15-24 1,570 727 843 BOO 349 451 
{9.3) (8.1) ( 1 o. 7) (4.5) (3.6) (5.6) 

25-34 947 463 484 
(5.4) (4.8) (6.1) 

35-44 2,192 1, 392 863 1,008 570 438 
( 13. 0) ( 14. 8) (11.0) (5.7) (5.9) (5.~) 

45-54 1 t235 762 473 
7.0) (7.8) (5.9) 

65 and over· 7,205 3,992 3,213 7,799 4,488 3, 311 
(42.8) (44.4) (40.9) (44.1) (46.4) (41.4) 

Total 16,848 8,991 4,857 17,672 9,677 7,995 
(100.0) (100.0) (100~0) (100.0) (100.0) (100.0) 

Per c:ent by 
Sg; lQg.g ~~-~ 4§.~ lQQ.Q -~18 ~s.a 

Source: Survey of causes of death(Ruxd.) 
the Registrar General. 

1980, Office of 
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2.3 Wqmen'e acC@§S to Health Sqrv1s;!! 

A study2 ~ conducted in 1957, in six rural communities 

covering six districts in Mahara~ra with a total popula

tion of 37,000 has shown that at a given point of time, 

there were 730 sick females as compared to 513 sick males 

under 15 years of age. Vet the percentage of males gett

ing treatment was higher. A difference in the ouality of 

treatment was also noticed. More adult females had to be 

content with free or traditional treatment or no treatment 

whereas males sought modern treatment. 

A comparision of the nutr.ition status of children ob• 

served in 1955 and 1978 " shows very little improvement.If 
22 

anything, the figures for 1978 appear to be somewhat worse" 

However, cultural norms and attitudes to girls in societies 

like ours result in a preference for boys even in infant 

nutrition. A nutritional study of 17 villages in Morinda, 

Punjab?3showed that nutrition is determined mainly by sex. 

By being breast fed longer and by being given more food after 

they were weaned, boys aged 6-24 months in all castes were 

better nourished than girls of the same age. The nutritional 

21. Oandekar, Kumudini, AD o a hieS 
~~=-:~:.:::.::~o.z&~·• ( eom bay,. A5t' a, 19 59) 

22o Health for All: An Alternative Strategy( New Delhi, 
ICSSR/lCMR, 1981) 0 &).51. 

23. As ~o\-ed by Satilios - Rothschild 1 Constantina, 1he Fole oHhe Family 

in Develo~ment , E.ducaHon 1<<-t. on Women Heallh and nevelopment 1 

@eneva I IN·H·O· , 198&). 
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discrc:>pancy was much larger in the lower agricultural caste. 

Girls in the same caste were n-ot only bresot-fed for a short• 

er t~e period but also consumed less suppl~entary milk and 

lese solid food, began consuming solid food later and received 

less of each of the nutrients. 

In .1978• about 75 percent of the deliveries in rural aroas 

were conducted by untrained practit1oners~4 The Committee on 

the Status of Women reported that during their tours they 

were repeatedly !:nformed of the inadequacy in the number of, 

and services rendered by ANM~5 

In rural areas, 93 percent of the deliveries are conducted 

at home. But only 18 percent of them are attended by any kind 

of a trained persont6 ranging from a tritined dai to a private 

doctor.'Who the 18 percent sre(priv1leged enough to have the 

services of a trained professional during ~hild-birth) becomes 

clear when we look into the studies conducted on the.accesa1• 

b111ty of rural health services. Banerj1(198t) has shown that 

the PHC network 1s inacessible to the poor. According to his 

Harijan respondents, the nurse is c ' . memsab • 1'How can she visit 

us? we are poor. We cannot pay her fees. She visits rich 
~''27 peoplo and spends considerable ·time in their ~ouses! 

24. Office of the Registrar Genoral, ~MffGI o? -@?faot.anf! 
Child Mortalitxr 1972,(New e h, 9 • 

25. lg,wavts EaualttytRoport of the Committee on status of 
Women n lndia(New Delhi, Government of India, 
Ministry of Education and Social Welfaro, 1974}· . 

26. Government of India, Fifth fivft Yea:.r; flaQ 19!S;-19(New Delhi 
Ministry of Health and family· vlannlng, Department 
of family Planning 1974). 

27. Sanerji0 D(1981)op.c1t. 
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According to NSS data( 1973-74), in Maharashtra as many 

as 90 percent of rural ·pregnant women did not register with 

any health centre~8 30.4 percent thought that it was not 

necessary that their health was good. 12 percent .complained 

that there was no health centre nearby, and as much as 10.6 

percent did not know that a health centre existed. Howover, 

only one percent preferred private treatment. 89.8 percent 

delivered at home, 7.8 and 2.4 percent at hospitals and PHC 

respectively. Those who delivered at home were largely att

ended by Oa1(61. 7 percent) and others (29 .• 4 percentlANMs 

attended just three percent and doctors attended one percent 

of the deliveries. 

2.4 Lin~ag~s be~lft!D Women's health and thg!x Socig:econom\s 
, .lti.WJ\o 

Though majority of Indian women work for longer houra 

than men their total earnings remains low. This is because 

(1) household work and chi.ld care which eats away a larger 

part of a woman•s day is considered as devoid of economic 

value; (2) they are paid lower wages as compared to menJ 

(3) their employment opportunities are low within what is . 

available; and (4) due to their reproductive function, which 
' 

28. Khandekar, Mandakini, Maternal and Child care in Maharastra 
Seconder Anal sis of NSS 28th Round Data for Mahara
tra on Maternal and Child care , Bombay, Tata 

Institutd of Social Sciences, 1980)(1"\i.€-111o) 
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makes them abstain from work at least for f~days, they are 

treated as unrealiable. The estimate of the total female 

labour force was 78.6 million in 1973, 88.9 million in 

1978 and 99.4 million in 1983· an average annual addition 

of 2.1 million. The total labour force in 1983 was 306 ; · 

million. According to 1981 census~9 female work participa

tion rate 1s 21 percent. More than 80 percent of them aro 

engaged in agriculture as labourers. 

It is estimated that 16 hours or nearly two thirds of 

a woman's day is spent in workin~9 According to the estlmatos 

of Srilatha Batl1wala( 19B2J1, the respective energy contri• 

butlon of many women and children per day are 31 percent, 

53 percent and 16 percent respectively. hence women are 

working for longer hours and harder than men. However, accor

ding to the same study food distribution w1thin~am1ly is 

vory disproportionate- 2 units for a man 1.5 units forawoman 

and 1.0 unit for a child(of cooked cereal reg1). lienee here 

is a deficit of nearly 100 calories per day. and this is folt 

more actately during pregnancy and lactation when an additional 

29. 1981 Census op.cit. 
30. 

31. 

Jain, Devaki, \'iomen' s aues t for Power: five Indian Cases , 
(Vikas ~ublishinq, House, New Delhi, 1979) 

Batliwala, Sr1latha, .R.~.J;~1---~~~~.9Y Sea rei ty and Nutrition
A New Perspective~- Eeon6m1c and Pgl1t1cal Wgekkxo 
Vol.XVII, No. 9 feb 27, 1982,p.329. 
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soo-600 calories are required. The same study found that 

women expend about 700 calories, or one third of their 

energy expenditure, on the domestic tasks of cooking and 

firewood and water fetching. 

Apart from economic reasons many social factors 

also effect the health of women. Caste system, social 

status derived from caste and class background, educational 

levels- all these have a definite impact on the health sta

tus of people_,particularly women. 
. . 

Ironically, the.unique reproductive function of a woman 

which should be regarded as a social contribution since it 

creates labour fore~, has never beon considered as a c~use 

for receiving better medical care or better soc.ial treatmonto 

It has in fact derogated hor to a lower status. In tho pre• 

sent day society it makes her more subservient to man. 

Womon•s health is also influenced by certain .cultural 

·factors. For example, it is customery for indian women to 

first oerve food to the family and then eat whatever 1s left', 

In the survey conducted by the Committee on the Status of 

~omen, 48.53 percent of persons stated that in their families 

males eat firs~~ 

32. Ban&.j 1, Rohini' Wage Labour: The pr"duction and salo of 
the commod1 ty Labour power, n.a. 

33. Iowa;as Egual\tx•. op.cit. 
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This custom is common for all the classes, but in poor 

families this results in more malnutrition for women and 

girls. Many surveys have revealed that men eat f.lrst, then 

boys, then girls and women eat last. Despite the fact that 

all family members must work had, scare resources and ~o

diate needs often result in unequal distribution betwoen 

men and women, between adults and children and between boys 

and girls. 

The cultural norms that particularly affect women's 

health are the attitudes to marriage, age of marriage, value 

attached to fertility and se~ of the child, the pattern of 

family organisation and the ideal role demanded of the women 

by social conventions. They detem1ne her place within the 

family, the degree of her access to medical care, education, 

nutrition and other acessories of health. While these cul• 

tural factors are important they have beon overemphasised 

by researchers working on MCH. We shall e~plore it further 

in a later section. 

Even this b!llef review of literature does indicate that 

the existing socio-economic structure and cultural patterns 

not only lead to extensive poverty of the majority but also 

excessive deprivation and hardships for women in particular. 

The socio-economic and cultural processes involved not only 

determine her social status but also her health. A compre .. 

hene1ve understanding of women's health therefore demands that 

we make an effort to understand these processes. 
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.3. APPROACHES TO. ypMijN 'S HEALtij 

A review of the available studies on women's health. 

particularly on MCH reveals four main trends. 

3.1. Itcbnp!ggi;al App~: 

The major trend is to look at MCH as a purely medical 

problem and suggest technological interventions as solutions. 

Anaemia, abortions, infant deaths, maternal deaths, infect

ions etc.are all primarily treated as m&dical problems of a 

vulnerable group. The emphasis is on diagnosis• early dete• 

ction or prevention through medical intervention. The social 

roots or the genesis of these problems is not considered. 

Efforts of World Health Organlsation(\"¥110) :to identify 

and tackle MCH problems over the fifties and sixties are the 

best examples of this approach. In the following years the 

"~0 experts have realised the significance of enviornment and 

sJsistence levels for MCH. However this has only led to an 

expansion of the technocentrlc approach in which apart from 

the medical technology, they only add 1nterventive technolo-

gy to improve water supply, sanitation. disposal of waste, 

nutrition and so on. Their technical report seriea4are example 

34. World Health Organisation~ Public Health Aspects o~ 
Low Birth We1gh~Techpical Report Series No.211fGeneva, 
1961); The Mldw fe in Maternity Carettechnical' Report 
series No.331),{Geneva, 1966J.f tpe Organisation and 
a Administration of Maternal and Child H~alth Services 
(Technical Report oriea, No,428 eneva 196 ; The pre-
vention of Perinatal Mortality and Morbidity, (Technical 
Koport Series No.4!>7); Human Development .. and t»ublic 
Health ~(Technical Report Series, No.485x_Geneva 197~ 
· •• 1 Nrw Trends and Approaches in the Delivery of/ 
Maternal and Child Care in Health Services(Iechnical 
Report Series No.600 ,cneva 197 • 1 
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of the earlier trend while the later broadening of tho 

approach is reflected in series of documents produced during 

late~ seventies and eighties~~ 

A latest example to this approach is the suggestions 

made ,by Grant(1983~6for child survival. He again beats the 

same old bush ad~ocating oral rehydratlon1 promotion of breaat 

feeding., immunization and spacing of births without giving 

any consideration to the environment-both social ·and b1olo

g1cal-1n the Third World countries where his target chlldron 

are .. 

None of these documents explore tho social and oconomlc 

roots of the MCH problem$. Many Indian researchers also use 

this approach. For example1Ghosg7suggests that effective 

child health programme, improved environmental sanitation, 

nutrition and health education and effective fertility con

trol can break the cycle of malnutrition of children. Sho 

further says· that rampant malnutrition is not all due to 

poverty but also due to widespread ignorance of mothers 

wor\J \iean' a ... ~,sa.iLon, · ... 
35. Aspects of Public Health Nursing, ( 1961 ), Deprivation of 

·Maternal Caro: A Reassessment of its effects,(1962); 
.Trends 1n the study of Morbidity and Mortcl1ty(1965),. 

. ' 36. Grant, Jam~ a P., 'A Child survival and development Rovo-
lutionj Assignrnent Cbild;ftn, 61/62, 1/1983jUNICE~ 

37. Ghosh., Shanti; The igeding anJ:a;
6
Jnfants and Xgyng 

CbildbftDn~ew Delh, UNICE~, 19 . . 

DISS 
362.1982095484 

L 1499 So 

IIi II II ii ill! II ill 111/1111/lliiiJ 
TH1795 

TH-1795 
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about nutritional requirementsfor children. However, she 

neither exploreswhich one is epidemiologically the m.ajor 

cause nor probes the reasons of absence of these basic 

amon1t1es. 

To ensure health and nutrition of infants, subsidised 

foods for nursing women, provision of facilities for breast 

feeding for urban working mothers and education of would be 

mothers are suggested by Gopujkar and others~8c.Gopalan, 39 

who has done many laudable studies in nutrition also find 

similar solutions to solve the problem of breast-feeding. 

Provision of creches at work-sites, increasing maternity 

leave, stopping of commercial baby food advertisemonts 

through the media are his recommendations. However, lncre• 

asing maternity leave is recommended only for two children, 
~ 

that too in the case of mothers of the weaker sections onlyo 

Mishra· and others(19821° who used systems analysis to 

assess the implementation of family planning programmes. 

despite their extensive coverage failed to look into the 

sociological dimensions of the problem. They con~entrated 

on organizational improvement and concluded that family pla

nning goals could only be attained if measures were undertaken 

38. 

39. 

40o 
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to drastically improve the existing organizationaL 
capaci~"'C o'- medical and health or-ganisations. "Thetr
recommendations however were devoid of a sociological. 

understanding of the family planning needs as well as socio

logical insights into the organisations and remained valid 

perhaps only in the administrative domain. 

~1uttayya(1972i1 who carried out a study in Andhra Pra

desh on Child Welfare had collected data on health, nutri

tion, hy9iene, practices ofmothers and children in clusters 

of villages and did a comparative analysis without making 

any reference to the class differences on which he infect 

had collected data. 

~.2. Culturological Apprgacb& 

Those who adopt this approach basically link malnu

trition and ill health problems, particularly of women and 

children, to cultural beliefs. Less 1r~take of food by women 

in general and pregnant women in particular is attributed 

to cultural beliefs. food is referred as a cultural concopt 

in which beliefs are rigid and difficult to change in the 

interest of better nutritional status. Thus, foster and 

Anderso~2say that "what tribal and peaaant people have not 

learned is the relationship between food and health and bet• 

ween diet and pregnancy and the special food needs of children 

41. 

42. 
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after weaning". The National Institute of Nutrition(1977) 

in one of its studies concluded that most rural mothers do not 

give supplementary foods to their children because of fear and 

wrong belief~ J.P.Naik commented that even in situations where 

food is not particularly short, women often resort to remain 

wtthout food due to rellgous beliefs. 

Some eminent physicians who participated in the fift

eenth Internationl Congress of Paediatrics(1977)45, aro of the 

opinion that during pregnanaey the mothers were surrounded by 

time honoured taboos and a good doal of toddler malnutrition 

is due to i~gnorance of the mothers. 

It is true that cultural beiefs influence the food intake 

of women. But these scholars attempt to study cul t.ure in. isola

tion from sociological and ,economic dimensions. They therefore, 

fall to see the link between culture and socio-economic processes 

and hence treat the former as constant,rigid and unchangeable. 

' 

feminist Approasha 

Women's Health was central focus of Feminist movement 

in the West. Despite all 1ts eo·ntroversies it did contribute 

to demystification of medicine, a change in the doctor patient 

relationship and the gene~ation of self- help movement46• 

43,. 

44. 

46. 

Government of lndta, National Institute of Nutrition; 
'Supplementary Food', Cent;e_Calling, vol.XII,No.11.Nov~77 
Naik,J .P. and Barden, Kalpana, Nuttitl~nal P bl o 
wom n 1 India: Some Socio-Economic a c s ew De h , 
M n stry of E ucation, Government of ndia _,thd. 
Go~errlmenl of 1·ndia . • ~reast feeding with love •, Centre 
Callina, vol.XI1/No.11.Novp77,pp.3-5, . 'l /' 
fhe Boston Women's Health cDllectlve, QYt Bgdie1 Oursgly~ 
(New York, Simon and Schuster,1971); Chesler, Phyliis,~~men 
&Qd Madness, (New York, Double Day, 1972) J frankfort, E en, 
Vaginal Poll tics, (New York, Quadrangle Books, 1 972). ~ 

r: 
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Inspired by this, same middle class women in India also 

attempted to develop a similar approach to the problema 

of health among the Indian women. The-efforts to mobilise 

women on issues such as freedom to decide and know about 

their bodies, freedom for abortions and contraceptives ro .. 

mained limited to a very small section and did not inspire 

/the majority, since for demystrification of medicine is a d.
relatively insignificent issue in a situation where the 

maj or1ty of women have 11 ttle contact with modern medicine. 

The generation of a self-help movement is not relevant ht?re 

as major~ty of the women spend all their time and energy 

just to survive and do not have the access to even basic 

minimum facilities and services. Moreover, in a situation 

of acarci ty and deprivation perhaps the focus on health 

alone itself is miaplaced5 

' 
The Indian fem1nist5 failed to relate themselves to S 

the rea~ problema of the majority. Secondly. they failed 

to grasp the essential nature of social processes and foeu .. 

ssed th~ir attention on the man-woman conflict. Their 

targets thus became men and their •male chauvinism• rather 

than the social structure and its ruling class~7 

47. Shah, KslpsruuW9men' s L1berat1on and voluntary actior.a1- ':.,.t_ 
Kishwar. Madhu and Vani ta 0 Ruth: ns a eh of Answer -~ 
Indian womens voices from Manush1, London, zed Books 
J~~-~..;_~eh~~- -~&il~~"' Revolution and the. Stat:oo of Wonen in India, 
New Delhi , MetY"opolitan !lOOk Company)> \982.. subbaJntna_.'AQUada, 

WoW'ell : 11adi.tio c.u\iure , New 'De\ht, Sterlit1.9 Publi6ber&), 1985. 
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Within this approach then, for understanding health 

problems of women, the essential determinent was oppression 

by men and the socio economicfactors got neglected. 

3.4o Socio-Political Aeproacba 

An analytical approach to health which take~ into 

account its economicisocial and political determinants can 

be traced back to the works of Engelf8and Virchow4? This 

approach however, was oversh adowed by those who looked at 

health as an isolated biological phenomenon and supported 

.t~germ theory?0 Later the ecological approach came into 

fashion because the pure technological interventions did 

not succeed and the ecological approach offered a way to 

check the growing social conflicts. While this approach 

still continues to be the more popular, some scholars have 

attempted to reasess its relevance. They have emphasized 

the need for a morecomprehensive analysis of health and have 

used the socio-political framework for analysing health 

problems. Among these, the significant contribut~ru has 

been Rene Dubos51 who has attempted through a historical 

48o 

49. 

50o 

51. 

Engels, Frederic, Condi ions o W kin Cla in 
EnglandJn \844

1 
~ndo"', Geor9e Allen & Unwin, 19.2-f» • 

As quoted by Waitzking, Howard~ 'A Marxist view of 
Medical Care' in Socialist Health Reyipw, Vol.I,No.1 0 
June 1984 

Rosen~ G~History of Public Health(New York, M.D. 
Publications, 1958).. · ' 

Dubos, Rene; lMirage of Health~, (Anchor Books,Doubleday, 
1961) 
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analysis to focus on social, environmental and political 

factors which influence health in the West·. Yet another 

person who has attempted to look at health and population 

issues with a socio-political perspective is Mckeown who 

has not only questioned the role of health services in the 

improvement of health of the peopl~2 but has also shown 

how social processes effected health and health servicei~ 

A crusader in the seventies was Ivan 1111cK4• His 

analysis, however, is confined to the American society. 

He deals with the negative impact of 1ndustr1ai1zat1on, 

profess1onalizat1on, bu~ratization and use of high tech• 

nology. But he did not take into account the social proce• 

sses inherent in a capitalist system. His analysis therefore 

is limited specially for those who are interested in the 

third world situation. All the same t\e does very forcefully 

bring into focus implications of some social processes for 

health as well as health services system. 

Various papers presented at a seminar in 1976, orga-

. nized by Health Marxist Organization, looked into the socio

economic causes of health and analysed the links between 

52. Mckeown, Thomas; 'A Sociological Approach to the history 
of medicine and 'A historical appraisal of the 
medical task' in MeSical History & Medical ~ari-
A Symposium of Pe£s[fctives, Mclachlan, Gordon, and 
Mckeown Thomas ( edo ), ondon 1971 ) 

5~ Mckeown, rhomas, Tbft Mo~ern Rise of Population,(London 
1976) 

54. Illich,Ivan, Limits to Medicine(Bombay,Hupa and Co.1977) .. 
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social processes and health patterni? In a paper on poll

tical ecology of disease, Turshe~~takes the position that 

the mode of production in V!hich medicine develops, deter• 

mines the nature of medicino. Medicine or any other scien

tific knowledge is not neutral in itself but its nature and 

scope are determined by the economic system in which it ls 

practiced. She recognised the link between the general 

philosophy behind capitalism and medicine, as practised 

within capitalist system, and states that unless the philo

sophy of the system changes, the paradigm of medicine cannot 
. . 

change since the later is.gulded by the earlier. 

Though all these authors do not analyse the health 

problems in similar terms nor in similar situations and 

periods, they all try to see the roots of the problem~ in 

the social, economic and political context. A similar trend1 

can also be picked up in the literature available on the 

third World. Though the context of analysis is quite differ

ent, all these researchers do share the general approach. 

~ In India the population problem was the first area 
/ 

where the use of this approach helped to question the official 

perspective of "over population". 

55. Guynor Dav1d,et.al.,Material1st Epidemiology, (New Yorlt, 
. 197~ Kelman, Sander, Ltf1Q1$1ons of ljeaitb, (New : 

Y orlt 1976). · 

56. Turshene, Meredene, Tl)fl PglJ.tiffi Ec,g!a_qv :fLD1sCi895 
(Health and Society Group, October 1981 
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Banerjt5? Mamdani~ and Ri8 used this~ approach to 

study the population question in the Indian context. 

Banerj i later used the same approach to study health problems 

of rural populations~0 

Shiels Zurbri$~ ~hile analysing the available material 

on structures of ill health, has taken into consideration the 

socio•econamic factors that decide the health behaviour of 

people, particularly women and children. The ease report 

that she poses as an introduction is a vivid illustration 

of soc1~econom1c influence on the health of children. 

Djurfeldt and Lindberij2attempted to understand the 

health problems of a South Indian village in its socio-poli

tical context. Though their approach is chnllenging.as it 

considers the class structure of the society as determinent 

of health status and accessibility of services for different 

classes, when they analyse their data they sometime overlook 

its l~itations and stretch it too much to fit in their con-· 

ceptualisationo 

Banerji's study63covered 19 villages and probed into 

57. Banerj1,D.,'Pol1tical Economy of Population CoJ.ltrol in 
· India' in Bondestam,L and S.Bergstrom(eds); Povert~ 

end P_gpula,tign .Cfont;rol, (London, Academic Ptess)~p§ -101 
58. Mamdani,M~,The M th o·t Po ulati Control-fa.T.il . Cas 

an,d Class in an Indian x l age, Month y Review Press 
New York, 1972) 

59. Rao,S.K., 'Population Growth and DevelopmentaA counter 
.Arguement •, Econ2f3&SAand eoli t!cal ••eeJsl~, vol.11, 
No.31..33,S,eclal o. ugust pp.1149-58 

60. Bonerji,D~(1981)op.cit· · 
61. Zurbrigg,Sh1elaA1984)op.cit. 
62. Djurfeld~,G,and Lindberg,S,fills Against povertyf A study 
63. Banerji,IJ,\ 1981 )op.ctt. @ewDdh\,ol(-"tdand lf>H Pvblishers,l97~ 
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various dtmensions of health culture and its determinents~ 

The definition of health culture that he proposed signifi

cantly takes into account cultural perceptions of health 

problems, their. cultural meanings and the cultural response 

to these problems, both in terms of formation of various 

institutions to deal with various health problems and actual 

(health)behaviour of individuals or groups. Because of its 

cultural connotation, health cul:Sture is subjected to change 

as a result of cultural diffusions and purposive interventions 

from outside to bring about a desired change.in health culture 

Such a connotation also links it closely with the overall 

way of li.fe .of the community its overall culture, which in 

turn is influenced by the ecological background, cultrual, 

economic and social setting and the _political structure of 

the people. Thio broad def1.n1 tion has served as a basic 

premise to Sahu's (198~1 study of health behaviour of tribals. 

It is within a5lmiliar but a much limited framework that 

we attempt here to study MCH problems among different classes 

in a village. While wo are not looking at the regional. 

political and cultural entirity in a time framework, the 

64. Sahu, s .K., HcraJ.tb Cul~q of Q~;oana 1ang ,its .bintex:liD~o 
(Unpublished Ph. Thes s, subm tted to Jawahar a 
Nehru University, 1980). 
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essential elements of our approach would be-

~ it locat~s MCH within a soclo-econo:nic context; 

b. it attempts to identify processes through which 
the context impinges upon healthl 

c it takes into-account stratification within the 
village; 

d it considers perceptions of MCH, an outcomo of 
social interactions within people a.nd between 
people and servicest and 

e it does not take for granted that medical services 
are •scientific' but, explores its scientific 

·contento 

·ay using this approach we hope to fill in the gaps which 

have been left /by the studies conducted in the area of MCH. 

Wo would like to review briefly studies which claimed 

to taKe into consideration the socio-economic conditions to 

analyse the child bearing and postpartum practices. One was 

carried out in rural Java and the second one in r/al Bangla

desh. We picked up these because the conditions and practices 

in Bangladesh are not very different from ours and even Java 

shares th@ features of backward stratified societies in south• 

east Asia. 'fhe other two were carried out in India 1 tself. 

65 ci ll The rural Java study bas ca y concentrated on the birth 

65o Hull, Valerie J., The Ngaglik Study 1 An Enquiry into Birth 
Interval Dynamics and maternal and Child health 
in rurai J ava1~ WQ;rlcJ HeaJ,tb S $8~\s tical .,Qya£tft,l:¥ 
36(1983) 
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interval dynamics. It datms to study this dynamics in tho 

background of socio-economic conditions. It studies educa

tional status and work patterns of pregnant and post partum 

women in ito universe(two villages in Java). It presents 

data on pregnancy practices,conditlons of delivery, post 

partum behaviour, illness of mothers and children, etc. 

However, while analysing the date 0 even t.he Educational levols 

of women and thei:r.work1ng background(the only socio-economic 

factors for which data was collected) were not considered. 

Despite this the study claims,"to attempt to placo aspects 

of child bearing and health in a soclo cultural content and 

to assess the impact of social change in ~is stratified 

society". In actual analysis, this was not done0 In fact, 

more emphasis was placed on medical problems during pr~gnancy 

end post partum periods. 

Tho Bangladesh study66claims to have looked into the 

economic conditions of people but is basically a discriptlve 

anthropological study. It presents data on child bearing 

and delivery practices. It deals more with the concept of 

~~ ·po_!lotion, ~hut, purdha etc:. 0 but these are never linked 
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with the economic conditions. Calling a_dai to act as 

birth attendant is analysed in terms of religious(Musltm 

and Hindu) differences. a;fiving bioth without any help, was 

described as an act to avoid others from becoming polluted.· 

B ut the economic disability to pay a dai was not dealt 

within specific terms nor was the fact that the health ser

vices were simply not available in the area. 

67 The_Bijnor study claims "to locate women's child bearing 

experienc.es within specific and differing social and economic 

context". It presents data on child bearing and delivery, 

particularly on changes in work patterns of ~men during 

these periods. But again while analysing, it limits itself 

to the study of kinship patterns, their role in providing 

support to pregnant women and how they affect the work patterns 

of women. The authors of the study seem to conclude that 

"microdemographic factors impinge differently on individual 

women, somo havinQ virtually no break in their duties after 

giving birth, while others have several. weeks rest". This 

obviously shows that for them the variations in work load 

of women ~~an individual phenomenon and hence no effort is 

67o Jeffery, Patricia et.al~Cbil~ Birf~ and gollabgration 
among women in Bijno( distilct 9B3). 
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made to-correlate it with socio-economic backgrounds of 

women •. 

The Maharasltra studY8analysed the 1973-74 National 

Sample Survey data on Maternal and Child-Care practices to 

study the social correlates ot· MCH care and to find out the 

differ~nces between rural, urban areas. Registration of 

expeeta.nt mothers(EIAS) following visits to health centres, 

visits by health staff, consultation with medical practit• 

toners, additional food for expectant mothers, place of 
d . . . < 

del.ivery, type of birth attenant ,Auxilary Nurse Midwife's 

(ANM). visits after child birth, eoneultation with medical 
\ 

·practitioners, family planning advice, immunization of chi• 
~I.:. 

ldran, weaning and.child's diet, food given to small children 

etc., were studied. Influence of dlffe:rent variables on all 

these practices were analysed. In all, twelve variables were 

used, namely, town class (city, town, village~household group 

(caste groups), household industry and occupation, household 

si%c, economic status, age and education of head of household, 

education of expectant and nursing mothers, age, parity and 

activity status of the mother. 

The study certainly establishes the differences between 

the rural and urban areas. It also shows the differences in 

68. Khandekar, Mandakini( 1980) op. cit· 
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MCH care between caoto groups and economic groups. Their 

data on household industry and occupations was not adequate 

to give them relevant clUes. The study•s major shortcoming 

is its failure to link up these variables with one another 

and see their inter-relationship. Ito scope is limited 

since the study concentrates on status of service utili

sation by the different categories and does not look into 

the reasons for it. Their basic thrust is on rural urban 

differences while the class differencgc have not been fully 

explored in the two settings. Though such an effort was 

made ~t times(eg.to analyse registration and visits of 
' 

expectant mothers to health centres) it was not carried 

out throughout. Additional food for mothers and diet of 

children is perceived as a matter of belief and is treated 

independently without relating it to caste or class back

ground. 

It seems that all these studies while claiming broader 

framework, not only do not actually use it but are also 

litn1 ted in their e"ploration o·f MCH problems as they only 

study some specific aspects of it- cultural, social, .uedical 

or nutritional- but do not develop a comprehensive understand

ino of even MCH problems. 
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~ljAPTE.B. II 

METHOOOLQGX 

1. OBJECTIVES Of THE SIUpX 

Our review of literature shows that there is a near 

concensus on the issue of relevenee of N~H problems and the 

need to solve them. The need to look at MCH within 1ts 

socio-economic context is also well noted. The research 

efforts, however, are fragmented and not fully integrated. 

To fill in a f.ew gaps the present study attempts to under

stand the economic and social reality in the village and 

its influence on MCH problems. Secondly, to explore the 

gaps between perceptions and actual care of mothers and 

children 1n different classes. To do this we have studied 

the lives of women in their totality. We closely looked 

at their daily lives as agricultura~ workers(supervisors 

as well as labourers), housewives and as mothers. The Lm

pllcations of these and their families• economic position· 

for their health status and their accosa to health care 

services are studied in detail. 

The specific objectives of the study can be stated 

as follows& 

(1) to study the differences in the patterns of 
maternal and child health care in 41fferent 
agrarian classes; 

( U.) to identify social processes responsiblo for 
these differences; and 

(iii) to identify gaps in perception and action and 
to explore their causeso 
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2 o THE DESIGti 

Since the focus of the study is on soct·al procasses 

that influence health of women and young children, the 

methodology has to be such that the qualitative aspects of 

women's tives are fully explored in all their dimensions. 

for this, one village was studied intensively to grasp the 

- dynamics of socio-economic life of the village and its L 

linkages with the health status of women and children. 

The processes at work that influenced health, were located 

at first through qualitative explorations and later quanti• 

fled to give them appropriate weightages. 
-

Our Universe is one village because 'a village alone 

gives us a composite social unit which, though small, re

flects the major complexities of a dynamic social systom. 

Vie could not go in for more villages given the time and 

resource constraints. 

To achieve the purpose of the study, apart from the 

socio-economic data, infomation on a variety of sensitive 

issues was necessary frommarried women respondents. This 

required certain degree of familiarization with local culturo) 

knowledge of social customs and ~roficiency in local languago 

and dialect. Taking the above factors into consideration, 

the researcher has chosen a village in her home district of 
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Guntur, in Andhra Pradesh, where the degree of communication 

and interaction with the respondents was easy and feasibleo 

2o 1 §TUQY VILLAGE AND IT§ POPULATIQN 

A village called Sangam J agarlamudi(SJM) in Tenal1 

taluk of Guntur district in AP was selected to conduct the . 
study. This village is well connected with nearby towns. 

Its caste distribution is not different from the usual 

pattern in the district. Agriculture is well developed in 

the village and so we felt that different classes of agri

culturists will be easily available. 

According to the local primary Health Centre(PHC) 

survey records, by January 1985 population of the village 

was 5,280. Number of households was 1 ,22ff"_. Decadal growth 

of population is not much between· 1971 and 1981. The popu

lation was 4,619(M~, ,~_2->2$9 and f-: ~~.ti336} in 1971 and 4,893 

(M-2,493 and F-2,400) in 1981. Number of households was 

1009 in 1971 and 1200 in 1981. Literacy rate·was about 

- 40 percent in 1971 and 49 percent in 1981 o· 

2o2 NAIUBE QF DATA REQUIRER 

Since the o'bj ec ti ve was to unders t~nd women • s health in 

its totality, we wanted to explore the irfluence of the socio

economic environment on women's health. For this, it was 
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necessary to study the nature of economy and the production 

pattern in the village. Also, its social structure in terns 

of castes and their relation to elaases was to be explored. 

Within this complexity, the effort waa to establish points 

of linkages within health of women and their social and 

physical environment. for this the following data wore 

collected. 

(a) General data: 

(1) An overview of the village: Location, communi
cation, transport linkage, irrigation faci11t1e~ 
1notitut1ons--Government and non-government like 
tho PHC, Schools, Post Office, Telephon~ Exchange~ 
Bank etc.and mapping the village. 

( 11) Economic aspects 1 Cropping patterns, land holdin9o 1 

posnession of milch cattle, terms and condltiono 
of labour exchange, wages, hunger situation e·tc. 

(i11) Social aJpects: caste and rellgous groupings, 
educational levels, family structure0 decision 
making powers, cultural beliefs, social customs, · 
ceremonies etc. 

(iv) Health Services for the village: Availability, 
treatment meted out by health workers to differ
ent classes of people at the PHC and in their 
day to day work in the field and accessibility 
to private ho~pitals. 
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(b) Role of v;·omen in the Village life 

(1) Economic Activity& 
In the village economy different kinds of 
economic activity done by women, female 
parU.cipation in agriculture as cul tlvator& 
and labourers, different types of .jobs allotto 

· to them, their wages, ~mpa~trion wi-th av.'ilges, 
comparision with wages of men, . kinds of worlt 
done by women of different classes at home .etc 

(11) Social Status: 
Their roles as wives and mothers,· status 
w$.thln the family and the society and its 
sociological and cultural dimensions, decision 
making power in family affaris in·general and 
differences in various classes. 

(c) MCH Practices: 
Qualitative data- regard~ng food patterns and 
work patterns during pregnancy.and after. de
livery, interaction with health services, 
~)practices at the time oi delivery, caro of 
pregnant women)postpartum mothers and small 
children, feeding and weaning practices, 
customs/ceremonies and superstitions regarding 
MCH etco 

These were collected from women of different socio

economic caroups of the village as explained later through 

group discussions and conversations. 
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In addition to the above, to ensure that th~ data 

recorded on MCH practices is objective and the respondents' 

memory is fresh,an interview sc.hedule was administered to a group 

of women who had given birth to a child/children in a time 

span of last two years..;. l.e from May 1983• April 1985. 

2. 3 NATYBJi ANp SIZE OF UtE ,SAMPLE 

Uuring the preliminary investigation we found that tho 

population size is lower than expected. Birth rate in the 

village is almost half that of the state's {17 .• 4), which 

moans that there were about 90 births in a year. Rate of 

eter111sations is higb-~6 percent of the target couples wore 

covered by June 1984. In such conditione, to see that tho 

sample should be of a considerable size, we included in the 

survey all those women who had given birth in the preceedlng 

two years, i.e. from May 1983- April 1985. This was f!ncpected 

to give us roughly 1~0 women for the sample. 

Only those who are settled and continue to live in 

SJM only were considered while choosing the sample • 

Daughters of this village who married men of other villages 

aAd. ;zoettled.~ in pi aces other than SJ1Jl were not included in 

tho sample • though they delivered ln s.JMp Because firstly, 

they are non-residents of the village for all practical 

purposes(thoy come to deliver at mother's place as per tho 
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customs·of the land). Secondly, they won't be available 

in SJM always, as they live with their husbands in othor 

villages. Daughters-in-law of SJM were included 1n the 

sample irrespective of the village/town where they del1-

verod. Because, even if they deliver at their parents' 

places, they come back to SJM along w1 th their infants and 

continue to live in SJM. These births were also recorded in 

the PHC's births register under a si)4cial category called 

•out births'. 

2.4 lOENJlfXING THE SAMPLE 

to acquire infoxmetion on all women who could qualify 

for this sample, the following sources were exploreds 

(a) Births regictora Lists of women who had given birth 

to a child/children during the poriod between May 

1983 and April 1985 wore prepared with the help of 

the bi1·ths reglster maintained by the PHC. from 

them, those who belong to the agricultural classes 

were made seperate on the basis of their/their 

husbands' occupation{also recorded ln the births 

rPgist~r), and with the help of the ANM. There 

were 165 births during the ehoson period. Of them 

120 took place among the aqriculturlsts. 

(b) MPW's Rec;~1st~r• as a second stop, the population 

survey register of the MPWs of the PHC was used ~ 
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crosocheclt. 13 rnore births· YJere identified from that 

rogister. 

(c) Dais Dais• help was also sought but yielded no new 

results. 

(d) As a fourth step, enquiries were made wherever the 

researcher went to meet women or interview them. 

11 births could be identified in this manner also. 

Thus altogether 140 women who gave birth to 144 children 

were identified. However, one of them had died. Two persons 

left the village to settle elsewhere.. Nine women were not 

available during our field work• most of whom. went to their 

parents• home to deliver. On the whole, we could interview 

128 women who gave birth to 132 children. 

2o5 JOQL§ 
(1) Secondary Sourceaa Certain important primary data 

like birth rate, death rate, popula't1on, sterilisation achi

evements, number of persons treated in the PHC, etc.could be 

collected from the PBC. Details of 1981 census-d1at~1but1on 

of workers, literacy rate etc.were collected from the talult 

office at Tenali. 

Size of command area. kinds and intensity of crops grown 

in SJM, number of acres they each covered etc. were collected 

from Panchayat office. 
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(11) ertmary,Sources: We have employed the methods of 

non-participant observation and discussions with groups as 

well as individuals, followed up with indepth interviews 

with some of the key persons like the Dai, ANM, PHC*s lady 

Doctor and with those who volunteered to give info~ation. 

Some case ~eports have also been used. 

&nterxiew §chedule(See Appendix 1) 

An interview schedule was also administered. It was 

formulated basing on the qualitative data collected in the 

first phase of the field work, pre-tested and necessary 

changes were made before administering it finally. 

Apart from socio-economic conditions and MCH practiees0 

there were also questions to collect data on gyrt\cological 

problems, other health problems, sterilisations, and on how 

frequently they sought medical help. Obst~ic experiences 

of these women were also recorded together with number of 

children alive and dead, causes of death and ages at the 

ttme of death, and number of still births and abo~tions, 

if any. 

Assessment of Caste and land distribution 

Given the number of 122~ households and the t~e limi

tation, it was not·posslble to conduct a house to house 

survey to assess caste distribution and land ownership. We 
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therefore had to dep&nd on less exact methods. 

for assessing the number of households in differont 

caste groups we primarily depended upon our discussions with 

each caste members and cross cheeked it with othe~s. Asso

sslng land holdings posed a bigger problem becaus~ this was 

going to be our main criteria for developing economic cate

gories for the purpose of analysis. To arrive at dependable 

11st we first approached the panchayat office. 

According to the records of .Panchayat office, 29~ 

people had land in SJM. Of them 125 are holding less then 

2.!> acres and 170 are holding more than 2.!> acres. The 

problem with this list is that9 some poople who own quito a 

small holding in SJM may own much more land in other pl~cet;. 

for example, one rich fa~er of the village ~s only one aero 

of land in SJM whereas his total landownership accoun·ts to 

more than 40 acres. Even according to the Village Develop

ment Off1ceer( VDO) 327 faxmers of SJM own land in other 

villages: Vadlamdi, Sekuru., end Augalakduru, adjacent to 

SJM. They pay land revenue outside the village uptor. about 

one lakh rupees whereas in SJM the total revnue collected 1s 

just &1.25,000/-· 

It was therefore necessary to make independent assess

ments of land ov.nersh1p. We contacted the PHC clerk who was 
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born and brought up in SJU and still lives th~re. Being 

a middle farmer himself, belonging to the dominant Kamma 

caste and an old resident, he was fully familiar with the 

ownership patterns of the village. With his help the Panch

ayat list was corrected. The fact that the distribution of 

our sample among different classes tallied with this list 

gives us some confidence that our list 1s dependablo. 

2.6 Sshgdul1~g ~d wo~l 

Field work was carried out from May to mid-August, 

198!). It was done in ~wo phases. In the first phase(initial 

2 :months), rapport was developed with villagers,MPW(F), Dai 

and the Doctors. Births among the agricultural classes _ · 

during the chosen period were listed. Land holding pattern 

and caste distribution were assessed. All useful information 

was gathered from the PHC and other sources and crosschecking 

was done wherever necessary. Simultaneously, life styles of 

different classes. particularly of women wero observed. 

Qualitative data on II.CH practices was gathered through ob· 

servation and discussions w1thgroups aa well es individuals. 

In the second phase(rest of the period) interview 

schedule was administered to collect data for quantification. 

Qualitative data, particularly concerning the health of women 

was also collected all through the study per.iod. 
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2.7. Analysis eng Intareretttion 

An assessment of oualit1at1ve data was done to get 

a general picture of life in SJM. The quantitati've data 

was first co:difled and then transfered into a master table. 

Required tables were prepared from it. Qua.i:ita-tive and 

quantitative date was finally put '!lJogether a.nd analysed. 

Keeping in mind the agricultural production in the 

area, where soil is fertile and advanced technology is used 

for agricultural purpo.ses, on the basis of land ownership 

the households were grouped into four basic classes. These 

classes werec 

(1) Landless labourers (o .. o.s ~cr .. es of land) 
I . 

(2) Marginal farmers (0.6- 2.5 acres of land) 

(3) Middle farmers (2.6-s.o acres of land) 

(4) Rich farmers (5 acres and above) 

As the number of households of middle and rich farmers 

was small (though well in proportion to the actual size of 

these clasees in the village), they were clubbed together 

for the purposes of our analysis. In some economic tables

those of possession of milch cattle and milk_production and 

consumption- landless labourers and marginal farmers were 

clubbed together since they differed little. Our analytical 

effort was to look at health within the clase context. rolato 
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soclo•economic factors to health status and acc~ssibility 

of services and understand the correlation of forces which 

determine women's and children•s health in SJM. 

2o8 Limitations& 

As already explained, we could not go for more than 

one village due to t~e and resource constraints. Even 

within this one village, study was limited to agr1cultur1stso 

firstly because, occupational groups were too many and small 

in size except agriculturists. Though employees and business 

peoplo constituted 11 percent and 5.3 percent of the popula

tion respectively, we could not include them as it is diffi

cult to put them in a suitable class and in themselves they 

were very heterogenous to be treated as one class. 

We are conscious that our coverage 1s small to make 

any generalizations for the area and the numbers of middle 

and rich farmers in our purposive sample are also small. 

However, as we have already explai.ned, firstly our objective 

was not to generalise for Teriali tiuk. Secondly, we arG 

very conscious of the small numbers of the middle and rich 

farmers. While for assessing trends in perceptions, aetlons, 

work patterns, social status, care of pregant women, delivery 

practices and child caro, we have depended on them; in asse

ssing trends in mortality and morbidity we have been very 

cautious. Even large differences of ratos have to.be treated 

with ~eservations. We have also not used .any statistical 

tools. 
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MA t:£RNAL ANt1 CHILg H;AL n; IN THE SQCIAL SCQtjTEXT Of §VA 

SsCIIaN . I 

AN 0YfRyi£W Of Life IN SJM 

1.1 otatrtct gynw 
The study village, Sangam Jagarlamudi(SJM) is in 

Tenali taluk of Guntur district in Andhra Pradesh. A few 

taluks of this district, including Tenal1, are in the 

western delta of river Krishna. There is a high pressure 

on land in rural areas with a high proportion of female 

agricultural labourers(78.2 percent according to 1971 

census) to male labourers. 53.7 percent of the cultivated 

area is covered by canals. 

The total number of land holdings in 1971 was 3.31 

lakhs of which 52.3 percent were of below one hectare. 

Average size of the holding was 1.73 hectares. The main 

crops are paddy, pulses, chilli, banana, turmeric, ground 

nuts, citrus fruits, tobacco and cotton. Sugar cane and 

betel .leaves are also grown. More than half of citrus fruit 

gardens of the district are in Tenall taluk. 

1.2 The Village $JM 

G§og~apbical outllnaA 

SJM is situated on the Tenal1-Narakoduru road, 16kms 

away from Guntur on its eastern side and 10kms eway from 

Tenali. The main bus route (road) connecting Tenal1 and 
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Guntur goes through the village, dividing it into two parts. 

On one side of the road lies two thirds of the village comp

rising Brahmin, Kamma, Gouda and Yadava households. Palle 

(Harijanawada) also lies on this side of the village, but 

towards the peripheries. The PrimaJ'y Health Centre, Bank, 

Post Office, Telephone Exchange and all the four Primary 

Schools are also on this side. This area is surroundod by 

lemon gardens. The other part of the villate where Telaga 

and Muslims live is surrounded by paddy fields. on the main 

road there are a few small shops and hotels. 

Buckingham canal goes through this village irrigating 

its lands. Dry land irrigation is through filter pointe 

utilis.ing underground water which is available at a depth of 

7-8 yeards. 

Railway Station is 2.3 kilometers away from the vill

age. The high school is also situated near the railway sta

tion. 

The liarijanawada('Palle') is about 1.5 lcms away from 

the village and is divided into two parts, Malapalle and 

Madigpalle for the two sects. One.old temple• Sangameewara 

temple 1s situated on the canal bank near the railway station. 

Ts:;raln 

SJM has got a command area of 58 acres. According to 
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the VOO of the village panchayat, paddy is grown in about 

300 acres, lemons and Banana gardens cover about 186 acres 

and 70 acres respectively. Turmeric is grown in 10 acres, 

chilli in 5 acres and chtkoo in about 2 acres of land. 

Grass lands and acasU.l etc. a.ceount for S acres while in 

about 6 acres fish farming is done. 

The soil of SJM is very fertile and therefore it has 

high value. for instance one caro of rice growing land costs 

Rs 70-90 thousands. Lemon orchards coot more than double to 1 to 

fas&litlu acla~Jlab1ft 
SJM has power. postal, telphone, Sank and transport 

fac111t1es. It has four primary schools run by the panchayat 

samit1 and two are pri.vately managed. Tenal1 which is just 

10 kms away has ju.n.tor and dogree collec;es. 

liiJ!J:JJl. .,S.p.hJtl&U 

SJM has a model .PHC which was established in t949. There 

are throo Registered Medical Practitionors(RMPs) of whom one 

goes round the v.lll&ge on 11 bicycle to treat the patients. 

In oddttior. there are a number of privato nursing home·a ln 

Tenal1, which can be reached in 10 m.ts. by bus with a faro 

of Re.1/-· All these services provide allopathic treatmont9 

1.3 Jhe fegplc 

faoe1al §.j;£US\UL(! §Dd 0 S!SG\1Pit1qQ§ 

The inhabltents of SJM aro mainly Hind~s, Christians 

and Musl1ma0 Among Hindus thertt are different castes with 

their own social customs and rituals. Tablo 5 profiles 

caste and occupational structure end land ownership. 
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Table 5: Castes0 Occupations and. land 0\11ling status in S J M 

No. of P0rcontage t-1ain occupation 
Fam111os o~ :ta.mili~s 

Porttard 
Ce.!t<!S . 
Brahrzl1na so 

in tbo total 
Noo .af house-
holds 

Agr1culturo 

Other 
occupations 

Caste 
Pro1'esa.1cm 

Oml lattd 
and. also 
clo tenancy _____________________________________________________________ , ________________________ _ 

150 

RQddys 20 

Vysyas 75 

COt!das 100 
(Taddy tappers) 

Cba.kal.1s 25 
( t1aahe1'1'40D) 
t~aD&Jallo 20 
(Barbers) 
Ya4avas 140 

12Q2 

11o5 

Small 
Business 

Landless 
labourers 

Qnploycent 

caste 
Prof'ossion 

Caste p""tessicm 

Agricul.tural 
laboureN 

landlQss labourers 

.. 
"'* 

No 

No 

No 

No 
Ro 

Most dominant caste 
in every respects a fatt 
amana thGfu.' agricu.l tu
ral labourers b.ut t1ttt.rk 

I llil I_ T ••• 
NUillQrJ.cally tbe . largest. 
casto in the village 

intervention by contractoro 
and govamm2nt in liquor 
business torcod tbem to 
become lab~rs 



SChedule Tribes 
SUgalis 
(La.Dbadas )25 

Boyes 20 

Schedul<!d eptg 
~las a 
Madigas 1'2 

Mual!mo 40 

Outo14ero 100 

3o3 .. 
8·o2 BaplotJ!ient. 

No 

Riokahaw Pul.lers No 

:s ~am:11es are 
o:t employees 

ta1lorina0 tru1t 
vonding 

only 4 Mostly Christiana but bavo 
~am111eo two seperate churcbeooclaia 
own rang1:ng to ba s.c. ~.,. evGn af'ter 
J:rom 2a.' tlcr~es cozworsion. All. tbG1 8 

t-lo 

No 

<!Qp1oyus a.lJJo U w in 
tba Harlj.Qnawad.a 

Mont of' tbam belong 
to other atateoo 
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Table: 6. Different Occupation Groups in SJM 

Occupation 

1. Agriculturists 

2. Employees 

3• Washermen 

4. Barbers 

5. Business 

6. Carpenters 

7. Tapi work 

So Women domestic workers 

9. Milk vendors 

1 o. Tailors 

11. Rickshaw pullers 

12. Depending on sons, no occupation 
of their own 
Total: 

Total Number Percentage 
of households of total 

number of 
. households 

952 77o7 

136 11 01 

23 1.9 

20 1.6 

,)65 5o3 

4 ~~3 

5 0.4 

12 0.98 

2 - 0.16 

2 0~16 

2 0.16 

2 0.16 

-1225 100.0 

If"'the population is seen in terms of its occupations 

(table 6) then it emerges that many castes share three major 

occupations i~e.agriculture, business and employement •. Forward 

castes, Backward castes, Scheduled castes, Scheduled Tr.ibes 

and Muslims are 22.-3 percent, 4?e; 7 percent, 12.2 percent 

2.6 percant and 3.3 percent respectively. 



P.ftasantt iq §JI 

Out of the 1225 families, 9e2(77.? percent), live 

on agr1culturo. Of them 653 families (68.6 percent) a:ro 

e1 ther landless or own lese than 0. 5 acre.c 120 families 

(12.6 percent}own land between Oo6-2.~ acresi 74 families 

(7.8 percent) own land between 2o6-5.0 acres and 105 familleo 

(11 percent) own land above 5.1 acres; Althouqh there is a 

dispersion of land over both tho forward as well as the 

backward castes, most of the village land is coneentr~tod 

amon9 forward castes while the re~t areeeonomical'y depend

ent upon these landowners. Table 4 gives the occupational 

breakup of the population. It also indicates that out of 

the ten cccupat1ons leaving out the agriculturists, seven 

are of the local artisans who belonQ to either a.c, s.c, 
s.T or Muslims. The remaining two-employees and business 

people- are the only occupation grol!ps which do not depend 

on land owners. According to our data, they come. in tho 

majority of cases, either fx-om F.Cs or a.cs. 



Table: 1. 

Caste 
ta;gups 

Forward 
castes 

Backward 
castes 

Scheduled 
Castes 

Scheduled 
Tribes 

Muslims 

Classwise 
Totals 

Diffe&:tnt ~lastes and Cas1ft! among the samplft 
in families of women wbg nave qiyen birtb to 
a ch1ldleh1ldr@n duriM May 83-April 8~. 

Landless Marginal Middle Rich Caste 
labQ!I.bfWi Farmeu f&g)ftiS famera wis@ Tgtal! 

3(3 .• 2) 
(21.4) 

4(22.2) 
(28.6) 

57(61.3) 12(66.7) 
( 73) ( 15.4) 

23(24.7) 1(5.5) 
(92) (4) 

6(6.5) 
(85.7) 

4(4.3) 
(100) 

93 
(72.7) 

1{5.5) 
(14.3) 

0 

18 
( 14.1} 

3(30) 
(21.4) 

6(60) 
(7. 7) 

1 (18) 
(4) 

4(57.1) 14 
(28.6) (10.9) 

3(42. 9) 18 
(3.8) (60.9) 

0 25 
(19.5) 

0 0 

0 0 

10 7 
(7.8) (5.5) 

128 
(1 00) 

Percentage given along the figures is percentage 
of that- . elas& and perrenta9e 
given below...; the figure is percentage of that 
casto group. 

The purpostve sample of hous-eholds that we took for 

studying .MCH practices was well distributed over the village 

population( table 7). This is evident when we compare the 

classwise totals of the sample(table 7) with the distribution 
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of classes in the village as a whole. Except for the rich 

peasants where the sample has a lesser proportion of families 

(5.5 percent as against 11 percent in the general householdn) 

all other classes have comparable representation. An analy

sis of the age structure of the sample(table 9) shows that 

women in age group 30•39 years are slightly more in the 

middle and r:ich peasant groups. Many sons of this class 

who are better educated. would have gone out for jobs and 

as such become non-residents of the village; or they may not 

be yet married( see 'Marriage' on page 64-), Thus births in 

recent years might have been fewer in this section. 

Tablet a. 
Class 

Landless 
labourers 

Marginal 
famers 

. Middle and 
Rich Farmers 

Total 

Age groop of Eample women 

15-19 years 

34 
(36.6) 

7 
(38.8) 

7 
{41.2) 

48 
(37.5) 

20•29 30-39 
years Xft@tS 

54 5 
(58) (5.4) 

10 1 
(55o5) (5.5) 

7 3 
(41.2) (17.6) 

71 9 
(55o5) (7) 

Total No. 
of women 

93 

18 ' 

17 

128 

M.ajority of the women, 41 to 58 percentofd1fferent 

classes are in the age group of 2o-29 yoars. Women aged 

15-19 years are between 36-41 percent in all the classes. 
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Apart from looking at landholding of families, to 

get a more comprehensive picture of the economic status 

of families we present here da·ta on possession of milch 

cattle, milk production, consumption and sale and then 

educational status of famillos. 

Table 9 presents the distribution of families 

possessing milch cattle. . 

. fO§BftSSion gf Milch Cattle among . the Smpplt 
Housgbol$1a 

Class No.of Households Actual No.of Per household 
possessing milch milch cattle possession of 
cattle poese,~std g4lcb cattle 

Landless ~~ 26 
labourers & (23.4). 
Marginal 
f t.11llers 
93t-18=111 

Middle & 14 
Rich fa110ers (82.4) 
1 047=17 

Total 128 40 
(31.2) 

34 
(44. 7). 

42 
. (55.3) 

76 

0.3 

3.0 

R T 
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Less than one third of the total households possess 

milch cattle, but its distribution among classes is something 

that should be noticed. It is about four times more in the 

middle and rich classes than in landless and marginal classes 

Per household pQssession of milch cattle makes the situation 

more clear• it is 0.3 in the former and 3.0 in the latter 

i.e 10 times more. 

Out of the total milk production in the sample house-
. co~s 

holds(table.10) 60 percent fr·.>m the middle and rich fameD&J 

they consume 64.7 percent of their produce whereas the 

lower classes consume 45.5 percent of their total producfi,., ·_. 

Out of the total conoumption 70.1 porceni is done by the 

middle and classes vmereas it is only 29.9 percent in the 

case of landless and marginal classes. Production as well 

as consumption levels have gone down with decrease in the 

size of land holding and proportion of sale ha~ increased. 

The trend is much more clear if we look at per household 

consumption of milk. It is 0.2 litres in landless and mar-

·ginal classes and 3.2 liters(16 times higher) in middle and 

rich classes. 
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Tablea 10· Milh erody;tiOfh Coptu;ption SQd Salq 
among gitfelftnt classe1• 

Class , Milk guantitw:tn litw •• Per household 
Produced Consumed Sold consumption 

Landless 
Labourers & 50.5 
Marginal 
f'amers 

(40.7) 

Middle & 73.5 Rich Farmers (60) 

Total 124.0 

23(45.5) 27.5 
(29.9) (54.5) 

54(64-.1) 
( 70.1) 

77 
(62 .1) 

19.5 
(23.3) 

47 
(37.9} 

(ln 11tros) 

0.2 

3.2 

Percentages given b~low the figures are of total 
production, consumption and sale; along the figures 
are of total production in that class. 

Thus, consumption levels (of milk) are directly related 

to the size of their land holding. Those who have big land 

holdings, also own more milch: cattle and 'et a big share in 

the total consumption. The size of landholdings possession 

of milch cattle and : · consumption levels of milk are directly 

inter related. 

An interesting phenomenon was that some families of 

landless labourers and marginal farmers, bought a bufialo 
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calf and reared it up. When it growsup and breeds, the 

household can get some milk (and also a calf) which directly 

contributes to the family's economy. This has implications 

for the household in terms of added work burden for women 

since it is mostly wamen who tate care of milch animals. 

(This is discussed in work patterns of women)· 

Among the sample households in the lower classes, 15 

families owned 19 such animals. 

gdUcational leygl§ 

Educational levels are low in general. However, there 

are about 10 fam1l.ies 0 all belong1._ng to the rich farmers, 

whose children have gone for higher education like post gra

duation, M.B.B.~, B.E., Ph.D etc. 

The landless labourers and marginal fa%mers did not 

show much interest in education. Reasons given are that 

they need children's help in day to day work at home and in 

the fieldo0 Larger share of this burden falls on female 

children rosulting in a still lower educational status. 

Yet another reason advanced for not sending childron to 

school was that their children cannot perform well at school 

as they don't have any one at home to help them and so gra

dually they loose interest and drop out as thoy cannot cope 

up. Teachers tend to be partial towards students of better 
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off classes and this discourages students of poorer classen 

and increases their drop out rate. Poor ;>arents also feel 

that it is better that the children start earning early and '" 

.relieve them of financial burden. Sr~me of the men in lowor 

classes studied upto tenth class but still had to settle 

down as a. gr 1 cu 1 tural l abou.rera as they coul dno t get any job 

This also influenced the parents• decision not to send their 

children to school. 

Among the lower classes, only those who bolong to 

forward castes(like Kamma 0 Brahmin) show interest in getting 

their children educated though 1t is financially difficult 

for them. This is because' they do not want them to. settle 

down as labourers '•"hich is viewed as a lowly occupation 

among the upper ceatos. They want their children to settlo 

down in jobs. 

Rich and Middlo fanners give importance to education. 

They also encourage girls to go to colleges. 

Thoug~ the percentage of illeteracy is large and spread 

over all the classee(Table 11) it decreases with increase in 

the size of land holding and educational levels move up. 

Educational levels in general are low and specifically . 

so ·in case of women in all classes. 



. LGve1 ~ 
Education 

Illiterate 

~111JtU7 

·saoondcey 

rtiaher 

rar1..L 
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TablG 111 +,gyelsd ot EdlJCation aaoy !<tea a l10!J!9!! 
o~ cU • .tter<m't classes ot . the sample, 

Landless r-ta~nal h14dlQ Faman RiCh 
. LabOUNJ"S Farmers Po mara 

AOD \100011 MQD t10fllen Men Womon. Mcm ·fWOl'!len 

67 74 8 9 4 2 2 3 
(72) (19o6} (44o4) (!JO) (40) (20) (.2Soo) ·(42o9) 

,19 18 6 ? ' 6 4 2 
~20.,4) (19o4) (33o3) (38o9) (SO) (60) ($7o2) (28o6) 

'? 1 4 2 a . 1 2 
:7o') (1.o07) (22o2) (11o1) 0 (20) (14o3~ (2eo2) 

1 
0 0 0 0 0 0 (10) 0 

f 

93 93 18 18 10 10 1 '1 

Total 

Men ttomen 

82 88 
(64) (68o8) 

'' '' (2So8) (25oB) 

12 
(944) 

1 
· (5o5) 

0 0 

128 128 
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Marriage: Landless and marginal class people marry off 

their children earlier than the upper class people. Among 

them generally girls get married between 14 and 16 years 

and boys between 18 and 20 yeare. In middle and rich 

class-es. the situation is different. Firstly, most girls. 

get married at the age of 18 years. Secondly,many more boys 

and even some girls go for higher education and then their 

marriages get postponed. It could be till 22~24 years of 

age for girls and upto 25-30 years .for boys. Girls generally 

remain as house.,ives irrespective of their educational statuso 

family Structurq: As in any other Indian village. nuclear 

families are more in number in SJM. Joint family system is 

being continued widely only among middle and rich fa~ers. 

Even in eases where middle or rich fa:rmers families live 

.s eperately. landed property is not divided. The data on 

sample families(table 12} shows th~t with increase in the 

size of the land holding, percentages of joint famili~s also 

increased. It is t:tix 'imes more in rich farmers compared to 

l~ndlese labourers. 
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Tablcu 12. ~.arpily ~ a;ong,tbe Samplf! 
ljguGob9ldi 

Class No. of 'oint 
Families 

Landless Labourers 13 

93 (14.0) 

Marginal Farmers 7 

18 (38.9) 

Middle faxmets 6 
10 (60) 

Rich faxmers 6 
7 (85.7) 

1 o4 §oc1a-Ecgnomts; DynY)W 

No.of nuclear 
Families 

80 
(86) 

11 
(61.,) 

4 
(40) 

1 
(14.3) 

96 
(75} 

BhVtbm. gf A96J.,SMUuu1 ActlxlU 

~ddY §itJ.d!l 

The coastal district& receive their rainfall in July 

and the agricu.ltural activity starts immediately. Ploughing 

and prepa1·ing paddy nurseries go simultaneously. These 
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provide employment to men labourers whereas women labourors 

do the transplanting. Transplantation creates ample cl'\anceo 

of emplo~Gnt for women- because trad.1t1onally it 1& reserved ,. 
for them. Labourero are employed either as contract labou-

ers or as wage labourer&. ln contract method, wage is 

around Rs 80•1 00 per acre. Under wage labour 1 t is Rs.1 ~ por 

head and one has to work from 9 a.m to 5 p.m with a break 

of one hour for. lunch. 

After a month after transplantation, weeding work 1s 

take.n up which is a,a1n reserved for women and gets them e 

wage of Rs 5-8 per head per .dey. When the crop ripen&, 

during November-December harvesting takes plaee. Only 

contract labour is used for harvesting. Both 1nen and women 

labourers cut the cx·op but women are preferred. itt 5G-80 

is paid per acre and sometimes when the possibility of rains 

threatens the fa~er, the wagea~up to ~ 100. Once the 

harvesting of paddy !.a over, in that mud itself, pulses or 

jute is sewn. Some grow vegetables too. This will bt the 

second crop. By the time of paddy threshing, Eimall seedl1ngo 

of the second crop are ready. 

Paddy yield per acre is 20-30 bags of 75 kg.each· 

Some fa~ers got even up to 40 bags by using more fert111-

sere and manuers. 
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Only men are employed for threshing and both men and 

women for winnowin.g. Under contract labour Rs 40-60/- is 

paid and for a single labourer hired the wage is ~1~ per day. 

The second crop matures b.y the end of february0 

Meanwhile weeding is carried out for which women labourers 

are paid b 5-6 per head per day. Again harvesting and thre

shing are carried out by women and men respectivelyo 

from mid-March to June. these lands lie vacant. Again 

in July monsoon comes and the whole activity is once again 

repeated. Thus goes the cycle. 

!,:,emon Oybardt 

This is a particular field in SJM is agricul tre which 

continuously yield& fruits and demands labour throughout the 

year. The kinds of work activity seen in lemon orchards are 

like making grooves around trees, supplying water, turninq 

the soil, cutting off dry branches, weeding etc. Lemon

fruit plucking is done 4most every day, more intensively 

1n.Jlummer, during April and May. The amount of wages paid 

are according ~o the nature of the work. For weeding and 

fruit plucking which are done by women, • 5-6 are paid. 

And for all other works, which are carried out by men0 it 

!s between trs 15 and 20. Of the total land under agricul turaJ 

operations, banana, turmeric and betel leAves gardens occupy 
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proportionally less land and therefore offer fewer oppor

tunities for labour. 

These activities of plucking lemon fruits, cutting 

off dry branchos of lemon trees or collecting betel havos 

need special skill and only experienced workers are employed. 

Thus, though work is available round the year in these 

special activities, it is neither enough to provide work 

for all nor can unskilled workers do it. It is then only 

some families who work on these farms for their livelihood 

get work round the ·year. In addition men are preferred for 

most of these jobs. 

Lemons, betel leaves, turmeric and banana are sold 

to middle men in nearby towns. Food crops ~ike paddy and 
.. pulses are generally consumed by the famers families and 

if there is any excess 1 t is sold to middle men e1 ther at 

SJM or in Tenalio 

Imelicationt 

Due to the inJ'tensive agricultural activity, acute 

hunger and starvation deaths that haunt the rural areas of 

Bihar, U.P., M.P. etc.are not seen in SJM. People get~ 

food round the year. Some eat three times a day,others even 

4. times. In our sample all families reported that they 

get enough food or atleast~quare meals per day round the 
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year. Infaet 86 percent reported that they ate three t~G& 

a dey and the rest 4 times a day( table 13). 

Tabloc 13· theaber of meals in a day among the 
familigp gf tbe SamQl!• 

Class 3 meals a day 4 meals 

Landless Labourers 87 6 
93 (93.5 ) (6.S) 

,Marginal Farmers 14 4 

18 (77.8 ) (22.2) 

Middle Famers 8 2 

10 (80) (20} 

Rich Farmers 1 6 
7 (14.3) (85.7) 

Total 128 110 18 
(86) (14) 

a day 

Only in September and October when it rains heavily 

and in November, generally a month of cyclones and storms 

for coastal Andhra, employment opportunities decrease and 

labourers face problems. · 

Four answeres could be found to the question as to 

how the landless labourers manQge to eet enough food round 
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the year. 1) Some families managed it with difficulty by 

raising consumption loans from landlords during lean(rainy) 

season when there was not much opportunity for employment. 

However, they repaid the loans during peak season. l. ·, .. 

2) The systemr46f. working as a 2aleru.. Under this tradi

tional system of labour exchange, young men around the 

age of 18 years work under big farmers, and are paid in 

cash· and kind, roughly a sum of Rs 1500 per a year and one 

bag of paddy in addition to three meals a day throughout 

the year. The payment varies according to the work needs 

of the employer. In such cases, this paddy is used by his 

family in lean seasons and money is used generally for 

other expenses.3) In some families, where there are no 

infants, both the couple work throughout the year to fulfil 

their minimum needs. 4) A few families own either a cart or 

a small piece of land, or do tenancy of one or two acres 

of paddy fields or lemon gardens or a small piece of betel 

leaf gardens. They save during peak seasons and use it 

during lean per.iod. 

However, there are very clear and large differences 

in the quality of food taken by different classes. Landless 

labourers eat rice with chutni and sometimes with dal. 
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Vegetables are rare. There won•t be any milk, curd, good 

quantities of vegetables, fruits etc. Non•vegetarlan food 

like eggs and mutton are unimaginable. Most cannot afford 

to buy mil It even for small children. t, ~~t.l-~.!11 

It is a bitbetter for marginal farmers with addGd 

quantities of dal and sometimes buttezmillt. Both these 

classes people eat only rice for all the three meals in a 

day. 

In middle and rich farmers, the quality of food 

is auite good. Majority of the families consume milk. 

Vegetables, dill, curd, eggs .etc. ere regular features ln 

their daily meals and also non vegetarian food. Besidos 

br~ak fast, lunch and dinner there sre also refreshments 

in evenings. Various kinds of snikeq are consumed for 

·breakfast. 

sgctiON II 

\pMEtf IN SJM . 

2o 1 Women • s tols &n am;lsulturnJ. actlyitx 

In the previous section, we described the economic 

activity in SJM and the roles of men and women in it. This 

section deals with the specific roles of women in different 

.classes and the nature of different kinds of work done by 

them. 
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Women's work can be divided into four broad cate

gories, namaly, 

1) Agricultural work 2) Animal huebandary, 

(activity outside the house) 3) Household work 

and 4) Child care(activity inside the houso). 

The rich women do the last two only whereas in the 

other 3 classes women do all the four kinds of work though 

their proportion and intensity of work varies. 

Agricultyxal Wgga Transplanting, weeding and harvesting in 

paddy cultivation are traditionally reserved for women. 

All these three are back bending jobs and need to be per

formed in slush and mud. 

Lemon plucking is also a very exhaustive job. Lemon 

trees are full of thorns and many times hurt the labourers. 

The plucked lemons( a few hundreds) have to be carried in 

a big cloth tied to their waist, which causes severo pain 

especially when it has also to be carried on their heads 

for long distances. 

In betel, lemon orchards also, women's work ls equally 

arduous. They do these jobs in a squatting position between 

extremely narrow rows of betel leave plants. After a day 

of such work, their body aches like hell. 

Animal ijugbandau: This includes cutting grass in the fields 

and carrying it home besides cleaning, feeding and milking 

animals. 
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If we look at participation of women from different 

classes in these activities it appears that there are dis

crepancies even among them. 

90 percent of the landless and marginal women work 

as· agricultural labourers and participate in transpla.ntin4J, 

weeding, harvesting., lerno.n plucking etc. One third of these 

households possess milch cattle. ~·vomen of these households, 

in addition to their agricultural work also do animal hus

bandary completely. 

In contrast to landless and marginal classes majority 

of the middle farmers• women don•t wor~ outside their house, 

though some .of them do a little animal husbandary. Mainly 

they feed animals and milk them. Rest of the work is taken 

care of by their husbands or servants. The rich farmers• 

women work neither in fields nor do animal husbandary. 

Almost all women agricultural labourers expressed 

dissatisfaction with their tedious work. With it, it became 

difficult to manage housework and children t~ded to get 

neglected. Moreover, none respected their work- neither 

husband, nor family members or the society. Women labourers 

themselves don't have respect for it. They feel that a t~ 

teacher or a nurse can get respect but not agricultural 

labourer. Everyone says that they don't wish such a life 

(as theirs) even to their enemies. 
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2...2. tjgy§ehgld WoJ;ls: 

Throughout India, house work is considered as synony• 

mous to woman and SJM is not an exception. However, there 

are variations among classes and the amoun~he quality of 

work is very different. Betterment in the economic position 

consequently provides them more amenities and the burden of 

household work is lessened thouQh not remoyed completely. 

We describe below the nature of household work among diff

erent classes in SJMo 

Magnitude and Inttnsitx gf Wgmen•e Wgr~ in Pi!fetent Clallft& 

~ich Fa;me{s Class 

These wome.n do only cooking with the help of modern 

appliancos like gas conneetion,mixy etc.~and serve food to 

the family members. All other chores like washing utensils, . 
cleaning house and courtyard, washing cloths, pumping out 

water from hand pumps, grain cleaning and grinding, getting 

firewood etc. are done by servants. 

However, as most of the families in this class ere 

joint families, mother-in-law's authority on daughter-in

law is evident. In such households, daughter•in-law cooks 

and 1n case the servants are absent, she has to perfom 

some of their duties. 



Child care is mainly mother's responsibility but eho 

gets help from others in the family and servants. Many· 

children are left with maternal grand paronts till they 

becGm9. atleast five years old and start go1~9 to school. 

Mi£1411 fa:mmu 

Women of this class get help from servants only in 

washing utensils and clothes and in getting .firewood. 

Cooking, cleaning house and courtyard, :pumping out wator 

from hand pumps, grain cleaning and grinding are done by 

women. Many of them have gao connec$ions. Child care .is 

completoly tho mother's reoponsibilityo-

Marginal Farmvs and Landlsms lgi}ourru. 

No sorvants. No modern appliances. All household 

work is done by women. firewood is colf ected by men and 

women. Dung cakes are made'by women to be used as flrG 

wood. As almost all tho labourers live in mud huts, pla• 

stering of the floor \"lith dung at.least once in two weoks, 

is added to ~~men's work~ Daily shopping is also done by 

thom. Child care is fully on women's shoulders. They don't 

got any sort of holp from others in p(!rfoxm1ng this job. 

Whon women's hou&ohold worlc is seen in terms of 

class differonces, their rest period decreases with 
HecY"ease in the si.:re of land holdi.ng , a.nd c.lOYk bordm 
,itJ.croaoon. Women of. rich and middle classes 'look healthier 
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and cleaner. They wear good clothes and look happy. 

Their children are healthy, WGll built, wear good clDtheo 

and go to schools. Their mothers are at home to take care 

of them. But all this is reverse in the case of marginal 

famers and landless classes. Woemen bear a triple burdGn 

of agricultural labour, house work and child care. No 

good foodJ No rest; No good clothes. Work burden always 

haunts them. 

A routine dax &n bet lifa 
A look at how a ~outlne day passes for a woman of 

each class makes it easy to understand the various dimensions 

of women's life in different classes, their similarities and 

differences. 

(a) A Rich farrur'g liousftbQld 

Sita: woke up at 6.30 a.m. Her husband, children and 

in-laws are still sleeping. She went into the kitchenc Thoir 

servant had already milked the buffaloes and kept it in 

the kitchen. Site put the milk vessel on the gas stove 

and started preparations for making idly end coffee. The 

idly flour was ready as the P-Bleru(agricultural contract 

labourer who also does household work) had grinded it last 

evening. She put it in idly plates and put the idly cooker 

on the ,gas stove. Within 15 minutes 1tC418s ready. She asked 

her galgru to grind chutn1 to be eaten with idly and gave 

him all the ingredients. The chutn1 was also ready by 7o30a.mc 
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Slta went into the courtyard. The water is already 

boiling; the P-aleru. lit the fire under the bla brass pot 

half an hour ago with firewood. He also brought cold water 

from boring pump and put both cold and hot water in the 

bathroom. Sita took bath. lt is pvst 8 a.m, other members 
r\ of the family also woke up and were busy with their morlnt 

ritUals. After they got ready, Slta served idly to all, 

Coffee to elders and milk to children. By 10 a.m her , 

husband and father-in-law went to fields to supervise their 

agricultural operations and children went to school. She 

gave last nft•s l~ft over rice and some pickle to the g~lety 
He ate tt and ran to the fields. Now Sita is free. She 

slowly c~pleted cooking for lune~. It is not very difficult 

for her as she has gas connection and a mixy. She thought 

of her neighbour who has to cook on firew?od as per the 

wishes of men of her house who think that food cooked on 

firewood tasted better. They simply possess gas stove and 

cooker aR status symbols. Sita silently thanked her men 

for .not putting such conditions on her. She relaned for 

sometime chatting with her mother-in-law. Around one in 

the afternoon, the men and children came for lunch. She 
' . 

served them lunch on the dining table and after they fini-

shed, she and her mother-in-law ate. She gave food to c- _ , 
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~aleru also. He ate sitting on the floor in the backside 

of the courtyard. After eating he washed the dishes. Now 

S1ta was free till evening when dinner was to be cooked. 

For evening refreshment there were some sweets and fruits 

1n stock. But she suddenly remembered that two women 

labourers will be coming to clean rice end pulses. Anyway 

her mother-in-.law can deal with them. Sita went into her 

bedroom, read a magazine for a while and then slept for 

sometime. Her work started again in the evening when 

children came back home. She gave them milk and some fruit 

After that she cooked dinner. She finished her dinner after 

all the others had·done so. Paleru ate and washed dishes. 

They had arranged a tution for the children, so Sita need 

not bother about their homework, It is her mother-in-lew~ 

duty to see that all the doors are closed. 51ta went to 

bed at 9 p.m. She has to get up again at 6.30 a.m tomarrow. 

· (b) A Migdle peasant's Hgu§eb9,ld, 

Janaki woke up at 5 a.m. Her husband owns only four 

acres of land, so they cannot afford to have a aaleru who 

also helps her in household work... Her hosband (mployed a 

young man to help him in agrieul ture and graze the cattle. 

He helps her only in dish washing. 
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Janaki went into the cattle shed and milked her two 

buffaloes.· She put the milk on her gas stove for heating 

and went back to feed the animals. Then she lighted the 

fire with coconut leaves to heat water for bathj,ng purpos.es, 

and prepared dosa for breakfast. She had gr1nded the soaked 

green gram dal last evening itself and kept it ready. 

MeanWhile her 15 year old daughter woke up and helped Janaki 
. . 

in cleaning the house and the courtyard. They together 

pumped out water. Her husband and other two male children 

also woke up. They all use .Paste and brush whereas J ane.k1 

uses ash to clean her teeth. She says that she doesn't 

like tooth paste. But the real reason is that she thinks 

·paste 1e costly and .atleast she· should avoid such expenses. 

She helped her ydhg children to get ready to go to 

school. Once they all went away, she started cooking. When 

she finished cooking chakal& came to wash clothes. If 

chakall doesn't come, Janakl has to do it herself. Sho 

relaxed for a •hile before eve~ne came for lunch. After 

lunch, t.hey went out again. J anaki sat down to clean rice. 

She needed rice floor to make some special dishes for the 

coming festival. That should be cooked on firewood >Other

wise it would consumo a lot of gas which her husband wouldn•t 

like. After all, they got firewood free from their field 
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Why should she waste gas ? 

By the time &he finished grinding, animals came back 

from grazing. She washed and fed them. Then she again 

cleaned the house and courtyard. By this time her husband 

and children returned. She prepared dosa for them, with 

the morning's left over flour. She and her daughter together 

grinded wet del for the next day's break fast. Her sons went 

out for playing. After that she started cooking. They took 

dinner at 9 p.m. after her chid~en finished their hOJ!)ework. 

First she served food to her husband and sons. They eat on 

a small table which is converted into a dining table. She 

and her daughter ate later end slept after cleaning the 

kitchen sometime around 10.30 p.m. Janaki has to wake up 

again at 5 a.m. the n~xt morning. 

(c) A Landless L~tlo,urer~stJdarginal farmeE'' Jjoysebolst• 

Mallamma woke up at 4 a.m. Her body 1s still aching 

with the beatings she got from her husband last night. But 

she has to hurry up, otherwise she cannot reach.the field in 

time. Her husband and children are still sleeping. Mallamma 

hae to spend about. half-an-hour to go to the busb!sc..to.tattend 

nature's call• as they do not have a latrine,at home. After 

that, sho pumped out water from the community pump and 

carried 1 t home. \\hile doing thls work daily she feels happy 
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that she... is\'\ot living on th~ other end of the village 

where women have to bring water from a canal and e woll 

as lt is not possible to put borings there due t.o the naturo 

of the soil. After that she cleaned her cattle shed and 

fed her lone bu.ffalo'::·: _with some grass that she brought 

the previous day from field&. Meanwhile her husband also 

woke up. They cleaned their teeth with ash. Then she 

started cooking. They try to collect and stock firewood 

during summer but it is never possiblo to collect so many 

loge. Almost every alternate day they have to go out in 

search of firewood. Her husband went to the bushes. bath 

and then went out •. -He first went to~ small wayside stall 

to take idly and coffee there. FrC'im there he went to the 

fields. 

Mallamma cooked rice and made a chutni. She ato last 

night•$ left over rice. Packed rice and chutnl for hor 

husband and asked her seven year old 1;on to carry it to 

fields for him. Sometimes she herself carries 1t lf they 

both happen to work in the same or nearby fiGlda. She 

woko up her voungent son- eight months ol.d- and fed him. 

He is not yet eating solids. He looks smeller to his 

age. Mallamme avoided labour work for sl~ months after ho 
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was born. But then it was financially quite tight during 

that period. So 5he resumed work just two months agoo 

Mallamma was out by 6.30 a.m. and walked fast to 

lemon orchards along with other workers of the neighbour

hood. There she worked from 7-11 a.m. She. plucked lemons, 

carried them in the cloth sack around her waist and then on 

her head for two fu"longs up.,the road. By the time she rea

ched home 1 t was past noon. Her infant was crying out of 

hunger. As soon as she entered her hut, he plunged h~self 

on to her and started nursing. After feedin.g him, she ate 

her food and then age in started housework. She washed 1<'1.: 

the utensils. Carried water from the community pump. ffent 

to the canal which 1s a kilometre away and washed elothes. 

After coming back from the canal, she plastered her hut 

with dung. She went to fields, cut grass and carried it 

on her head for their .~ffalo\ • The buffello~~ 1s not yet 

producing milk. But when it starts producing milk, it 

helps to improver their economic position. 

By then it was dusk; her~ husband also came back from 

fields. He took bath and relaxed in the open air sitting 

on a cot outside their hut and chatting with his neighbouring 

men. Mallamma cleanr .. d rice and started cooking for their 
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dinner. Her husband did not help her but kept shouting 

at her that she should cook fast. Or else ! she knows 

She $hould obey him; outherwise she has to foce dire 

consequences ranging from a beating to desertion. Mallamma 

silently finished cooking. while attending to her infant 

in between. 

children. 

Her husband ate first. Then she fed her 

She ate at the end, whatever was left in the 

vessal and does not want to think whether it was sufficient 

or not. 

It was 9 p.m. by the time she went to bed.Mallamma has 

· has to get up again at 4 a.m·. next morning. 

The purposive sample provided an opportunity to look 

deeper into the entirety of the work patterns among women 

(table 14). It provides information on different types of 

work in which women are involved. 



Table: -14· 

Class 

84 

WQ:tk Pa~tnns .sf..tllt samele,EJomen 
among diff.erent.slassu. 

Agricultural 
Labour 

Animal Agricultural household 
work only 

... 

Husbandary labour and 
Animal hus
taaoda~o:x • .• 1• I 1£1 17 

Landless .-. 
Labourers 

93 

Marginal 
farmers 

18 

Middle and· 
Rich far
mers 

1"/ 

Total 
l2S + 

+ 
49 

(52. 7} 

1 
( 5.5) 

* 1 
(5.8) 

0 

4 
(22.2) 

0 

28 

(30.1) 

2 
( 10.1} 

21,} 

(11.6) 

16 
( 17 .2) 

11 
( 61.1) 

14 
(88.3) 

51 
1 3 4 

4 32. li 
\r~e 81f these( ~~en ac tuall~25~ells fru1 fi!) 

o These women b&long to mi.ddle farmers el.ass 

and supervise their own agriculture. 

-

Eighty three percent of the women among the landless 

poor work as agricultural labourers. Some of them also do 

animal husbandary. Whereas, in the middle and rlch farmers 

class as.a percent women do household work only. This shows 

the direct relationship between decrease in land ownership 

and increase in women's work burden .• It is obvious that they 



all do household work too. Though few women(5.8 + 11o6 

= 17.4 percent) among tho middle and rich farmers work out 

sido, the nature of their work is mainly supervisory. 

Interestingly same proportion of women(17.2 percent) in 

landless labourers remain at home and dd household worh only. 

2·3 §gcial Statys. gf WomM 
Decision mal<J'i9 power: 

It is notable that despite carrying as much respon-

sibility on their shouldero as their men(if not more). women 

of all classes exorcise very little power. It is a common 

feature in all classes and in the rich, in-laws exercise 

moro powor if their property is yet undivided. Only in the 

lower classes, where women also earn as labourers, some women 

have a ~a_y_ 1~.J1ousehold affairs. However. their number is 

very smbll. Even when a woman does havo a say in family 

affairs it is more due to her 1nd1viduality(ab1lity to 

coerce or inspire confidence) rather than being a social 

sanction. 

Women don't go out of their houses unless it is very 

important or urgent. They move freely in nearby towns lUte 

Tenall when they go there but not in their own village. 

WomQn; p.erticularly young girls. of the U;>per castes do not 

90 to the other castes localities. Inside the houoo, evory 
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thing including the number of children woman should bear 
. . 

is decided by man. Women do only one thing: reflecting ·; 

the ideas of their men. 

Table& 15. 

Class 

Landless Labourers 
93 

Marginal fa~ers 
18 

Middle & 
Rich Fa.tmers 

t? 

Total 128 

Fully 

4 
(4.3) 

1 

{5o6) 

0 

s 
(3.9) 

Decide 
jointly 

30 
(32.3) 

4 

(22.2) 

7 

(41 o2) 

41 
(32) 

Not at all 

59 
(63.4) 

13 

(72.2) 

10 
(58.8) 

82 
(64) 

Among the sample almost two thirds(64 percent) of 

the women do not have any power in taking decisions. Their 

percentage in different classes varies between 60 and 

70 percent. Only five women, (four of them landless labourers 

and one,wife of a marginal farmer) reported that they have 

full powers to decide. Their special status in this regard 
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may be explained in terms of their earning capacities and 

clasa background.- However, among the four of the landless 

labourers, one is a widow and the other's husband is mentally 

111. 

About one third of the women reported taking decisions 

jointly with their husbands. Their percentago is more in the 

middle and rich classes(4t.2 percent) and this can be attri

buted to bettor educational status of women in these classeo 

and the dowry they bring. 

According to our observations, despite being active 

paraticipants in economic activities, women are not only 

socially constrained but also economically dependent. This 

contradiction is well illustrated by the fo~lwing caoG reports. 

Aruna belongs to a Sugali(Lambada•ST)landlooo 
labourers family. She is second wife to hor 
husband who deserted the first wife with sus• 
picion that she. had developed illicit relation 
with someone else. Aruna was an agricultural 
labouror prior to marriage but after marr1ago 
she was not allowed to work. Her husband and 
mother-in-law fear that she may also learn the 
ways of the first wife. Aruna•s parents prefe
rred this match as there was no dowry, it being 
a second marriage to the groom. Aruna waa never 
consulted, nor she herself even thought whethor 
or not to marry this person. Her original name 
was Hanumayammaa it was changed to Arune by hor 
mother-in-law. Both her in~laws and husband 
work~as labourers and also do a little bit of 
betel leaf faDm1ng as tenants. Aruna does all 
household work. Often beaten up by her husband 
even during late pregnancy, she feels that 
" 1 t is a common feature in the lives of womon". 
Aruna is not allowed even to talk to outsiders, 
and has no p6hr in deciding any of the family 
affaire. It is "their"(husband ancl his mother) 
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domain. 
Aruna 9ave birth to two daughtors. Her 

husband had two sons from his first wife who 
live with their mother. Aruna wanted to have a 
son but her husband aftimother•inlaw decided 
that she should undar9o sterilisation. There 
was no one to hear and care for her cries. She 
was sterilised on the fifth day after hor 
second delivery. She doesn't have power even· 
to select a name for her new born. Everything 
will be decided by "them". 

Though her husband does not contribute 
either financially or otherwise for the growth 
of his sons(from his first wife) he cla~s a 
right and so thinks he doesn't neod any.moro 
sons. He wants· to get his sons back to him 
once -they grow up. Then they can earn and 
help in his betel leaf farming. 8oth his wivos 
are· thus objects to be used but not subjects 
of his concerns. 

l t is not tt[frequent j:.o find that even girls w1 th 

graduate degrees are prepared to marry anybody selected by 

the.1r parents w1 thout any· ,hesitation and give as much dowry 

as askod. Dowry. var1en from a few (3 or 4} lakhs in rich 

classes to a few hundreds of rupees among·landless labourers. 

fgilx £lann1ng sJps;&s&oM: 

In matters of family planning also women do not havo 

any decision making powGr. Some women go for copperT secre

toly without the knowledge of their busband5and in-laws. 

They don't want an::other child immediately but aro afraid 

to oay it openly. Even the society looks down upon women 
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who go for temporary methods• though sterilisation is 

widely accepted. Though men take decisions, it is the 

woman who is sent for sterilisation. In SJM all cases of 

sterilisations are tubectomies. 

Tablet 16. Decision making power reg~;ding Sterilisation 

Class 

Landless Labour 
ers 

93 

Marginal farmers 
18 

.. 

Middle and Rich 
Famers · 

17 

Total 128 

Husband 

55 

(59) 

8 
(44.4) 

4 
(23.5) 

67 
(52o3) 

Self 

7 

(7.5) 

0 

0 

Both In-laws Husband 
& 

In-laws 

21 3 7 

(22o6) (3o2) (7.6) 

7 2 1 
(38.9) (11.1) (5.6) 

6 2 5 

(35.3) ( 11 o8) (29.4} 

34 7 13 
. (26.6) (~o:,J (10.1) 

According to our sample(table 16), only 5o5 percent 

women can decide about sterilisation on their own. .All of 

them belong to landless labourers class. In 52.3 percent 
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eases husbands.only decide. But their percentage is more 

ln landless labourers, gradually decreases when we move 

tomiddle and rich farmors and is replaced by in-laws and 

husband together. This shows the hold of in-laws in joint 

families. Obviously power of in-laws 1$ more in middlo end 

rich farmers. A vivid illustration of this is Ahalya, whose 

case report is given in the following paragraphs. 

Case Jleaort. 2 

Ahalya 0 a 20 years old girl had already passed 
through many major events in her life. She got 
married when she was 17 and just completed her 
junior Inter. After marriage she left studies t-.-r 
and wont to Tenall to live with her husband in n 
a joint family. Thouqh her father-in-law end 
sisters-in-law are well educated, her husband "·.< ..... T ~ .. 
couldn't study well and stopped with Inter. ~· 
Now ho manages a fancy shop set up by his fathor• 
Neither he nor Ahalya has any power in decision 
making. Everything is decided by his pargnte. · 
He being their only son inherits their property• 
same four acres of land. But the property is 
still under the authority of his father. 

Ahalya became mother at 18 years. within an 
year after marriage. It was a son. Again after 
another one and a half years she gave h1rth 
to her second child- this time a dauahter. Her 
prents-in-law t'orced her to ·undergo tubectomy.· 
She wao not willing to it. She wanted to wait till 
aUeast her daughter completed two years. tier 
parents also f~tlt the same but couldn't do anything 

aoainst the will of her in-lews. Ultimately 
Ahalya had to undergo sterilisation. 
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Hor ordeal did not end there. Her daughter died 
at the age of 5 months due to dierrhea and 
fever. Ahalya was very sad as &he had developed 
a strona attachment towards her lost infant. 
Evon beforo she could come out Of the deep felt 
sorrow, her in-laws decided that &ho should 
undergo rocannalizat1on so that sho could havo 
children again and started pestering hor even 
though Ahalya didn't want. She felt she should 
oat1sfy herself with the lone son. But, sho had 

. to bow her head bofore hor in-laws. Her abdomino 
was again opened for a second tlmo within 6 months, 
this time to see if she could produco some moro 
children whereas earlier it was to end her repro
ductive capacity. 

Ahalya accepted defeat at every step. She 
gives the reason as a lack of economic security 
if she is shunted out of the house. She is 
also afraid of social stigma. Her huebanrl is 
voiceless. The property is sti,l.l in the hands 
of ln•laws. · 

Wife beating is quite common among landless labouroro, 

marginal farmers and it also exists among the middle farmers. 

We could not .·~ ··. :. el1e1 t any information on this aspect from 

the rich class women. However. everyone takes it as q~ite 

nomal. In this regard some landless labou.x lng men, said 

" wives should be beaten up. Othert'J1So they turn unfaithful." 

Most of the men labourers drink liquor and. beat their wives; 

it is routine for them. 
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Remarriagu 

Though second marriage is socially allded for 

women in lower. castes, many women did not show interest 

in it. They feel that every man is alike in drinking, 

beating his wife and not sharing housework or child care 

responsibilities. In fact, becauso of the social and · 

cultural enviotnment, no woman would think of asking her 

husband to share house work. Their only wish is that they 

should be spared from being beaten up. 

Many of these women expressed dissatisfaction with 

their lives. They are not happy with.their'men, wages, 

housing conditions·and scarcity of food, adequate care 

and education for their children. 

SECTION III 

JjEALni STATys. OF MOTHEB§ 

SJM has its nomal share of diseases which are common 

in. rural India. The women not only share these but also 

have their special problems like gynaecological and obste

ttical. However, we could explore details about these 

special problems.only among the sample. It certainly helps 

us to understand the general situation to some extent. 

There was a question in the interview schedule which 

enquiretL,Jhe~her the respondents have/had any serious/chronic 

illness. Many women of the landless labourers claSs reported 

that they were suffering from weakness. It indicates their 
health status and also their perception about disease. 
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3 • 1 §fECIAt. PQQ §L:EH§ 

Gvnagsqtpgisal ~~g~l!ift 

The varioua complaints reported by women are presented 

in (table 17). If we take tho interclass differences then 

it is obvious that the differences are not significant either 

of total d1seaseload01()f .specific disease&. If anything0 tho 

former eeems to be high~ However, what 1& revealin9 is tho 

distribution. While the middle and rich farmers• women com

plained of abnormal discharge and menstrual problema only0 

the landless and marginal farmers• women reported mora of 

prolapse end po&t operative problems. Those are obviously 

much more serious and it is quite possible that ~t also 

reflects the poor obstetric and post-operative care that 

these worsen get from the PHC after· deliveries and Family 

Planning operations •. While they may even go to family 

Planni.ng camps, the middle and rich farmers' women go to 

private nursing homes, where they are charged more but. are 

provided with better eervlces. 
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Tables 17 .. Si):n\colggj.s;al Prol(lmn,s among the S&mplq 

womRD 

Class 

Landless 
Labourers 

93 

Marginal 
Faxmers 

18 

Abnormal Prolapse Menstr• Post Fa1luro Total 
discharge ual Pro oper- of F .P. No. of 

• 

14 
( 15) 

0 

-6 
(6.5) 

1 
(5.6) 

blem etive opera- women 
prob• tion suff• 
ltm @b1Dg 

2 3 4 
(2.1) (3.2) (4.4) 

1 
(5.6) 

1 0 
(5.6) 

29 
(31.2) 

3 
(16.7) 

Middle and · 4 0 2 0 0 6 Rich Far• 
mers 

l1 

Total 128 

(23 •. 5) (11.8) (3!>.9) 

18 7 .. 5 
'. )4 4 38 

(14) (5.5) (3.9) (3.1)(3.1) (29.7) 

Among the sample• four l~bourers• women reported , 

that their steril1sat1ons(three tubectomies end 

one laproscop1c) failed and they conceived again. 



Here again given the small $1ze of the middle end 
I 

the rich peasants, interclass differences have to be asao

ssed cautiously. It is notable that still births are 

reported among landless labourers and marginal f.axmers 

only, and difference in total pregnancy was~betweon 

landless and middle and rich peasants is almost·24 percent. 

Table! 18. Lift qxpp[ience of samalg wgmsn ;egarding 
Pl't9nancy wastage(stil-1 bif$hs & abo;t\QJlS) 

Class 

w-.. a• It r• HI 

Landless 
Labourer a 

93 

Marginal 
Farmers 

18 

Middle and 
Rich farm 
ers 

17 

Total.128 

Still Birth 
(one each) 

5 
(5.4) 

,. 
(5.5) 

0 

6 
(4.7) 

.. 
No. of \'iomen w1 th Total 

1 abortion 2 abortion 3 abortion No.of • stll 

• F 

10 
( 1 o. 7) 

2 
(11} 

4 
(23.5) 

16 
(12.5) 

3 

(3.2) 

0 

1 
(5.9) 

A4 

(3.1) 

2 
(2.1) 

0 

1 

(5.9) 

3 

(2.3) 

births 
and abo. 

rtlO)\A 

27 
(29) 

3 
( 16. 7) 

9 
(52.9) 

39 
(30.5) 
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Qamali£A!toos duripg pregnaggv 

In tems of interclass difference$, however, the 

prevalence of all problems among the landless and absence 

of serious complications in landowning classes is worth 

noting. 

Table: 19· ~gmpl&catlQQS during .Qt,ftganancx among 
the samel;e 

Class Sl~eding 

·~ 

Landless 9 
Labourers (9.5) 

95 

Marginal 
Farmers 0 

19 

Middle and. 
Rich Farmers 0 

18 

Total 132 9 
(6.8) 

lwelling 
feet & 
body 

11 
(11.6) 

·~ 

(26.3) 

3 
( 16. 7) 

19 
(14.4) 

Fever Cramps . Total 
just in legs 
after 
dell-
xe .. rx 

2 2 
02.1) 02.1) 

2 0 
(10.5) 

0 0 

4 2 
( 3 ) ( 1. 5) 

24 

(25.3) 

7 
(36.8) 

3 
( 16. 7) 

34 
(25.6) 

Everyone .reported that they went/would have gone to a 

pr1eate doctor in ease of any complication.s at the time 

of delivery. 



Swelling of feet and body is the most common 

complication during pregnancy in our sample. However, 

it was reported from all classes. Bleeding is prevalent 

only among the iabourers(tablo 19). Many of thelll consider 

it 'no~al' and do not even seek medical help. Similarly 

fever just after delivery was also confined to the landle&s 

and marginal peasant womctn. 

A striking feature in SJM is the high frequency 

of hysterectomies. In majority of the cases it was felt 

to be an aftermath of tubectomy. After tPbectomy, many 

women complain of $tomach ache and attribute ,it to tubectom\l 

While the PiiC medical staff say that stomach aehos are in 

many cases a normal occurance which can be due to even Dmo

b1os1s. the villagers do not believe them and consult pri• 

vate do~tors in Tenal1. The latter often identify 1t as 

uterine complication of tuberctomy and advis~. them to 

undergo hysterectomy. The poor villagers faith~ully follow 

their advise. Among_thi! sample,three women, one from.each 

class underwent hysterectomy. Another three from landlees 

labou:rers class were advised to do so and they were yet to 

mobilise resources. It is reclly a costly affair, involving 
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~.1000/- in all. Even if they go to taluk government 

hospital in Tenal1, they have to pay ~.600/- to the doctor 

there. 

According to . the estimates of the female mul ti-purpoeo 

worker(MPW(F)) about 50 women of SJM underwent hysterectomies. 

No officu~al data is available. In fact, many started assu

ming that hysterectomy is an unavoidable consequence of 

tubectomy. With this kind of understanding, some developed 
• 

an attitude of opposition against sterilisation. Some 

others feel it is better to go straight away for hysterectomy~ 

Case.~ report of Annapurna is indicative of how moro 

and more women are optinq for hysterectomy fo.r wrong reasons 

and that too on the recommendations of doctors. 

Annapurna belongs to a middle peasant family~ 
After about a year after their tt•ird child w-evs bovn, 
they decided that she should go for tubectomyo 
But as she began to inquire in the neighbour
hood about the proposal, she gradually came to 
learn that the tubectomy operations invariably 
cause compllc.ations leading to hysterectomy. 

In fact Annapurna had come across a few 
women who had straightaway preferred hysterectomy 
avo1d1ng tubectomy due to their doubts and 
fears. For Annapurna, it looked to be a ~i.mple 
solution. She can save some money and time . 
too. Moreover ehe can •get rid off' the'monthly 
nuisance•. Her husband also agreed with hor. 
The MPW(F) advised her against such decision 
and tried to assure that tubectomy created no 
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complications. But the family had already 
made U.P 1 ts mind. Even the mother-in-law 
who felt slightly hesitant after the MPW(f)'s 
advice ultimately fell in line. Actually she, 
too did not see anything wrong in it, except 
that theMP~~)advlsed against the same. On the 
top of all this, a private doctor strongly 
recommended the expensive hysterectomy to 
Annapurna. He impressed upon her that it was 
almost a must. 

Annapurna underwent the operation in a 
private nursing home in Tenali1 paying • 1000/-

All claeses show awareness of health, recognize 

health problems and respond to them within their 11m1ta

tions and sometimes beyond that • 

The rich and middle far.mers consult private doctors 

1n Tenali and are prepared to get admitted in private .nur

sing homes. If necessary thoy go to even far off places 

for treatment. They don't prefer to go to the local PHC 

as they feel that its services are substandard. 

The~arginel farmers and landless labourers try the 

PHC first and if lt is found to be no use thGn ~o to pr1vato 

doctors. They alao u&e the servlcoo of the Rogistored 

Medical Practitioner(RMP) who goes round the village,partl

cularly in localities of the poor, on a bicycle. Gives 

injections and prescribe medicines to patients. He usos 
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the same needle for many patients without ster.llizing 

every time. Inspite of this the majorl~y opinion among 

the poor was in his favour. The reasons forwarded were 

"he goee to their doorstep when they are at homo"J he is 

more sympatheticl friendly and obliging. Very often he 

gives them injections which is considered a great thera

peutic measure and which the PHC staff do not give them. 

The PHC is open only in the mornings when labourers go to 

work. If they somehow rna nag~ to go to the PHC, they aro 

generally dispensed with either a red syrup or red white 

or yellow tablets. As these are given for many of the 

common problems, villagers have lost faith in them and are 

prepared ~o buy medicine outside. The PHC staff also many 

t~es prescribe medicines, particularly injections and ask 

them to buy these from outside. Villagers also know about 

"whlte"(pencillln) and "yellow"(B.Complex) inject1ons. 

They know that the "yellow" one gives them strength and 

so always request for it. 

The PHC staff do not treat the poor people with 

care and consideration. Such dlscr1minatlon pushes them 

more towards the RMP. However, if his treatment fails,then 

they go to the PHC and from there to pri.vate doc tors. 
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If they have to spend money, they even raise loans. 

Non-working mothers respond immediately to their own and 

their children's health problems competed to working 

mothers. 

If they go to a private doctozo in Teneli, they havo 

to pay ~.20 to 25 as consultation fee to the doctor, ~/

as bus fares and another ~.4/- for rickshaw from Tena11 

bus stand to the doctor and bact. All this amounts to 

about • 30/-. In addition to this they have to buy medicines 

often quit& expensive and many in number. At the same time 

they(parents of the child or atleast the mother) have to 

forego their wages for that day as they have to leave 

worko Or, for a normal delivery, somet~es they apend 

Rs.200/~-~~;t>cfs• 300/• which is a very big amount to themo 
.._. '.i '., ' 

Our qual1tiat1ve data shows that the marginal and landlooa 

families spend 

medical care. 

large chunhs of their total income on 

In comparison, expenditure on other items like 

education, housing, clothing etc.ie not in P.»oportion 

with the expenditure on health. To put it the other way 

round. this expenditure cannot be taken as an indication 

of their economic position. They are forced to spend so 

much out ·Of sheer feax for life. The clase differentials 
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in seeking medical help are clearly reflected in our 

sample( table 2.0) • 

Table& 20· 

Class 

Landless 
Labourers. 

93 

Marginal 
fa mere 

18 

Middle and 
Rich Fa%10ers 

17 

Tot31 128 
( 

~Biting the fHCLP~\vate Doctgr as ~ 
by $be S!PJplq. 

For every for ailments for major 
small like fever diseases 
Problem only 

2 $o 51 
(2.1) (43 ) (54.8) 

1 1f, 2 
(5.5) (83.3) ( 11.1~ 

6 11 0 
(35.3) (64.7) 

9 66 53 
7 ) (51.6) (41.4) 

Though ell reported that they seek medical help, 

interclass differences reflect their aecessib111ty to 

medical services and at what stage they try to get ln 

touch with them. The landless and marginal classes cannot 

go to health personnel as soon as they identify problems 

because of their preoccupation with work burden. 
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3o3 SoMe Qbsg~l{atiops gn.th@ fljC ang its b@8lth QWODQgl 

The three important health personnel of the PHC

the male Chief Medical Offlcor(CN.O}, lady doctor and 

the·staff nurse do not live in the village. The CMO 

llves in Teneli and the other two in Guntur. . They come 

to the PHC in the morning and go back home in the af\Qr-
-lhe. . 

noon.. No doctor ·is available till next morning. In caso 

of any emergeney,villagers have to run to Tenal1. 

Somehow, only the CN.O performs all the tubectomies 

and abortions with the help ofthafemale MPW. He oponly 

charges for these services. A woman who undergoeo tube

ctomy is paid Ra 145/- by the government as incentive. 

However, out of 1 t. ·&s. 35/- is paid back to the PHC staff. 

The CNO also charges Rs.100/- per abortion, a fixed rate0 

and it fluctuates to higher levels if the pregnanacy is 

in an advanced st~UJG• The female MPW andthe.. helpers 

(two ayahs) charge for attending dellveriee.~O/- and 

lb6/- each respectively are their minimum charges. In fact 

the PD9~ people are angry with the PHC staff for such 
'. •'>. 

practices but are not in a position to protest and ehanga 

1t. 

The lady doctor blames the villagers f.or all wrong 

practices. She says villagers, particularly the p90r0 
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seek medical help only when the problem becomes acute. 

They glve more value to their elders• words rather than 

to medical staff's adv1Ges. It is more difficult to 

convi'te the poor and uneducated. When questioned about 

the role of health services in checking the supersti~us 

beliefs, she said 1 "peoplo do not care though we tell 

them~ . 
Many alle~e that the MPW(f) shows concern only for 

pregnant women as she can gGt some money later, when she 

attends their deliveries. About.MCH, she herself has 

many unscientific beliefs. She defends superstitions 

followed by postpartum mothers, like(nadumkattu(tlelng a 

cloth around the waist), wearing muffler etc~see table 42)· 

She never bothers to advise about feeding ciostrum. or 

not to feed castor oil but, blames the wo!llen. . She has 

many :unny ideas about pregnancy and abortion. According 

to her" me.ny women loose their first babies because whatever 
) 

•rubbish• is there inside the mother's.body effects it and 

the latter babies will be .alright"'. She al.so believeD that 

since the labourers eatalot of m1rch1 in ~heir food, it 
' ' 

causes 'heat• 1n the body and sometimes leads to abortion. 

their babies are born with white jelly like layer all over 

the body due to this 'heat• only and it can be curod 

if the woman takes qood amount of fruits and fruit juices 
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during pregnanacy. Babies horn to those who eat fruits 

are "soft, smooth and shining bright~ 

\ ·,- t"'· 

How Sivapa:rvati reacted to her child's sickness and 

tried to get her cured is typical of a poor family in the 

agrarian society of rural coastal.Andhra. 

Case Report. 4 

Sivaparvath1 has had one son· and two daughters. 
The last child was eight months old at tho time 
of our study and was seriously sick. It did 
not look like any particular disease but the 
girl was generally too weak and lean for her 
age. The mother never had sufficient breast 
milk and would· feed her children for not more 
than ten days. Theirs was a landless family. 
Husband was a labourer who also took an acre 
of lemon orchard on tenancy. Si vaparvath1 
did not go out to· work. They had a buffalo 
at home that gave milk and added to their income, 
and they could afford to feed milk to their 
children. They also tried feeding the third 
child with Farex in her sixth month. But as 
it did not suit her the baby was ~omitting 
it out. 

Sivaparvathi approached the PHC to get her 
daughter cured. But she was soon fed up with 
the l?HC, due to the callousness of the staff. 
They always asked her to buy medicines out
sidel did not treat her kindly and alwaJQ tried 
to dispense her with some syrup which never 
cured htier daughter's illness. Then she 
approached three g;Jdmen and purchased three 
amulets,first in their own village, then at 
Ponnuru and Tenali at a cost of about Rs 40 
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in all. But, by now the child began to have 
fever every evening. Then they consulted a 
pediatrician in Tenali. He charged them ~01~ 
and prescribed medicines which cost ~.60/
more. With this the child looked slightly 
better, but~ it proved to.~ only momentary. 
Her condition further deteriorated during the 
next month. She developed diarrhoea coupled 
with fever. As the first private nursing 
home 1n Tenali where they admitted the child 
for ten days spending about •• 200/- proved to 
be of no use they ~rew desperate, borrowed 
more money and went to another private doctor. 

The doctor told them that all the medicines 
prescribed by the earlier physician were"utterly 
useless". They spent ~.200/- more. fortunately, 
this , ti~e,,_;th~ f;&;~r 1 's condition became t,~ 
'!.~~ns~J,v,.~ r~~-cjr. ~na injection) the do·ctor · 
Sfougtl'E~;~e·· p\.il'se"" of her daughter "from elbow· 
back to the wrist". 

This is a clear case of severe malmutrition 
but none of the health personnel whom Sivaparvathi 
approached, did tell her this. 

Case report of Rajeshwari, a landless labourer, 

reflects that people are aware of their health problems0 

do seek medical help and spend money beyond their limits 

if necessary. It also reflects how the pr~vate doctors 

misguide them to squeezemoney. 

Case Repgrt: 5 

Rejeshwari underwent the harrowing experience 
of three contin~os abortions and a still birth 
in the eighth month of her next pregnanacy. 
After the third abortion she took sufficient 
cate during the last pregnanacy and accordingly 
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avoided heavy work .load from the fifth month 
onwards. She was also in continuous touch 
with the MPW(f} since there was no lady doctor 
in the PHC at that t~e. lnspite of all this 
care her pregnancy ended up in a still birth, 
whereafter Rajeshwari went to T~nali, to con
$ul t a. lady physician • . 

Then began a different kind of problem for 
her. The private doctor impressed upon Rajeshwari 
and her husband that since their blood groups 
did n~t matth with each other, even more abortions 
were likely. She, after charging a good amount 
as consultation fees, advised them to take certain 
medicines(Rubraplex(Iron, S complex and B 12 
vi tamine}, :-, Elixir and Dum ex capsules) for a month 
and completely avoid sex while the wife took 
full rest. 

Rajeswari, or her husband,who are illiterates 
were never to know that no ·doctor could identify 
or compare their blood groups without having 
them actually tested 1n a laboratory not to 
speak of their matching and its implications, 
if any. They only had their faith in the physi
cian and took all the medicines prescribed by 
her. 

Being very poor they had to raise substan
tial loans to pay the doctor and buy medicines 
while foregoing daily wages for weeks together 
on account of the "rest" advised by the doctor 
and several trips made to her place. But all 
thls hardly improved the health of Rajashwari, 
because~ the doctor never advised her to take 
better food. Had she not cashed upon the gulli
bility of Rajeshwnri, it may be that her health 
would have impl','oved with better food intake. 
In the present situation what would be the fato 
of Ra1eshwar1's next pregnanacy, in case it does 
happen. is anybody's guess. 
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SECTION - IV 

MATERNAL AND CHILD HEALTH PRACTICES 

It is revealing that maternal and child health 

problems are not as neglected in SJM as the general ~press

ion seems to be in the academic world. In fact the MCH care 

and people's initiatives in taking care of these problems 

match their actions in other health • problem$. Data on 

MCH practices is presented under three headings namely, 

(1) Practices during pregnanacy(prenatal); 

(2) Practices at the time of delivery and 
postnatal period.and 

) 

(3) Child care practices. 

Under this heading data on perceptions about preg-

nancy, shifts in work patterns, food patterns, medical care, 

availability of the MPW etc. is persented. 

Percft$1ons about pregnanacy: 

Pregnan-cy is considered the most natural thing for 

a woman. Girls conceive early and temporary methods to 

prevent conception are not socially accepted prior to their 

first babies. In their over worked conditions women take 

pregnanacy and motherhood as an opportunity to get some 

power in household affaris. If a baby boy is born in the 
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first delivery. the woman can definetely exercise more 

control. 
''-. 

~&{e fgr e;eggant women: Among the rich and middle 

classes pregnant women are treated with more care and 

affection. They are Provided with special foods, good 

medical care. rest etc. But in marginal farmers and 

landless labourers, pregnancy is treated just as a bio

logic&! process that need not be paid any special atten• 
I 

tion. Their triple burden of work, beatin~from husband, 

less intake of food- everything continues as usual. 

wo,k Pat\t,D§I There is not much shift in work patterns 

-'during pregnan~cy. Most of the women continue to do heavy 

work till the day of delivery. However, as already descri

bed in the work patterns of women(table 14) landless and 

marginal farmers • won-ten do very heavy work at home and 

in the fields with little rest. They continue the same 

work during pregnancy while the middle and rich farmers• 

women do minimised household work. Therefore the inter

clast differences that are observed in the general work 

pa.tterns continue to persist he,re as well. Only a few can 

afford the luxury of avoiding heavy work prior to pregnancy. 
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In the sample, all women continued their usual work 

(including ·rich farmers) (see table 14), during the first 

six months. Only 1n the ·last trimester some could afford 

to avoid their heavy work but most of them continued to 

do their household work till the day of deli very. On 

these patterns data for each class 19 analysed separately. 

All these tables( table 21 to 23) taken together give an 

idea of interclass differences. 

Table~ 21. Axoi<jiog tutavx wgr.k er1ord;o del&XtKY &n 
laggless lag~ 

Kind of work 

•. . 
Agricultural 
labour~ 

Animal 
husbandary 

Agr1cul tural t8.bour 
& Animal hus
bandary 

Household 
work only 

Total No.of Odays 10 days~ 1 month-
women doieg 1 months 3 months 
oSbis wo~k •. 

51 

0 

28 

16 

0 

19 
(67.8) 

5 
(9.8) 

0 

3 
( 1 o. 7} 

6 
(37.5) 

4 

(7.8) 

0 

6 
(21 .4) 

0 

---------------------------------------------------
95 

(100) 
71 

(74.7) 
14 10 

{14.7) (10o5) 

* Figures in this column do not exactly tally with 
figures in table 14 because two of the women in 
this class had delivered tv1ice between May 83 and 
April 85 and as such total numb~r of pregnant womon 
in that period becomes 95. 
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Ao seen from the table (21))74.7 percent of the 

landless women continued to do their heavy work till tho 

day of delivery. If the number of those who do household 

work only is ( · excludeed, 64.2 percent of women did 

agricultural labour and/or animal.husbandary and house

hold work till the day of delivery. Only 25 percent could· 

avoid work prior to delivery; within that 14.7 percent 

could avoid it from ten days to one month whereas the 

percentage of those who avoided it from one month to 3 

months is still smaller(10.5 percent) . 
• 

Out of the total 95 pregnan,t women. 79(83.1 percent) 
' 

used to work at the house as well as in the field. Out 

of the~(77.2 percent) could not avoid any of their work 
I 

even for a single day prior to delivery. L0nly 18(22.8 

percent) could afford that luxury. i.e~8(10 percent) 

women avoided working outside from 10 days to one month 

and 10(12.6 oercent) could avoid it from one month to 

3 months. Howevor, these \~omen had to continue with 

household work till the day of delivery. Though some of 

them went to their parents• home to deliver, there also 

they had to do household work. 

so. in effect only 6 out of 95 women(6.3 percent) 

could avoid all kinds of work and avail full rest from 

10 dSYJ to one month prior to deliver\{. 



Tables "'J '12 
I 1.-' a Ayolding heayv wgrk Q~iof tg dql1vpu 

&n Marginal: fv:rneq. 

Kind of work No. of
0 

0 days 10 days- 1 month-
total women 1 month 3 months 
doing this 

uwork • 

Agricultural 2 2 0 0 
labour·. ( 100) 

Animal 3 3 0 0 
Husbandary ( 100. ) 

'·• 

Agricultural 3 2 1 0 labour & (66.6) {33.3) Animal- Hus• 
bandary 

Household 11 7 3 1-
work only (63.6) (27.3) ' ( 9.1) 

-
Tptal 19 14 4 1 

( 73. 7) (21) (5.3) 

o figures in this column do not exactly tally 
with figures in table(14), because one woman 
of the class had delivered twico between.May 
83• April 85 and as such total number of pregnant 
women in that period becomes19. 
All those who were doing agricultural labour, 
animal husbandary and two thirds of those doing 
both these works, could not avoid.them even 
for a single day prior to delivery. 
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Out of this total, only 12.5 percent(one out of 

eight) could a~oid working outside upto one ,~onth. 

However, they continued household work till the day of 

delivery. 

Of those who do household work only(57.9 porcent 

of the total), about two thirds continued it till the day 

of delivery .. 27.3 percent could avoid it from 10 days to 

one month and another ~ine percent could avoid 1t betwoon 

one month and 3 months. 

Table:23. Avoidina heavy work prior to delivery in 
~id~le and ~1sh Farroe;§• 

Kind of work Total No. 0 days 1 Odays 1 month- 4 rnonthG 
of women -1 month 3 months 
doing this 
work* 

Agricultural ,. 1 0 0 0 
labour (100) 

Animal 0 0 0 0 0 
Husbandary 

Agricultural 
:.;-.~ Labour & 2+ 0 1 1 0 
Animal Husband- (50) (50) 
ary 

Household 15 6 2 2 5 
work only (40} '13.3} (13.3} (33.3) 

tS 7 3 3 5 
(lOO) (38·q2 ( l6·7) (\6·7) (21·8) 

4) figures in this column do not exactly tally 
with figures in table 14, because one women 
in this class delivered twice between May 83-
April 85 and t~us the total number of preganant 
women becomes 18 

+ These women actually superwise their own agrieul_tu 
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Of the two who supervise their agriculture and do 

animal husbandary, one avoided the~ from ten days to one 

month and the other one did so from one month to throe 

months. Those who supervise only agriculture continued 

it till the end. Of those who do house hold work only, 

61 percent could avoid 1t from 10 days to four months. \ -) 

The other 39 percent contined it till the day of delivery. 

Table!2+. 'Avoiding heayy wg~k{all k1Qd&l pr\QE tq 
9tliyery in all classr4. 

Class 

Landless 
labourers 

. Marginal 
faxmers 

Middle and 
Rich farmers 

-
Total 

0 
Total Mo. 
of women 

9~ 

19 

18 

132 

0 days 10 days- 1 month 4~5 
1 month 3 monthn months 

71 14 10 0 
(74.7) (14.7) (10.5) 

14 4 1 0 
(73.7) (21) ( 5.3) 

7 3 3 5 
(38.9) ( 16. 7) ( 16. 7) (27.8) 

92 21 14 5 
(69.7) (15.9) (10.6) (3.8) 

6 figures in this column do not tally with figures 
in table(14), because four women falling in diffor-
ent classes delivered twice each during May 83-
April 85 and eo the total number of pregnant 
women becomes132. 
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When the differencesare seen in terms of interclass, 

the trend is much clear. In landless labourers and margi• 

nal farmers 74 percent could not avoid their heavy work 

till the day of delivery. Percentage of such women drops 

to 38.9 percent in rich and middle farmers but as such is 

still large and deserves attention. However, pe.rcentage 

of those who could avail more rest increased with increase 

in the size of land holding. 

food Pattvna; 

Landless labourers and marginal farmers don't -

know that they should eat more during pregnancy. Some eat 

as muchas they eat otherwise and some eat less. Reasons 

for eating less are that " it fac111Cates easy delivery") 

and "more food cannot be digested by pregnant women". Many 

reported that they eat less food as they feel very uncomfort

able when they eat more or even usual quantities. Many 

sleep without food at night for this reason. 

Eating less is mainly because of false beliefs but 

· not due to financial problems. They can afford atleast as 

much as they eat otho1~1se. 

The rich and middle farmers' women are better in this 

regard. Many of them know that they shouard eat more and do 

actually eat. Moreover they also take special foods. 
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In our sample, except 1.6 percent of the women who came 

under middle class, all reported that they do not follow 

any food restrictions. However,papaya fruit is universa

lly prohibited during pregnan~cy with a fear thet«~it 

causes abortion". 

Our sample data reflects the·unscientific perceptions 

and pra~tices regarding food intake. 

Pfllt&eetionp about food intak@ during e~ggaoccx 
among the Sample. 

------------------------------------------------------
Class More food less food Usual .food 

Landless 
labourers 5 45 43 

93 (5.4) (48 .• 4) (46.2) 

Marginal 3 7 8 
farmers ( 16. 7) (38.9) (44.5) 

18 

Middle and. a 8 1 
Rich Famers (47) (47), (5.9) 

17 

ct~~ 

Total 128 16 60 52 
(12.5) (46.9) (40.6) 
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Tablea 26. Ac~ual foo~ intake during pregnensy 
p2ng the saple 

Class More food 

Landless "2 
Labourers 

95 
( 2., 

Marginal 3 
Fazmers (H>.a} 

18 

MiddlJ and 6 
Rich amers 

17 (33.3) 

{lotal 132 · 11 
(8.3) 

) 

Less food 

48 

(50.5) 

7 
(36.8) 

4 

(22.2) 

59 
(44.7) 

Usual food 

4~ 

(47.4) 

9 
(47.4) 

8 

(44.4) 

62 
(47) 

Half of the landless labourers reported that they 

ate loss during pregnancy. The percontage of those who 

reported eating less decreased and the percentage of thoso 

who ato more increased from landleas labourers to middle 

and rich f.armers' women. Very unscientific reasons wero 

suggested for 'less• intake of food~ 24 percent thought 

that it is difficult to digest if they eat moreJ 25 percent 

believed that it facilitates easy deliver~5another f1v~ percent 
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thought pregnant women must eat less. As many as 46 per• 

cent felt uncomfortable whenever they ate more and hence 

reduced food intake. There was no one to tell them that 

they should eat less but more number of times. 

However, the percentage of those who reported that 

they ate as esually remained almost same in all classes 

( 47 percent) • 

Special foods like milk, fruit, sweets(as per customs, 

a pregnant woman is supposed to eat sweets, all her desires 

be satisfied and she be happy throughout the pregnancy) 

and tonics were taken only by a less number of women. 

However, our sample data reveals an interesting fact, 
•. 

tonics were taken by more number of women compared to all 

other special foods including milk. However, quantity of 

and regularity in taking these foods differ in different 

economic ccsses. 



Tablet 27e 

Class 

Landless 
Labourers 

95 

Marginal 
farmers 

19 

Middlf and 
Rich arrners 

18 

Total 132 

119 

Sgecial food,e laksn ~ i!WB~I ~amiD gu~tog 
.l!X!Uinan,x 

K1Jld ot 
Milk 

4 

(4.2) 

4 
(21) 

14 
(77.8) 

22 
( 16. 7) 

sec sial fog~§. 
Fruits and 
frult juices 

0 

5 
(26) 

14 

(77.8) 

19 
(14.4) 

~akgn 

sweets 

0 

0 

10 
(55.6) 

10 
(7.6) 

Tonics 

6 
(6o3) 

4 
(21) 

16 

(88.9) 

26 
( 19. 7) 

Cultural beliefs which are opposed to scientific 

knowledge exist in all classes. But their influence 

lessened with betterment in economic position and con

sequent interaction with health personnel. 

In Telugu, there is a sayin.q that a pregnant woman 

must eat as much as two persons eat- one meal for herself 

and the other one for the unborn child which is growing 

in her womb. But it seems this does not have much impact 

on the public. 
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Landless labourers and marginal farmers gener~lly 

consult the MPW(f) o~the PY~ doctor. They also go to 

the private doctors but only in times of trouble. Middle 

and rich farmers.generally go to private doctors 1n Tenall 

regularly. 

~oosult!ng the MPW([) 

This· generally takes place during the MPW(F) 's houso 

visits. She 6ok~them to come to the PHC and take Tetanus 

Toxold(TT) inj'ections. 
-t>hy .siea \ 

NoAexaminat1on is done at home. 

If 1 t is their third trimester, she gives them Iron tablot.e 

to be taken one a day and advises them to eat fruits. If 

they complain of any problem such as bleeding, she advises 

them to consult the lady doctor at the PHC. If tho lady 

doctor is not available at th• time, the MPW(F) advises 

them to eat ~cold 1 stuff to taclda:. ~heat' that caused bleeding. 

Those who consult the MPW(F). pay just tow or three 

visits to the PHC throughout their ante-natal period, to 

get TT injections, Beyond this she gives no &f)ecial care 
\ 

or advice. In the PHC of SJM there was no lady doctor for 

the past one year. One was appointed only 1n february 1985. 

However, she was not always available as she had to 
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often go out to attend training programmes. During the 

three and half months the researcher spent in the village 

she was available only for a period of one month. 

Ante-natal Clinic at the PHC : This is conducted every 

Wedisday. Generally the MPW(F) and the Staff Nurse manago 

it. There are .no physical check-ups. BP testing, heart 

beat and foetal growth assessments. The effective services 

one can get are T T injection and Iron tablets. Blood test 

and urine test are done but not regularly. The PHC doesn't 

have supply of Calcium and only Iron tablets are distributed 

to pregnant women which they get for a month or two. · Even 

1f the lady doctor is available the routine does not chango 

except that she did frquently internal examinations for 

women. 

Consul~ing PrivateQoetou: Generally middle and 

rich farmers go to private doctors right from the. day 

of confirmation of .;>regnancy. They prescribe many tonics 

containing vitamhs, Cal~ium and Iron to be taken till the 

day of delivery. Our sample data reflects same interesting 

variations. 



Tabie: 28. 

Class 

Landless 
Labourers 

95 

Marginal 
farmers 

19 
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Medical consul\at1on du%1Dg ante-natal 
sgrlod among the sample. 

~ed\cal Consul\atlon 
No .. Consul tation Private Govt. MPW(F) 

Doctor Doctors 

29 15 9 42 
(30.5) (15.'8) (9.5) (44.2) 

2 8 3 6 
( 10.5) (42) (15.8) ( 31 .6) 

Middle and 2 14 2 0 
Rich Farmefs (11.1) 

IS 

Total 132 33 
(25) 

( 77.8) 

37 
(28) 

(11.1) 

14 
(10.6) 

48 
(36.4) 

25 percent of the women did not consult anyone 

during ante-natal period and understandably most of them 

(29 out of 34) belong to the landless labourers class. 

Of those who consulted,92 percent reported that they did 

1t regularly and only el§bt percent said they did it only 

in times. of trouble. 
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Only landless labourern and marginal farmo%&' wamon 

consulted the tAPVf(f) whore as major1ty(77.S·pel'c:ent)of tho 

middlo and rlch farmers' women consulted private doctor. 

Government doctor was also consulted by all the classes 

th ough thoir ;li:i't111set1on 1n comparatively le&a than that 

of the private doctor(10 percent a;a1nat 28 pol'eent). 

Intoreatingly though nine of the 't4 caso& going to govern• 

ment doctors come from landleso class, they constituted 

only nino percent of the total landless v:omon whereas 

15.8 percent of them consultod private doctors. This 

show& the dlfferenceo in the aceeoslb111ty of a government 

doctor for different classes and elso their relative ineffe

ct1vonooo in providing care. Lendlooo labour•r• end margi

nal f6mers consulted government doctors only whon they 

facod acuto trouble. The mbddlo and rich ffll'llloro did so 

in case of urgency or out of confidence that thoy dld not 

Guffor any complications and that thls consul ta.tlon 1s 

only :routine. 

When the preventive services provided by all medical 

institutions and private practit1onero aret token togethor0 

the T.To Iron end Calcium taking rates hopt increaslng 

with increase in land holding slte.~In fact they Clll 
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reached cent percent in rich fa~ers class indicating 

lesser utilisation of services among· the ·landless and 

marginal farmers. One il')teresting point is that many 

of those who did not seek any medical> consultation, took 

TT injections. Sample population shows the following trends. 

Table& 29. Content of prevgnt.ive services provided by 
toe medical institu$1ons. 

Class 

Landless 
Labourers 

95 

Marginal 
Farmers 

19 

Middle and 
Rich f'amers 

18 

Total 132 

Taken II 

87 

(91.6) 

19 

(100) 

18 

(100) 

124 
(94) 

Taken Iron 

55 

(57.9 ) . 

13 

(68.4) 

16 
(88.9) 

84 
(63.6) 

Taken Cal-
cium 

9 

(9.5) 

6 

(31.6) 

14 

(77.8) 

29 
(22) 
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Thus, though only 75 percent sought medical caro, 

94 percent took TT injections. In landless labourero0 

30.5 percent did not seek any medical care, but only 8.8 

percent didn't go for TT injections. 

In marginal farmers and middle and rich peasants •, 

all those (10.5 percent and 11o1 percent respectively) 

who didn't seek medical care, took TT injections, showing 

thereby the awareness of people regarding prevention of 

tetanus. However, Iron and Clacium taking rates are not 

so hiqh as TT rates. Only about two thrids of the :- - 1 

women took Iron. This means that all those 75 percent 

who sought medical care did not take Iron. 

iypftrsti\ions fgilowgd du;ing e£eanancyt 

During pregnancy women are not supposed to seo 

eclipse. If they do so ''children ~:> will born with a rift 

in the upperliP"• 

They are not supposed to see dead bodies or visit 

the homes of dead or post-partum mothers and newborn 

children. These superstitions are believed by all. There 

are corta1n other practices like- gr1ddlno should not be 

done by pregnant women. If a pregnant woman desired to 

eat something or to buy a new saree or to visit a relatlvo, 
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that desire'. should be satisfied. Otherwise she will 

get swell.1ng in feet and face. But the poor women are 

not bQthered with all this because they simply cannot 

afford to. Another belief is that two bananas inside 

a single peeling or an egg with two yolks is not acceptod 

by pregnant women for it could cause the birth of tw1na. 

· 4o 2 Practises at tht :t,imm of . deliYGY · ansJ 
eo~ aa,tye o@rigd. 

Under this heading, data on place of delivery, 

important issues tn home deliveries, food of post partura 

mother, food restrictions during lactation, work patterns 

after de11very,concept of pollution etc«is presented. 

Deliveries among landleso labourers and marginal 

fanners households are usually conducted at the PHC and 

ar~ attended_ by MPW(F). In those households where dell-

- very is conducted at home, the M~.PW(F) is called to act as 

birth attendant. Some call the only untrained dai of 

SJM. These people go to private hos~itals if the MPW(F) 

cannot manage it or she is not available. Those who go 

to their parents • home to deliver, mostly deliver at ho:no 

and are attended by local untrained dais. This happens 
' . 
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because many of these belong to nearby interior villages 

which do not have any medical facilities. 

The middle and rich farmers usually go to private 

hospitals in Tenali. But within private hospitals also 

they receive different treatments according to their 

financial capacity.· Rich farmers' women are attended by 

doctors and the others by nurses. Rich and middle class 

women take special rooms and pay high rents whereas land

less labourers and marginal farmers stay in 4 bedded/ 

6 bedded rooms and pay less rents. For a normal delivery, 

for ·the.rich it costs about Rs 500/--Rs600 whereas for the 

landless, it costs about RQOO-Rs300. The latter are attended 

by doctors only in case of sevre complications like where 

ceasarean is necessary. 

Our sample data shows s1gnifeant differences in the 

place to which women from different clas&!Sgo for deliveries 

(table 30). 



· Table~3o. 

Class 

Landless 
Labourers 

95 

tAargtnal 
farmers 

19 

Middle and 
Rich fasmera 

18 

Total 132 

128 

D!tfertnces in place of deliyetf 

Home 

43 
(45.3) 

5 

(26.3) 

4 

(21 ) 

52 
(39.4) 

PHC 

34 

(35.8) 

6 

(31.6) 

4 

(21) 

44 
( 33.3) 

.Prlvato Hospital 

18 
(t8.9) 

8 

(42. 1) 

10 
(58) 

36 
(27. 3) 

Poorer the background more the deliverb take 

place at home. Similarly more deliveries took placo at 

the PHC in landloss labourers and marginal farmers. The 

rich families clearly opt for private nursing homes 

(58 percont). nhile even the landless and marginal peeoants• 
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women use private doctors their primary acceso is to 

PHC and M.P.W'a or dais. Out of 96(91. 7 percent) 
eorne 

deliv~rles conducted at homo and PHC 88 from thoae 

clasaee. The PHC takes care of 33.3 percent. of the 

total deliver: 1es end 91 percent of these are from poor 

and marginal households. Wlth lmp0ovement 1n their 

economic poal.tion, percentage of deliveries at pr1 vato 

hoopltals elso .increases~ 

Women fr·om all sections took expenses at tho t1mo 

of delivery for granted. Only those cho got their deli

veries conducted by close rolatlves had it free. for the 

dais payment was -a norm and so it was for the rJPJJs. for 

the pr1vata practl~nero dol1ver1os wero a. source of profits 

end they fully exploited tho traditions of the v111oge. 

Only f) .• 3 percent had no~ ps.id for deliveries. Two(ono 

from the rich peaoants and one from the landlosa.•) t)f 

those women were attended by private doctors but were 

not charged ae they were relatives and known to the 

doctors. The rest, were attended by close rolctlves 1n 

coso of emergency, and so thore was no question of pavmont. 
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TeblG: 31· Ez;en.M.{)n ,at tbo timt ~r .ds~1xn£x emsns 
tbc pome!s 

---------------------------------------------
Class R,&.o 

.. 

t.andloaa 
Lebourero 6 

95 (6.3) 

Marginal 0 
fazmora 

19 

M1dd1o and . 1 
Rich _·~c(-
fa:n:torG . SoS) 

IS 

Total 132 7 
(5.3) 

. (!, 

63 
(66.3) 

8 
(42.1) 

s 
(27.8) 

76 
(57.6) 

ll831-100 

•--. 1 

10 
(10.5) 

4 
(21 } 

3 
( 16. 7) 

17 
(12.9) 

101~300 301•500 abovo 

coao 

<Co 

9 5 2</ 

(9o4) (5.2) (2o1) 

4 3 
( 21 ) ( 1!>.8) 

3 4 
.... 

2 
(16.7) (21) (10.5) 

16 12 4 
(12.1) (9.1) ( 3 ) 

o Of theGe, ono woman paid Ba ':>/- only and two othel'n 
paid Rs 10 oach. 

+ Of these two women one paid is 000/- end the other 
paid Ita 1500/(cosaroon & tubectomy) 

+ + Paid Rs 1 000/- each. 
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57 percent paid between ~ 15 and ~ 30, 25 percent 

paid between ~ 31 and • 300 while 11 percent paid over --
Rs.300. However, it is worth noticit~that among the land

less, though the majority paid Rs 15· to Rs 30, there were 

seven cases where families had paid over lb.300j.(as much 

as Rs.eoo and ~ 1500 in two cases). This only reasserts 

that even the poorest are ready to pay much beyondthe1r 

capacity if deliveries become difficult beyond the skill 

of the M.P.W(f) • 

As a custom, expenses for the first and second de

live.r1es are borne by parents of the woman and later ·on 

by her husband or in-laws. In our sample, for 56 percent 

of the deliveries, expenses were borne by parents, 38 , 

percent by husbands and the rest six percent by in-laws. 

frefereD£&S and actual use of Birth attendSQ\l 

The utilisation of doctors, M~V(F) and dais is not 

different from what we obsorved during pregnancy. In land

less and marginal farmers, majority prefer .M.P.W(F). Dai 

is preferred only by a few. This is so specially 1f the 

_ M.P.W(f) is not available or when 1t is multiparons 

· woman where delivery is expected to be easy. 

Middle and rich farmers' women clearly opt for a 

private doctor. Few prefer to use the services of M.P.W(F). 
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But in ease of emergency where a private doctor cannot 

be reached in time, preference is in favour of M.P.W(f) 

but not dai. In SJM the low utilisation of traditional 

del is very obvious and the reason is primarily their 

understanding that M.P.W(f) is better trained. Since thoy 

pay both, they prefer the M .P .W( r). In appendi~~ ) ', c ~- ~ 

II we present profile: of the village d&i·.~~; ~~'-'.-:-'!~~·-:-: 

Class 

Landless 
Labourers 

95 

Marginal 
Farmer& 

19 

Middlo and 
Rich famora 

18 

Total 132 

Da1 

.30 
(31.6) 

2 

(10.5) 

1 
(5.5) 

33 
(25) 

M.P.W(F) 

!>7 
(60) 

11 

(51.9) 

4 

(22.2) 

72 
(54.5) 

Privato Doctor 

8 
(8.4) 

6 
(31.6) 

13 
{72.2) 

27 
(20.5) 

Preferences for birth attendants thus change 0 

according to paying capacities. As seen in the table(32) 



preforeoce for M.P.W(F) is more in landless labourers 

and marginal farmors(60 percent) as against middle and 

rich farmers, where the marj ori ty( 72 percent) use privata 

doctors. tlreference for dai is just one fourth of the 

total in all and it decreases with increaso 1n the sizo 

of land holding.. At the same time preference for private 

doctors increases as we m.ove from landless to richer classes. 

Class 

• 

Landless 
labourers 

95 

Marginal 
Famers 

19 

Middle and 
Rich farmers 

IS 

Total 132 
(1oo) 

Ixet of actual birth attgndaol' 

Relatives 

T 

0 

0 

5 
(3.8) 

Dai 

33 
(34 .. 7) 

3 
. (15.8) 

3 
(16.6) 

39 
(29.5) 

M • .P.W(F) 

37 

(38.9) 

5 

(26 .. 3) 

5 
(27.7) 

47 
(35.6) 

,. 
Private 
Doctor/ 
Nyw 

20 
·(21) 

11 
(57.9) 

10 
(55.5) 

41 
(31 > 

As seen from the tables 32 and 33, ·though only 8.4 

percent of the landless women preferred to go to privato 

doctors, 21 percent had to go in actual practice. Similarly 
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while 60 percent prefered M.P.W(F), only 38.9 percent could 

avail her services. Same trend is seen among marginal far

mers too. However, in middle and rich peasant~, though 

72.5 percent opted for private doctors, only S5.5 per-. 
cent could go· to tbem;Daind M.P.W were called in cases of 

emergency though they were not preferred. These shifts 

will be.discussed later. 

Our general discussions revealed that home deliveries 

were not popular. mn our sample home deliveries constitute 

only 39.4 percent of the total deliveries. Even with 

these the impact of the economic factor is clearly visible. 

Most of the home deliver1es(82.7 percent) were in the land

less labour~rs( 72 percent of these wet·e attended by dais 

whose role decreased~ with increase in ownership on land 

from 60 percent in ma~ginal farmers to 50 percent in 

middle and rich peasants). 



Table: 34· 

Class 

ri~':: ..,..r-,.'f.:-:o-~: 

-:-. · -~f~ss 
labourers 

Marginal 
farmers 

Middle and 

13!> 

Total no.of Relatives Oal MPW(F) Pvt.Coctor/ 
home dellveris Nurso 7 

· ... ·i:t(i~ ~ ..... :. ...... ,..-,.._ 
'~';!.t.~ 

43 5 31 e· 2 
(11.6} (72) (11.6) (4.6)' 

5 0 3 2 0 
(60) (40) 

4 0 2 2 0 
Rich famere (50) ~50) 

Total 52 5 
(9.6) 

36 9 2 
(69.2) {17.3) (3.8) 

home deliveries were generally conducted in 

unhygen1e conditions. Neither the da1(who conducts 

majority of the home deliver~) nor the villagers give 

importance to hyglne. Generally blade is used to cut the 

cord, mostly unboiled one. The untrained personnel do not 

take-this precaution as much as the trained. In all cases 

where relatives acted as birth attendants, in,trument was 
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not boiled.- All such cases were among the landless 

labourers. 

As tar as the after-care of the cord is concerned, 

in 40(76.9 percent) cases the cord was cut and left to 

dry as is wseally practiced in instituional deliveries. 

All home deliveries conducted by M.P.W(f);lprivate doctors 

used this method of after-care. 

In 10(19.2 percent)and 2(3.8 percent) cases castor

oil and face poJer were used respectively. Out of these 

12 cases 5( 41.7 percent) were attended by untrained re

latives. It is significant that 80.6 percent of the 

dais were using correct practices for after care of the 

cord. 

fo.od an4 water to eost-partum mothen: 

It is widely believed among all.classes that post

partum women should not take either wate# or food immedi

ately after delivery. Water is prohibited but hot coffee 

is allowed. If the delivery tak.as place in the morning, 

that night the mother can thke bread after a minimum gap 

of eight hours. Next day also she should continue with 

bread and boiled water for drinkinq. If she doesn't deve

lop any problems like fever, from the third day onwards 

she will be given rice for lunch but bread continues for 
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dinner till the tenth day. However, even for lunch sho 

cen get only half of the rice quantity wha.t she usually 

eats, and that too with strict restrictions. Oal, subj1 

and curd are not allowed. Only~special mirehi p&W\r 

(fried red mirch1, dhaniya oeeds,lahsun and salt grinded 

toge'ther) and a local kind of soup( thin bolld tam\lncd 

juice) are allowod0 from the eleventh day onwards they 

can ta.ke usual quantity of rice but still many vegetables 

and green leaves are not allowed. 

These observations show that fluid intake is not 
·-restricted customarily if families can afford coffoe, nor 

1s food 1f they can eat bread. Breed in this area howover 

is considered food for the sick and is therefore not easily 

available in villages except from medical shops. The food 

practices therefore do restrict fluid and food lntbko to 

some extent. 

These practices are more or less similar among all 

classes and castes except ln Sugall(Lambada) caste who 

form part of landless labourers. Among the Sugalis immedi· 

ately after dolivery, the mother and child will be given 

bath and then tha mother is given as much rice as sho 

wants to eat. Water is also not prohibited. Except this 
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caste, which comes under scheduled tribes, all others-

Hindus, Musl~s and Christians, follow the practices 

described earlier. However, Sugalls who settled down in 

the village a few gnerations ago, started adopting the 

practices of rest of the village. But those who were 

in 'thandas' earlier and settled down in village during 

this generation only, still follow their own practices 

like giving head bath and staple food to eat(rice, maize 

or jowar) immediately after deliveryo 

food restrictions during lactatlgna 

Many vegetables like cucumber, bitter gourd, brin~al, 

gongoora( a kind of green leaves considered as a good 

source of iron) etc. are avoided for two to three months. 

It is assumed that these cause 'cold' or 'heat• to the 

nursing baby. Some people avoid all green leaves. Non

vegetarian food is also avoided. "It causes heat to the 

child". However, papaya fruit which is prohibited durino 

pregnancy due to 1 ts w~ 'potential! ty to, cause abortion.' is 

preacribed during lactation. It ls supposed to help increase 

production of breast milk. 

Confinement a 

Confinement is the period following delivery during 

which a post partum woman takes full rest except attending 
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her new born. In our sample data, half of the landless 

labourers(53.7 percent) could afford a confinement of 

10 days or less, while among the other two classes, women 

in this category were 31.6 percent 5.5 percent in marginal 

farmers and middle and rich farmers respectively. 24 per

cent of the other half of landless women could afford 

full rest upto one month and 12.6 percent upto two to three 

months. None from this class was able to afford rest beyond 

three months. 

In marginal fanners majority(47.4 percent) could 

take full rest from ten days- one month and 21 percent 

upto 2-3 months. However, in this class also, none reported 

confinement for more than 3 months. 

Only in middle andrich farmers class, major1ty(66.6 

percent) took rest from 10 days- 3 months and 27.8 percent 

could affor<t 1 t even upto 4-5 months •. · Only one out of 18 

women aaintalned confinement for less than 10 days. This 

again shows the impact of class positions on confinement 

practices. However, those who belong to landless or marginal 

classes and maintained tonfinement upto three months reported 

that .they underwent tubectomy after delivery and so were 

forced to maintain longer periods of confinement. 



Table: 35. 

Class 

Landless 
Labourers 

9~ 

Marginal· 
farmers 

19 

Middle and 
Rich farmers 

18 

Total 132 
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Period gf Confinement aft.ftl d@liyery 
among tbe Samele. 

Less than 10 days- 2 moths- 4 months-
to days 1 month 3 months 5 months 

51 
(53. 7) 

6 

( 31.6) 

1 
(5.5) 

58 
(43.9) 

32 
(24.2) 

9 

(47.4) 

6 
(33.3) 

47 
(35.6) 

12 
( 12o6} 

4 

.(21) 

6 
{33.3) 

21 
( 15. 9) 

0 

0 

5 
(27.8) 

6 
(4~5) 

Resuming heavy work after delivery: 

In landless labourers and marginal farmers, though 

household work 1s resumed soon after delivery,outside works 

(agricultural activities) are postponed for sometime. 

However, most of the women resume animal husbandary work 

from the 21 st day onwards,. Agricultural labour is post

poned mostly till about six mont~s. This is borne out by 

our sample data( table 36). 
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In marginal farmefs too the pattern is the same as 
for the landless (table 37) 

Table~ 36~ Ayo!d&nq b~&lft work after deliyuy §OD9 
lagdl&s p labq.l!.AAU 

Kind of worlt Total no. Upto 1 of women 
doine this month 

1 month- 3 mon~- 6 moi\HI$ 
~~lye~' 3 months 6 months 

work * 

Agriculatural 79 3 3 52 21 
Labourers (51+28) (3.8) (3.8) (65.8) (26.6) 

Animal 28· 17 9 2 0 
Husbandary (60. 7) ( 32.1) (7.1) 

Househe&d 16 13 3 0 

work only (81.tU (:18.8) 

o In this class, during pregnancy 51 women did 
agricultural labour and 28 women did both agrl• 
cultural labour and animal husbandary. But 

0 

when they resumed these works after delivary0 they 
did so at different points of time. Therefore 
figures in this column do not exactly tally with 
figures in table~4. 
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ln marginal faxmers too the pattern. is the samo 

as for the landless (table 37). 

Table:37; Avoiding Heavy work aftgr dgllyftry amgng 
martinal farmera. 

Kind of work Total No Upto 1 mo~ 3 m~ months-
of ·women 0 1 mor1h·..a months 6 montl¥1 ye&r&L. 
doing this r ... 

,,....,..;:... 

work 

/ 

Agric:ul tural 4 .. 1 0 2 1 
Labour (1+3) (25) (50) (25) 

Animal 
Husbandary 

7 
(4+3) 

5 1 1 0 
(71.4) (14.3) (14.3) 

Household 
work only 

11 7 4 0 0 
(63.6) (36.4) 

Total 13 3 1 

In this class, during pregnancy one woman did agri
cultral labour, four women did animal husbandary and 
three others did both agricultural labour and animal 
husbandary. But when they resumed these works after 
delivery) they did so at different points of time. 
Therefore, figures in this column do not exactly 
tally with figures in table!4. 
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In the middle and rich farmers, of the 18 women, 

only two were doing agriculture and animal husbandary, and 

one was doing agriculture alone. All'of them resumed these 

works only after six months. While in the landless and 

marginal classes animal husbandary was resumed much earlier 

compared to agrlculatural labour; in the middle and rich 

peasants~c~asses, both were rosumed at the same point of 

time, i.e. after .sis months. ·Even among those who do house

hold work only, majority(12 out of 18) resumed it between 

3 months and 6 months. Only three out of 18 resumed it 

within a month, the time when the majority of landless 

(81 percent) and marg1na1{63 percent) farmers' women are 

back to the grind. 

family Planning Pliactisnc 

It is interesting to note that sterilisation& are 

very popular in SJM. By the end of .June 1984, 56 percent 

of the target couples were covered by sterilisation, 

mostly after two or three children. There are many women 

particularly from landless labourers, who undergo sterili

sation by the age of 20 w;Jeare, after giving birth to two 

children. How~ver, temporary methods to prevent conception 

are not popular. 



Table: 38. 

Class 

Landless 
Labourers 

93 

Marginal 
Farmers 

18 

Middle and 
Rich farmers 

17 

Total 128 

14~ 

§tef111sat1ons among the SamQlA
par1ty.w1se 

. Total No.of with 2 With 3 With 4 or 5 
women steri ehildr childr children 
lised . 

37 

( 39.8) 

6 

(33.3) 

6 
(3~.2) 

49 
' (38.3) 

en 

17 
(46) 

3 

(50} 

5 
(83o3) 

2~ 
(51) 

en 

13 7 

(35.1) ( 18. 9) 

3 0 
(!>0) 

1 0 
(16.7) 

17 7 
(34.7) (14.3) 

.. 
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Class 

Landless 
Labourer5 

93 

Marginal 
farmers 

18 

Middle and 
Rich farmers 

17 

1otal 128 

Willingncss f9r stc.u;llisa,&gn among the 
tamele-earilY wisa 

Total No. of After 2 
women willing children 
for sterili ... 
sa$ion 

50 
(53.8) 

12 
(66.6) 

11 

·(64. 7) 

73 
(57) 

2:1 
(54) 

6 
(!>0) 

8 
(72. 7) 

41 
(56.2) 

After 3 
children 

1 I 

22 
(44) 

(~0) 

2 
(18.2) 

30 
(41.1) 

After 4 
children 

, 
(0.5) 

0 

1 
{9. 1) 

2 
(2. 7) 

Out of the 128 sample women, 49(38.3 percent) 

unde.rwent sterilisation. Another 73(57 percent) women 

expressed willingness for sterilisation. Only six women 

(4.7 percent) .who are landless labourers expressed unwilling.. 

ness for sterilisation. Three of them are Muslims and 

reported that though they want to oet sterilised,. their 
. 

husbands do not allow them due to religious beliefs. 
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Two women, Hindus, are afraid that they may face post

operative problems and consequent hysterectomy, Anothor 

woman is a widow. Though a few others are also afraid 

that hysterectomy may become necessary later on, they 

feel that they can't afford to have more children. 

Table~ 40. Statsment showing ear1tv wlge couele data 
as on ~g.§-@4 in SJM 

No.of No. of Percentage 
With Target Sterilised of sterilised 

Couples 

0 childron 82 0 ·. 10 

1 Child 177 12 6o8 

2. children 226 219 96.9 

3 children 237 212 89.4 

4 children 90 78 86.7 

5ch1ldron 34 17 50 

6 children 6 "3 50 

7 childron 0 0 0 

Total 952 541 

Soruce 1 PHC, SJM. 
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Our sample data also feflects facts worth noting ·Q._rt../ 

the reasons for sterilisatione• 

Table: 41. f\ea§gns for Stg,111sat1on auemt.tslRX 
the &fJIDQlt 

Class Cannot feed 
more children 

To Keep up Child Children 
mother's & rearing won't 
children's is diffl allow 
health cult~.· mother - . . . . , ta wgzk 

Landless 
Labourers 
(87 out of 
93*) 

Marginal 
Fam1ers 

18 . 

78 
(89. 7) 

13 .. 

(72.2) 

Middle and 6 · 
Rich Farmers {35.3) 

t7 

Total 122 

3 
(3.4} 

3 
(1,6.7) 

3 
(17.6) 

9 
(7.4) 

·2 
(2.3) 

1 
(5.6) 

8 
( 47). 

11 
(9) 

4 

(4.6) 

1 
(5.6) 

0 

s 
(4.1) 

* Out of the total 93 women in landloss labourers only 
87 expressed willingness. ·fi>r sterilisation. Some of 
them already got ster111s~d. Only their statemento 
are considered here. 
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Economic factor is suggested as reason in majority 

( 79.5 .percent) of the cases. S'ter111sation is felt nece• 

· ssary to keep up mothers' and children • s health only by 

ailing mothers. When difficulties in child reari~g is 

suggested as the reason, landless labourers• and marginal 

fanners' wom.en saw it more in texms of finances to keep 

up a child healthy. Middle and rich farmers• women saw it 

in terms of work burden. Only labouring women reported 

that children become an obstacle for working mothers. 

Given the poor economic situation ln such families women 
!If 

are forced to go in for employment and it is not surpri

sing that child rearing is viewed as ahLndrance • 

Conceels . ..2f Pollu1;1on: 

Only Brahmins consider post partum mother and 

the new born as polluted and others do ntt touch them 

for ten days. On the eleventh,· day mother and child talte 

head bath and then are considered to be pollution freo. 

In -other castes, this kind of untouchability is not practi

ced but mother is supposed to take head bath before she 

resumed house work, which may take place on any odd day 

betwoen fifth and eleventh day. 

However, on the twenty-first day mother and chi~d 

again take head bath and are considered completely free 
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from pollution. From then onwards women resume work out

side house, like cutting Qrass in the fields or going to 

canal for washing clothes etc. 

The first 20 days are considered as a big leap 

·forward in the fife of the infant because many infants 

used to die within this period earlier. The twenty

first day ritual is observed throughout Andhra. 

~uetrstij;ions followed by Po,stspartum..YlRID!Jl 

All nver rural Andhra there are certain supersti

tions followed by post partum ~vomen of all classes and 

castes and the SJM women are not exception to this. They 

tie a cloth around their waist(•nadumkattu') believing 

that it cheeks the growth of abdomen after delivery and 

helps in contracting the uterus to its original size. 

They wear muffler around head and put cotton in ears to 

prevent air entering into body and causing headache. 

Also wear chappals day and night to prevent•cold' entering 

their bodies. Usaelly labouring women do not possess 

chappals, but during this period they somehow manage either 

to ,buy a pair. or borrow one from their men. 

Our sample data :reflects that women of all classes 

irrespective of their economic position believe and 

practice these superstititionso 
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- . Avoided water Viore Nedum Wo:r.e muffler 
Class immediately kattu and cotton 

af~er delivery 

Landloaa 78 71 82 

Labourers (82.1) ( 7(1.. 7) (86.3) 
95 

Marginal 18 15 18 
farmers (94.7} (78.9) (94.7) 

19 

Middle and 11 12 16 
Bich farmers (61.1) (66.7) (88.9) 

18 

Total 128 107 98 116 
(81.1) ( 74.2) (87.9) 

Majority of those who didn•t wear •nadumkattu' 

reported that they did so as they underwent tubectamyo 

Otherwise they also would have gone for it. Majority 

believe that water should be avoided for a postpartum 

women tmmediately after delivery. However, th•ir percentage 

decreases as we move from landless labourers to mlddlo 

and rich fe~era. Thls is due to their interaction with 

better health services. 
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" 
4o3 CHILP CARE PRA~I~ 

Under this heading, data on first feed, colostrum fee

ding, breast feeding, weaning foods, vacc.ination, care of 

small children of mothers who also work outside, small child

ren's food etc. is presented. Superstitions followed in 

cases of small children are also dealt.:, with. 

first f~: As in other parts of aouth India, in Andhra 

Pradesh too, pre··lactation. feeds are quite common. S.JM women 

reporte:j having fed their new borns wl th various i terns, the 

most common betng castoroil and glucose water. Till lacta

tion establishes, they give these different kinds of feed 

to the infant. 

Table: 43. liEtW born&' .first feed•va;ioup kindt. 

Sl.No. Kinds of Landless 
First feed Labourers 

•• 

1. Castoroil 

2. Saline/Glucose 3~ 
water (37.2) 

3. Sugar water (1!1) 

4. ~~i:er Mother's (t.a) 
5. Cow:1s Milk 0 
6. Honey 0 

7. Breast Milk {2~1) 

94 

Marginal Middle & 
farmers Rich far 

mus 
7 

(36.8) 

11 
(57.9) 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1 
(5.3) 

19 

4 

(22.2) 
' 12 
(66.6) 

0 

0 

18 

Total Per 
cen 
ta_g_e... 

63 48.4 

58 44.2 

4 

1 

1 

1 
3 

131 

o.a 
3.0 

o.a 

o.a 
2.2 

100 
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. 
In l.andless labourers, maj ori ty(5~. 3 percent~ of 

the new borns were fed castoro:il and in other classes it 

was glucose or saline water, which was also the second 

choice among landless. Thus 92.5 percent of the landless 

labourers •, 94. 7 percent of marginal farmers • and 88.8 

percent of the middle and rich farmers' babies were fod 

with either of these. The other kinds of feeding were less 

frequent. Among landless only, the practice of using foster 

mothers' milk for ursing infants was also observed. Only 

3 children got their mothers' mille as first feed. 

Ca$tor oil is a traditional feed while glucose water 

was given on medical advioe. Sugar water, other mothercs 

milk, cow's milk, and honey were given on elders' advice. 

BreE.!st milk was given either on medical advise or elders' 

advise. 

Many mothers do not feed colostrum to their new 

borns. In fact, majority of them do not have any idea 

about colostrum- what it_ looks like, lts functions etc. 

Usually, the-y feed their children from third day onwards, 

that too after removing the first white milk1 which is 

euppoed to be(•rotten•milk. Even the medical personnel seem 

not to bother much about this. 
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fable: 44. 

Typo of Birth Total No.of 
Attendant Births At ten 

ded 

Relatives 

Da1 39 

MPW(F) 47 

Private 41 
Doctor/ 
Nurse 

132 

Colostrum ColosArum 
fefJd 

0 

1 
(2.6) 

10 
(21. 3) 

7 
(17) 

18 
( 13.6) 

not fed 

~ 
( 1 (1)0) 

38 
(97.4) 

37 
(78.2) 

34 
(83) 

114 

(86.4) 

If we gro.up the birth attendants as untrained 

(relatives and Dai) and trained (MPW(F) and DoctorJNurao) 

personnel the first qroup advised to feed colostrum only 

in 1.8 percont canes whereas the later dld eo,·, in 19.3 

percent. Though there is a difference it 1s not very 

marked. 
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,B_reast feesUng: • 

It generally start.s on the third day and infants 

are kept exclusively on it till about six months by the 

majority in all sections. Early weaning with pre-cooked 

foods like farex and Cerelac is preval~nt among the middle 

and rich farmers who always consult private doctors. A 

small proportion of women believe that a boy should be 

fed for a longer period, upto eight months and a girl upto 

six months(see table 45~ 

Table: 4~ ... 

Class 

Landless 
Labourers 

93 

Marginal 
Farmers 

18 

Middle 
and Rich 
Famers 

17 

Total 128 

Btlief§ regarding lgngth,af gxcluslve brcau 
fgeding 

Boy 8 months Boy & Boys and girls 
Girl 6 months Girl both 6 months 

both 6 - 1 year 
months 

11 
-f.r 

74 8 
(11.8) ( 79.6) (8.6) 

,1- 17 0 
(5.6) (94.4) 

3 14 0 
(17.6) (82.4) 

t! 105 8 
( 11. 7} (82) (6.3) 



It is important to note that among those who fed 

for less than four months, three landless women could not 

fed for long despite wanting to, because they had not 

enough milk while others did it deliberately. Secondly 

though 82 percent said breast feedin9 is desirable for sin 

months, in actual practice 43_:percent fed uptoeight months 

to one year and only 45 percent till six months. This 

only shows that breast feeding is still the mainstay of 

infant nutrl tion in the village for at !':east the first 

six months(see table 46)• 

Table~46. 

Class 

Landless 
Labourers 

90 

Marginal 
Farmers 

18 

Middla and 
Rich farmers 

17 

Total 128 

Period gf IJClusivt breast fqeding-actyal 
practi<al 

Upto 4 Upto 6 8 months-
months months 1 year 

3 43 44 
(3.2) (46.2) (47.3) 

2 7 9 (11.1) (38.9) (50) 

6 8 3 
(35.3) (47) (17.6) 

• 

11 58 56 
(8.6) (45.3) (43.7) 

n 

~ong t~e landless labourers thre(2.2 percent) women 
(with 2 0 ~ and 3 children respectively) never breastfed 
their childr'en as they could . never 

all used powder milk as substit~. 
produce it. They 
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The dolay in weaning which ls maximum arnong tho 

landless is due to lack of time women can spare to food 

solids. A lot of patienc~ and time is roquirod initially 

for weaning babies to solido. Due to their already ovor 

loaded work burden, many mothers cannot do so. This is 

evident from the t.ablo 46, that as many aa 47.3 percent 

and 50 percent children in landless labourers and marginal 

farmors remain on ex&lusive breast feeding up to eight 

months to one yoae. Their percentage is much smaller 

( 17.6 percent) in middle .and rich faxmers where mothers 

usually remain at homo. 

Landless labourers' end marginal fa~ers• women 

breaet feed their children upto about two yearo or till 

they get next pregnancy. This period is much shorter in 

middlo and rich faxmors• classes ranging from sin month 

to one year. As many as 80 percent women almost equally 

spread over ell classes reported that they do not havo 

any idoa about the influence of bxeast feed1no on the onsot 

of menstruetlon. 

Vaccinat.\en• 

Mothors• knowledge about prevention of disoaooG is 

very poor. Only polio vaccination is widely knovm, but 

90 percent ()f mothers assume that lt is given 1n the 

form of 1nject1on.(they mistake DPT injection for polio 
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vaccine, as these two are usually given together.) 

· Vaccination rates fall down very sharply in Summer as 

mothers and the MPW(f) believe that it causes hiqh fever 

in an already hot atmosphere. Another reason is that the 

PHC cannot preserve it properly in Summer as they have a 

very ~mall fridge and it is enough just to keep water 

bottles and very important medicines. 

Table~,47. Knowledge of mothers about preventionof 
disease§ _I •• . ••• I, 

Class 

Landless 
Labourers 

93 

Marginal 
Farmers 

18 

Middle and 

f'oesn't 
know at 
all 

37 

(39} 

3 
( 16.6) 

9 
Rich Farmers 1 

17 (5.9) 

Total 128 41 
(32} 

Polio 
only 

53 

(56.9) 

14 
( 11 .a) 

13 

.?olio 
a,nd 
TB 

1 

~1.1}-

0 

, 
( 76. 5 }( 5. 9) 

Polio Polio,TB 
and and 
Tetanus Tetanus 

2 0 
(2.1) 

f5!6) 0 

1 1 

(5.9} (!>.9) 

80 2 4 1 

(0.8) (62.5) (1.6) (3.2) 

Though 32 percent cf the women do not have any 

knowli:dge about vaccination, knowledge rates increased 

from landless labourers to marginal farmers and still more 

in middle and rich farmers. This 1s due to their better 

educational status and interaction with health services. 

»hoever knows about~ccination, knows about polio. In 
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addition to that· 2(1.6 percent) and 4(3.2 percent) 

persons know about TB and Tetanus vaccines respectively. 

Only one person knows about polio, T .B •. :.and Tetanus. 

Diptheria, measels, etc, vaccines are not at all known. 

OPT is not known as a single vaccine. 

To collect data on against what all diseases children 

were vaccinated, the researeher had to explain. to the 

respondents about th~ kind of vaccination{in1~ct1on/oral 

drops), how many time it is adminstered fltc. 

Clt.\SS Tot£\l No.of No.of Vaccinated Children 
Children .. atiYt BC<G DPT POLIO 

Landless 179 34 85 85 
Lt:~bourers (19) (47.!:1) (47.5) 

Marginal 32 12 19 19 
Farmers (37.5) (59.4) (59.4) 

Middle and 28 21 23 23 
Rich Farmers (75) {82.1) (82.1) 

................... 7 ¢ I 

Total . ~39 67 127 127 

< \odJ. ( 28 ) (53"1) ( 53.1} 
I. . . '. ' ~ 
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vaccination rates are high in middle ~nd rich farmers 

compared to landless and marginal farmers. Polio and OPT 

rates are same as they are given together. BOG rates are 

poor in landless labourers and marginal farmers compared 

to middle and rich farmers and also to their own polio 

an d OPT rates. This is because, home deliveries and 

PHC deliveris are more in these two classes. As BCG 

is generally given within a few days 4fter del1very0 
~ . . 

they don't get it. The PHC somehow always lacks BCG 

... vaccine. The middle and rich farmors • women go to. private 

hospl tals for deliveries and their ne\v borns · get ECG 

there. 

Fogj( for small c;hildMfl 

The landless labourers' and marginal farmers• amall 

children ·get only rice with del, or 'chutnoy' as their 

elders eat. Occasaionally they get a btiscu1 t, banana or 

guava fruit. In middlo and rich farmers class, children 

get many more nutritiooa foods. Milk, precooked cereals. 
. -

different kinds of' frults like apples, grapes, bananas, 

.and sweets etc are regularly fed to them. Once they cross 

the age of one year they also get egg. 
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'a;etakars of §mall ~bildAftD 

Mothers who work in the fields face a big problem 

regarding care of their children, particularly lan4ess 

labourers' and marginal farmers•, as their families era 

nuclear in structuro. However, grand parents(mostly 

grand mothers) of the child, if they live nearby take care 

when the mother goes out. to work. But certain points should 

be noted in this regard. Old women who are·unable to work 

in fields only stay back at home. Such women cannot roally 

provide good care for small children. Moreover, they have 

to take care of children of all their sons(often 3 or 4) 

living in the sam.e locality. This again affecte the qUality 

of care they can provide·. 

just feed these children. 

In rea11ty0 what they do is, 

Children are left in streets 

to play in mud. ·Even to give them bath, mothers have to 

come beck. In some cases young relatives take care of 

omall children. These are mostly children's paternal aun·ts 

(between 8 and 13 years) who are not yet going to fields 

to work as labourers. Elder children, who are four or 

ffve years older to the infant elso do this job. But in 

terms of quality their services aro very inferior beeauso 

they themselves are. young enough to be taken care of. 
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Sometimes children aro left alone at home, when 

there are neither relatives nor elder childron. There 

won't be anyone to attend to the1r.necess1t1es. Whether 

they are hungry, dirty or to be washed, they have to 
. 

walt till their mothers come back. Usually they ere loft 

in extended verandahs of their one room loc:ked•up hut&. 

Table: 49-

Class. 

Landless 
Labourers 

77 
Marginal 
faxmers 

7 
Middle and 
Rich Farmers 

3 

Care$hkw of XQUQCWShildren \!bile mSUbn 
ig a.wax on wprlt 

Left alone Elder sorv Old Yonger Husband 
at home daughter parentsrelative 

5 12 51 8 1 
(6.5) (15.6) (66.2) (10.4} ( 1.3) 

0 0 4 3 0 
( (57.1) (42.9) 

0 0 3 0 0 
( 100) 

Leaving children alone at.home or under the caro 

of elder children which are the most inferior ways of 

taking care of children prevail only among landless 

labourers. Among the rest, majority depends upon their 

old parents. In fact, only among the marginal peasants 
( 4~ percent) 

three women~depend on young relatives. Among middle end 
I' 

rich ~amere only old parents take care of omall childJ'on. 

Quality of their services is much better than that of the 
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same category in landleas and marginal fanners classes. 

Moreover, these women supervise their own agriculture 

and come back in a few hours whereas the landless and 

marginal classes women have to work for longer hours in 

the fields. Though there is a nursery school in the 

. village run by the lotl Mahila Mandal1, lbbourers' children 

are not allowed there. 

Waxa of f~eding the baby while motbftr is away on Wotk 

Most of the women labourers cle1m that they work only 

1n lemon orcbbrds when they initially resume field work 

after giving birth to a baby. This is in order to come 

back soon and to feed the child. Out of 84 labourers 

70(83.3 percent) reported this. But \!7hat happens in reality 

1s worth noting. They work for four hours in lemon orchards· 

and need one to one and half hours time to walk to the 

work spot and back. Altogether the baby is left without 

milk.for &lmost six hours. Those mothers who work in 

weeding go back home during their lunch hour to feed their 

babies but this is possible only with en interval of about 

five hours and it involves a long walk for the mother. 

Those who work in transplantation or harvesting also do 

the s~e. But those who do it under contract labour, which 

is the most prevalent method, cannot do so. They can come 
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back only in tho evening. However, their fellow labourers 

are considerate and let them go an hour earlier than othero. 

But still, mothers ean come back only after six to 60Ven 

hours and the child remains hungry till then. Of the rest 

14. six(?.,;~ percent) women reported that buf·falloes' milk 

is given, and the other eight (9.5 percent) reported that 

they come back during lunch break. If the child crosses 

eight months of age, by that time usually they get used 

to solids and sc rice is fed. 

Infankj'Jeatb§: 

Among t·he children( 132) born alive between May'83 

and April '85 seven died as infants. All of them belonged 

to the landless labourers class. 

Table:~·Dft~ails of infant dgaths wbp wtrr ggrn betwien 
Max 83 and April a~. 

Sl.No. Class Caste Se~ Age at Cause of 
Hale Female the time death 

of death 

1. Landless a.c !F 13 days Weakness 
Labourers 

2. " " " 5 months diarrhea 
3. " " .. 1 day premature 
4. ft " ·- " 6 months Heart diseas~ 

brain fever 
5. " s.t 1t 1 day Premature 
6. " S.'t " 1 month weakness 
7. " s.c " 1 month weakness 
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Theyall were female babies. Four of them belonged 
" to Backward castes, one to scheduled Tribes and th• other 

two to scheduled castes. Of them two died on the day of 

birth and cause of death was pre-maturity. One died before 

com~ting one month and cause of death was weakness. ----

___ ,______ Three more died between one and six months 

of age- two died due to weakness and the other due to dia

rrhea. Another died just after completing six months due 

to brain fever and heart disease. All the causes of death 

are linked with malnutrition and poor environmental co.n

ditions (except the heart disease case). Thus, infant 

mortality rate( infant deaths per one thousand live births) 

among the agriculturists of SJM is 53. 

Life Exeetience of ~~ele wo~tn regarding infant Death~ 

Out of 128 women who formed the sample, 28 women 

reported to have lbst infants at some point of their 

married life. One of them lost two infants and a one 

and half year old child. Apart fram these 28 women, 

another woman lost a 10 year old child. In middle and 

rich farmers' classes, there were three infant deaths. 

All three died on the day of their birth due to pre

maturity (see table 50). 

In marginal famers class, five women experienced 
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one infant death each. Of these infnants three died on 

the day of birth and another on second day due to pre

maturity. The fifth. one died on third day due .to a 

tumor on her head. 

Table:~1. Life E;perience of the ;ample women rfgafding 
Infant deaths 

Class 

Landless 
laixRn-er s 

Marginal 
Farmers 

Middle and 
Rich farmers 

Total 

Total No.of 
children born 
alive 

211 

37 

31 

~79 

Infant deaths 
Male Female Total 

15 15 30 

2 3 5 

1 3 

18 20 38 

Average infant 
deaths per 
woman 
(infant 
~eath7'live 

births, 

0.14 

0.13 

0.09 

0.136 

Among the landless labourers, three families ~. 

suffered two infant deaths each. one familyexperienced 

five infant deaths and another lost two infants and one 

child. Fifteen families lost one infant each. Al~ogether 

in this class eight infants died on the day of their birth, 
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seven died before they completed the age of one week and 

three died before completing one month. Nine died beforo 

completri1ng six months and another three died before com

pleting one year. For all the children cause of death 

was prematurl ty/wealtness/diarr&hea/infectlon. 

This shows that while among the rich, prematurity 
. 

and neonatal deaths were seen, among landless and marginal 

farmers households, infections due to poor environment 

during post neo~natal period offered an additional hazard. 

However, thiS data has so be taken with caution given the 

small size of the middle and rich fa~ers' households. 

The same is also true for the class difference which is 

visible between average infant deaths per woman in labourer.~, 

marginal farmers• and middle and rich farmers• classes. 

Syeustitions &n Ch&.J.d Ca;e 

feeding casteroil regularly upto a minimum of six 

months and bra1:iinq the stomaches of small children are 

harmful superst'itions though there are many others libe 

the one that children should not be brought out into 

courtyard at dawn, and belief in amulets, or saving thGm 

from 'evil eye' etc. If children are att~cked by jaundice. 

their wrists are branded to "Odlre" it. If they suffer 

convulsions,. forehead is branded. However this branding 
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treatment is not that much .,>revalent these dayso Though 

this was sporadically observed, no quantitative data was 

available on it. 

Feeding castor:oil is spread over all the classes. -· 
Among the sample, 90 percent children were fed castero11. 

Of these 19.2 percent of the children drank it upto three 

months. 62.4 percent upto 3 to 6 months and the rest 

of eight percent upto six months to one year. Only 10 

percent of the children we~e fortunate enough to escape 

from it but, for them it was replaced by gripe water or 

milk of magnesia. 

Some people believe that if children are branded on 

their stomachs within ten days after birth• .1t helps incroase 
' 

their digestive power. This is an age old pr~ctice in 

rural Andhra which was very common some 3Q-40 years ago. 

However. it still persists in SJM(see table 52)B 

Table. 52 

Class 

-
Landless 
Labourers 

Marginal 
Farmers 
Middle and 
Rich Farmers 

Total 

Total No.of 
Cbildron aliye 

179 

32 

28 

239 

No.of children 
b;anQ.~d 

17 
(9.5) 

1 
(5.3) 

2 
(7.10 

• 
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Our quantitative data on branding makes it clear 

that it is spread over all the classes, though not in 

large numbers. 

Our data indicates that superstitious practices do 

not exclusively mean avoiding modern medicine. People 

use both. 

~eremonifts during pregnansx and A{ter.chilg bir:t:b 

Only the middle and rich fal'Ulers classes have the 

luxury, of practicing ceremonies. They perform'seemantam• 

where the pregnant woman is treated with many Gifts and 

the lnvitee(women who are not widows and mostly belonging 

to their own caste) are treated with fruits and sweets. 

After birth, on the nfthe:r's bathing day, lunch is hosted. 

On the twenty first day, naming ceremony takes place. Later 

in the evening the child is put in a cradle amidst the 

invited women. Then in the third month, when the child 

turns on her back and later when it walks, talks, many 

such celeberations take place. On all such occassions the 

invitees are only wom.en but • suhaagans •. During the e1gth 

month, when they introduce rice(appropriately the function 

is called_as 'Annaprasana•- Annam means rice), it is 

celebrated again at a large scale with lunch and all. 
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In contrast to these festivities the vacum in the 

social life of landless women is illustrated by Kopalle 

Mar1yamma, a young lan:JJess m:ther. 

Kopplle Mariyamma does not know what her ate 
io just as several others in her neighbourhood•. 
She never had any occassion to try to guess 
about 1t ei the;,;·. May be she is around 25. 

Mariyamma is very weak • She has thaea 
young children. Theyall look weak and smaller 
in size for their age. She and her husband 
both are a.gricul tural labourers. They own 
no land or any other source of income. Fortu ... 
nately, in this area of the country, they aind 
same work or other round the year. Still, 
they can hardly feed themselves well. They 
borrow money even to thach their small hut 
onc;e in three years. 

After the third child Mariyamma had gone 
for tubectomy operation. She could afford 
no rest after that. She suffered from prohpse, 
white discharge and post-operation stomach-ache. 
As this persisted for over a year, she under
went hysterQctomy. For this, the labourers• 
family somehow raised a loan of ~.1000/-on a 
high interest. 

Meriyarnma looks dirty. Her children are 
dirty. They play in dirt on the road and are 
mostly naked. !hey live in a mud-hut. They 
are 9ar1jansand live in 'palle'(liarijanawad!). 
Mariyamma and her children are dirty because 
they can afford no soaps. 

The name Mariyamma is the corrupt v~rslon 
of goddess Mary in Andhra. Marlyamma is a 
Christian. Of course, the missionaries have 
not neglected them. Everytime they went to 
preach the family, Mariyamma was asked to keep 
herself and her children clean. Sh~ always 
agreed. But nobdoy ever told her how to get 
a soap. 
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Mariyamma looks restless, un~erested. Sho 
doesn't show much interest in her children 
either. She cooks for them in the morning. 
The old mother-in-law who lives nearby, feeds 
them in the ttlunch time". Mariyamma is utterly 
tired when she returned home after work. 
Somehow she cooks the 'dinner•. "Where is the 
time to look after my children? When should 
.I love them ~- She pleads remembering those 
whorecommended her the use of soap and necessity 
to be clean. 

Mariyamma, who doesn't know her age, who 
underwent tubectomy and hysterectomy by her 
mid twenties, who looks weak and dirty is fully 
aware of the plight of her children, though 
she encounters them only for a few hours in 
the day. " But what can I do ? ''She querrlos. 
She ltnows that " they also would become labour(!rs 
like us". 

The barrenness of the llfe 1s too glaring 
to need further e):plorations. It only helps 
us to ask the question "given her conditions 
could things ever be ',' di.Uerent f, 



CHAPTER IV 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 



Rl§CUSSIQN ANQ QQNCLUSION§ 

QLASSE§. WQRK ~ATTERN§ AND IMPLI,ATiON§ 
FOR THE tJEALIH 0£ \\QMEN 

In SJM, as in the other villages of the block, 

developed technology is being used in agriculture. Tractors, 

sprayers and fertilizers are used. Can·al irrigation and 

availability of abundant ground water for dry land irri

gation and the fertility of soil not only increases pro-

ductivity but also makes multiple cropping possible. l>espite 

the use of machinery, agriculture still demands intensive 

iabour. Thus more and more people are being absorbed in 
agricultural work • This is re.flected in the 
census data which shows not only an overall increase_ iR 

·'· .: in the total agricultural work force but also ris~ng 

number of women agricultural workers. While the number 

of men almost remains constant(in fact there is a slight 

dectease in their numbers) number of women workers increased 

by 60 percent between 1971 and 1981, 

1971 1981 
Male Female Male female 

Cultivators 409 11 413 50 

Agricultural 574 307 549 495 
Labourers 

Source: Census of India, 1971 and 1981 
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This has to be seen in the background of high 

productivity in the.area. It perhaps means that women'$ 

employment is primarily dependent upon full absorption 

of men workers. Only when men are mostly employed and 

labour demands are high still, more and more women are 

d.owly being absorbed into agricultural economic activity. 

This indicates the weaker position of women in SJM's 

social network and suggests that they will be taken in 

or thrown out of employment depending on the exhaustion 

of men labourers. 

It is a posi tloe indication that more women are being 

absorbed into employment. However, the kind of work they 

perform in the fields demands lot of energy and ttmo. 

For example our data shows that most of their jobs are 

back bending, to be performed in the midst of knee low 

water and mud, whether 1 t is transpla.ntation, weeding or 

harvesting. They carry heavy loads on their heads. Their 

work demands hard physical labour. All their jobs are , or 
long duration without rest and no time even to feed their 

babies. Even in the lemon and betel gordens, as we have 

already seen, the working conditions are not very differentt 

The implications of this intensive labour demand 1s very 

negative on women's health. The long working hours and 
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intensive work makes higher demands on their ener;y out• 

·puts and leaves them completely drained out and fatigued. 

They cannot find time for rest or for relaxation. More

over, the long working hours and the resultant fatigue 

leads to neglect of children and their homos. · 

It is recognised that most women work harder and 

for longer hours than men. Yet the fatigue factor has 

not been considered as an important determinant in the 

health studies. But who are these 'most• women? Where 

do they come from? How their lives are different from· 

the other women and why 1 Very few have looked into these 

questions. 

As seen from our date, work patterns of women are 

very different among the different classes. Women of 

the landless class work throughout the day through.out 

their lives. Their struggle for survival forces them 

into an intensity and long duration of work which increaso 

with their povorty. The constant and cumulative fatlguo 

affects their own and their children's health. On the 

other· hand, the women workers in the middle and rich 

farmers classes are not as overburdened with work. Firstly 

their number is small. Secondly even thosewho work. do 
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mostly supervisory work and not actu-al physical labour. 

The number of workers and intensity of work increases 

among the marginal and is maximum in the landless.wamGn. 

The plight of women in the landless labourers and 

marginal farmers still gets magnified when we 1mposo the 

social reality on their economic lives. Our exploration 

of the social life shows that women have no power in deci

sion making process in the family affaris nor can they 

spend the money that they earn the way they would liko to. 

Though in these classes people get three meals a day, the 

quality of food is po~r. However, our data shows that 

women, because-they eat last, may not always get adequate 

quantity. Though the social status of women in the well 

off classes is not different, they do not suffer from 

lack of food at least because of the economic prosperity 

of the family. 

We see then ~hat women specially from landle·ss and 

marginal farmer classes are not only forced to work beyond 

their physical capabilities but that they also do not get 

enough rest or food to recoup. 

lt is worth noting. that the changing seasons increase 

or decrease the work of agricultural labourers; women's 

work in the household goes on irrespective of season~. 
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Household work ia an additional demand on the physical 

energies of women. Wo havo sean in SJM that this aspect 

.of womon•s lifo is aloo cloarly related to hor class 

position. 

Our explorations of thio aspect of women•s life hmo 

revealed that in all clc:tsses v;omen ore fully responsible 

for tho maintenance of the families(homes). Uepending 

upon their· access to roaourcos. womon from different 

classes spend different amounts of time and enercn into 

hous~hold work. As illustrated by our caso reports. 

those who have .little monoy prirnarlly depend upon their 

own labour whereas those who can afford not only uso 

others• labour(servantn) but also tools which make their 

work easy• like gas connection, grinder otc. 

Here we would like to point ou~ that hosehold work 

which is generell y treated ea "-;non-productive or unecono

mical activity, ls in fact very much a part of the family 

economic nctlvlty. In neoclassical economf, euploltatlon 

is understood to be a procese which is a crostS.on of tho 

markets.. This school of· thought belioves that the eesenco 

of labour enploltation lies in t~e difference botweon coste 

end prices based on the theory of marginal utility. They 
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ignore the processes of labour exploitation taking place 

in the process of production as well as at the levol of 

the household which is a part of the total production 

process. 

Our data establishes the importance of produc.tion 

and household work in the process of appropriatlon(eco• 

nomic exploitation). This is obvious when we impose the 

patterns of household work and economic activities on each 

other in different classes. It is clear that tbe fam111os 

which are the poorest and most exploited in the field aro 

also the ones whose women have to work the hardest at the 

household level. This means that the class of labourors 

which is putting in the most labour in agricultural pro• 

duction l"s getting the least amount of wages. Obviously 

then they are not being paid for the hours of work that 

they put in but only for subsistence. Subsistence in 

SJM means eating rice with mlrch1 0 six hours of sleep, 

a roof on· thel.r heads and a pair of clothing. In other 

classes where both men and women are putting comparatively 

lesser hours of work a& well as energy, they are getting 

higher returns, prlmarly because of their greater access 

to land and other resources. Within this pattern of 

exploitation at the level of production, household work 
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plays a crucial role. Free labour of women is used to 

keep a family alive at a level \"Jhich is a. sheer necessity 

for survival. This exploitation of a woman's labour is 

in fact necessary for the economic exploitation of her 

class and has therefore been given social sanction. House 

hold work therefore cannot be seen in isolation from tho 

total economic activity of a family. 

the additional load of animal husbandery that women 

take has elements of both the traditional understandings, 

i.e.econom1c activity and household activity. It is 

interesting to observe that according to our data the 

poorer families use it more to enhance their incomes while 

the richer families use it to improve their living stand• 

ards. The interclass differences in this too are quite 

understandable given our earlier understanding of pro• 

duction processes, classes and the role of individual 

families. 

As far as social status is concerned all women sharo 

the lower status. Neither of them have power in taking 

decisions at family level or regarding sterilisations 

which effects their health either way. Dow:r¥::and wife 

beating ·are spread over all the classes though at differ

ent degrees. By making them subordinate to men who also 
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control their labour us~, women are pushed into a state 

of dependency from where they can neither avoid the 

situation which make them sick nor can they seek help 

when they do fall ill. 

Our discussion upto this point highlights inter-
• 

class differences in the ·patterns of different types of 

work and its basis. The tmplicatlons of these for the 

health of women are pr1maril y in terms of her energy 

expenditures.- her nutritional status, and her ability 

to recoup her energies. Different levels of these will 

give different levels of vulnerability. We shall now so& 

how class differences regarding these factors might in

fluence maternal and child health status. 

Being conscious of the limitations of our data, 

we do not want to ~e any conclusive remarks. However, 

certain points need ·to be noted. The dangerous compli• 

cation during pregnancy; bleeding, was prevalent only 

among the labourers. fever just after delivery was also 

con fine!d to landless and marginal classes. Prolapse 

and still births were also confined to them. Among the 

sample chil<Wren seven infants died and all of them belongec 
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to landless class. Whftn the life experience of sample 

women regarding i~fant deaths was considered, average 

infant deaths was-Gonside~~. ~verage infant deaths 

per woman was higher in landless and marginal classes 

(0.14 and 0.13 respectively) than in the middle and rich 

farmers class(0.09}. Concentration of all these among 
the Marginal and \andless could be an indica-lion of 
the impact of the already vulnerable health status and 

heavy work that they do in the farm. This data is reinfor

ced by another observation in SJM, that is, acceptance 

of family planning comes only after 3 or 4 children among 

the majority of landless women. 

brceqt&gns anq As; t..!aD 

Our data throws up some very imteresting clues to 

question the conventional beliefs as given in text bookso 

It is generally believed that people in villages prefer 

magical and traditional systems and do not go tb,_ PHCs 

and that this ls specially so where diseases of women and 

children are concerned since their perceptions are not 

s cien ti fie. 

IN SJM 60 percent of the poor preferred the MPW(F) 

to be their attendant·at birth, but only 38.9 percent could 

get her services_. This was explained either as unavilabl

lity of the MPW(f) or difficult labour. Though only 8 per

cent of the labourers opted to go to a private.doetor, 21 

percent went to them.· 17 percent of them spent more than 
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l!s 1 00/- of whom two spent more than Rs ~00/- This shows 

that even the poor go beyond their limits and spend monoy 

to get health services. 

33 percent of the total de~v&~~s took place at the 

PHC of which 91. percent are from labourers or marginal 

classes. Though 7e> percent of middle and rich classes 

women opted for a private doctor, only 55.5 percnot could 

actually go and the rest fell back on MPW(f ). The MPW(F) 

who was many times not available to the landless or margi

nal classes was readily available to the middle and rich 

classes whenever they needed her. MPVI's positive inclina

tion towards the well off classes is quite obvious. 

lt is interesting to note that though only ~ per-

cent did make any kind of medical consultation during preg

nancy0 94 percent took TT injections. Even among the lnbour

ers it was 91.6 percent and in the other class~s reached 

100 percent. However, hardly anyone knows about tetanuo 

vaccine for children. This could be due to their exproience 

with neonatal tetanus deaths. More ch1ldren(82 percent) 

were vaccinated among the middle. and rich classes reflecting 

their better interaction with health services. 
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Among the middle and rich-classes 77.5 percent 

either got sterilised or wanted it after two children, 

whereas 50 percent of the labourers wanted it after 3 

or more children. This may be linked with the prevalence 

of infant deaths among the labourers. Among the sample 

seven infants died and all of them belonged to labourers 

class. Problem of child survival and expectation for more 

earning members could be the reasonsfor labourers opting . 

for three or more children. Whet is .important however is 

tbe fact that 122 women out of 128 of all classes expressed 

willingness for starilisation or were sterilised and that 

the rate of sterilisation was. not higher than the rich 

among the poor. It was perhaps the pressuro on land and 

the falli.ng mortality rather than the pressu:ling tactic of 

the health bureaucracy. 

Though_ SO percent of the landless and 94 percent of 

the marginal classes believe that weening should be intro

duced at the age of six months, only 46 percent and 39 

percent respectively could :.do 1 t in ac't•Jal practice. 

Others kept their children on Gxclusive bre-ast feeding 

upto eight months to one year. Reasons were lack of t~e 

for mothers to get their children accustomed to solids, 

poor quality ·Of food they can afford and the inadequate 

caretakers of children. The middle and rich farmer~ 
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women, firstly stay at home in most eases, secondly evon 

if they go out to work, leave their children under the 

care of old parents • 

• This data brings home the fact that human perceptions .. 
are not always bound by class differeneos. Tt,at a class 

. may be poor but since it lives in a dynamic social system, 

it cannot be deprived of the active process of innovDtioe 

interventions 11ue PHC or diffusion of idees of the private 

practitioners. However, despite wanting and atternpt1ng0 

the poor cannot get what othors get easily. 

It needs to be emphasized that it 1& the objective 

condition ~hich either do not allow women of poorer classes 

to do what they like to do and create barriers in their 

aeeess to health services. Apart from the data that we 

have already mentioned, some additional evidence of con

straints of objective reality on MCH practices aro the 

interclass variations in patterns of work during pregnancy • 

. Majority of the landless women(74 percent) continued to 

do heavy work- agricultural, animal husbandary and house

hold work• till the day of deliver~ No special foods, 

no tonics .nor even1·,proper medical consultation is within 

their reach and the reason is certainly not a lack of 

perception about medical care. 
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However, a marked difference is seen in the middle 

and rich fanners' classes-. Pregnant women are treated 

with love and care. They regularly consult private doctors 

end go to private nursing homes for deliveries. Pregnancy 
1and child birth are celebrated with fanfare. 28 percent 

I 

of them could avoid their routine household work prior to 

delivery for a period ranging up~five months. 

This difference is seen even after delivery. 54 

percent of the labourers' women could avail ful~ rest up 

to less than 10 days only, whereas such a percentage among 

the marginal farmers is 31.6 and just 5o5 in the middle 

and rich farmers.: ;JHspeet1vely~ 

The other side of the subjective realities in SJM 

ere the prevailing superstitions regarding MCH. Whether 

it is first feed to the child, feeding colostrum, care for 

post-partum women by wearing nadumkattu, muffler etc. and 

food restrictions, castor oil feed to children, branding 

them,all are uniform among all the classes. Though the 

PHC was there since 1949, it seems that it has done nothing 

to cheek these superstitions. In fact;some of its personnel 

support these practices. The private practitioners of 

Tenal1 have been no different eithor. All health personnel 

have taken advantage of these superstitions rather than 

question them and lose their money. 
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MCH practices depend upon people's perception of 
. 

it and their needs, the kind of institutions that they 

can go to(dais, PHC, private doctors) and the quality of 

their interactions. Hardening or change of attitudes 

will be an outcome of these interactions or of outside 

influences. 

Our data reflects that people have very specific 

needs as far as MCH is concerned and that they seek medical 

help. Despite all this, not all get a positive feed back 

from the health services- whether it be MPW, PHC, lady 

doctor, medical officer or private doctors. The services 

that they get are not uniform in quality(even though they 

pay for it) and also the trea.tment meted out to some is 

quite different. The health services in SJ'M then are not 

based on science alone but more on social inequalities 

and stratification. Neither the quality of the services 

nor the behaviour of health personnel can be described 

as conducive to a positive and a rational change in the 

attitudes of their clients. For example, despite the 

fact that the PHC has been there since 1949, no effort 

has been made by the health workers to question the pre

vailing superstitions regarding NCH. The entire set of 

professional ·workers in fact promotes wrong MCH practicee. 
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IFor examples, 89 percent of the middle and rich tamers 

women were prescribed various tonics, calcium and special 

foods like sweets during pregnancy. Secondly, 78 percent 

of the MPWs and 83 percent of the private practi~ionera 

did not bother about advising the mother to breast-feed 

the baby right from the beginning and allowod he1"2.to reject 

the colostrum. They were therefore in no way different 

from untrained birth attendants. Yet another example ls 

the immunization services. Though majority of the po~t 

were going to MPW for ante-natal care, not even 50 porcont 

children were immunized for OPT, Polio or BCGo A glaring 

example of the inactivity ofthe PHC is the high rate of 

hysterectomies in very young women which was being pro .. 

moted by private practitioners. VJh1le the PHC was indiff

erent, the private practitioners went out of their way 

to misinform and exploit peoplo. In addition to this it 

is also worthwhile noting that many women 1n their early 

twenties get sterilised. Though ster111sat1ons are so 

popular, temporary methods to prevent conception are not 

widely known. This reflects the fatlure of the PHC in 

making the people aware of less coercive measures. 

Our data thus indicates that far from fighting 

superstitions of the people, the private practitioners 
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go out of their way to spread misinformation and indulge 
. 

in wrong practices while the PHC through sheer indifference 

participates in the perpetuation of superstitious practices. 

The differential treatment to different classes by all kinds 

of medical practi~toners is also very evident from our data. 

The PHC's MC~ programmes were technocentric. They 

were confined to distribution of iron toblets to pregnant 

women, provision of TT injections and providing MPW to act 

as birth attendant, and vaccination for children. Unloss 

people vdunteer, the PHC does not take any initiation even 

in providing these. Otherwise. it does not have any pro

gramme to improve the Qeneral health status of women and 

children nor to improve the environment. Unpurified un

derground water is being used f·or drinking purposes. Majority 

of the population do not have facilities for excreta dis

posal. 

It can be concluded on the basis of our data, then 

that every level and process of production has its own 

labour demands which are met by men and women. That given 

the lower social status of women, while they do work as 

agricultural workers they do not enjoy the respect due 

to a worker. 
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The hard physical labour required of them and the 

triple burden of agricultural l-abour, household work 

and child care nave serious implications for the health 

of women. The prevailing social stratification only adds 

to the burden of those women who are at the lowest rung 

of the hierarchy. These interclass differences are refle

cted at all levels- work, household activities and child 

care- as well as health status, access to services and 

attitudes of the health workers. 

The most· important of our findings is the fact that 

perceptions are not contained by the boundaries of socio

economic classes and that men and women of the poorer 

section despite their class constraints seek help and 

health. 

That they got what they do not deserve is also a 

reflection of the socio-economic reality wherein both 

quality of services and access to them are determined 

by the class position of families. 

Certain new trends were observed in SJM. One is 

food sufficiency. All the households report~d that they 

get enough food round the year, which is quite different 

from the hunger prone areas of UP, Bihar, MP etc. However, 

when the quality of life of the poor was observed, we found 
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that added to the inferior quality of food they didn't 

have proper housing and sanitation facilities, nor.even 

sufficient clothing. Then. enough food doesn't mean 

that everything is fine. Only important fact is that 

there is no starvation. 

Secondly,fam11ies in general and women in particu

lar are going in for sterilization voluntarily. Though 

it is a desirable trend, this change in fertility behaviour 

is being exploited by· private practitioners using it as 

a mechanism to make money by advising women to go in for 

hysterectomy. 

Lastly one would like to emphasize t~t superstitions 

do prevail but that they are not a maj'or hindrance in 

people's health-seeking actions •. What is ~portant is 

lhlhe fact that the medical man-power does nothing to erase 

them atleast . in SJM. 
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APPENDIX 1 

INIEfi\ll§W SCHEDU\eE !J§sQ IN WE.. fiELQ ,\\OBIS .fOB 
t(,QLLECTlt-;3 gUANTIIATIYfi DAT~ . 

Name J 

Age( years) 1 

Religion I 

Studied upto which Class ? 

VJife I Husband ; 
Whether 

(1) Joint family (2) Nuclear family 
.. 

6. Do you own any land ? If yes, how much ? Y!SINO 

Wet: Ae Dry: Ac 

(1} food crop (2) Cash crop 

7. Are you doing tenancy 1 

If yes, how many Acres 1 Crop 

a. A • How many milch animals do you have ? 

(1) Cowss (2) Buffelo\t.s: 

a. Who looks after them ? 

( 1) Self (2) Husband (3) Both 

(4) Others in the family (5) Servants 

( 

c. How much milk do you get from these animals 

Of it 

L.1ters: 

Liters consumed: 

~iters sold: 

How many times do you eat normally in a day( 
(1) Once (2) twice (3) thrice (4) Four times 

) 

? 

) 
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B Do you get two full meals all through the year ? 

. Yes/ No 
C If not, for how many days ? 

to. Do you 1 any woman have any power in determinig( ) 

disiributlonJsale of wages/produce 1 
.(1) fully (2) Decide jointly (3) Not at a}.l 

11. A. What was the result of your last pregnancy ? ( ) 
(1) Male child (2) female Child 
(3) Still birth (4) Abortion 

a If alive, Age& 
C IG Dead, at what Age ? 

Cause of Ceath& 
0 Cause of still B1rthl 
E Cause of Abortion a 

12 for tho questions below, use numbers as 
( 1 ) Agriculture (2) Animal Husbandal'y 

(3) Agricultur~ Labour (4) Selling fruits etc 
(5) House hold work only (6) Nothing 

A What kind of work were you doing before pregnancy( ) 
B ~hat kind of work you did during pregnency 

first slx. months ( ) Last 3 months ( ) 
C What kind of work you started after pregnency ( ) 
13· How many days have you taken rest before pregnency 
14 How many days you have taken rest after del1ve!'Y 'I 
15. How long were you in confinement after delivery 
16o Do you think that a pregnant woman has to take( ) 

(1) more food (2} '-ess food (3) Usual food 
17. A• ~hen you were pregnt.mt w1 th this particular 

child haV'e you taken t_ 
(1) More food (?.) Lese food (3) Usual food 
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1 7. B • If the answer 1s • LESS' Why- ? ( ) 

(1) Financial problems (2) Facilitates easy 
(3) Pregnant woman must eat less 
(4) Felt uncomfortable 
(5) Other reasons(specify)s 

181 A. Are there any food restrictlons~r pregnent 
· woman ? YES/ NO 

8 . If yes, what foods shall be taken/shall not be taken ? 

Shall be taken J Shall not be takona 

1. 1. 
2. 2. 
3. 3. 
4. 4. 

c Were you able to take these< YES/ N) 

lf not, why ? 
19. A. Have you taken any Medical advice 

during pregnency ? -YES I NO • 

8 If yes, from whom ? 

(1) Oai, (2) ANM (3) Govt Doctor (4) Pvt.Ooetor 

c. Have you tak.e.n advice regularlY/ eAly i:n ( ) 
. .(1) Re.gularly (2) Only in times of troublQ 

20. - Have you taken 
(a) Tetanus Toxoid Injection 
(b) Calcium 
(c) Iron and folic Acid 

21. Placo of delivery 

YES/NO 
YES/NO 
Y'ES/NO 

( 1) Home (2) PHC (3) Private Hospital 
(4) Other(spee1fy} 

' 
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22. A. Type of Birth Attendant ( ) 

( 1) Preference (2) who came 
why 

e. (1) Dai (2) Trained Dal (3) ANM 

(4) Pvt.Doctor (5) Govt.Doetor {6) Nu:rso 

23. If the delivery was at homet 

A) What instrument was used to cut the Cord ? 
B) Was it boiled before using 1 
C) If it was put on fire why 1 
D) After cutting, how was it dressed ? 

24. What and how much was glven to the Birth Attendent ? 

25. A. ·Do you think that a woman can take any food and 
water 1mmecU.ately af~ol' delivery~ YES/ NO 
8. Wero you allowed to take ( YES/NO 

26. Ao Did you ware 'Nadumkattui ~ YES/NO 
(A Cloth tied around the waist) 

a. lf yes, how long ? 

27~ A:D1d you ware mufflor and put cotton 
1n ears ? YES/ NO 

B. If yea, how long ? 
28. Viho paid the exponses of deli very ? ( ) 

(1) parents (2) in-laws (3) Husband 
(4) self (5) Any other 

2e. What have/would havo you done in eaee of my complication ? 

30. Wae the clostrum fed to the baby YES /t1!J 

31· E:plaln in either situation 
32. V'Jhon was tho baby put to breast for the first time ? 
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33.A. What was the f1r$t feed ? 

a. Why 
{ 1) Medical Advice (2) Cue tom 
( 3,) Elders' Advice 
(4) Nothing else was available 
{5) Other reasons 

34. How long a ba~bY should be exclusively on 
breast feeding 

Boy : Girl& 

35. How long your babies were exlusively on 
breast feeding ? 

36.A. If any of your babies were not breast fed• what 
was the reason ? 

B. What feed was given ? 
{1) Cow Milk {2} Buf.tiilo milk (3) Powder milk 
(4) Others(speclfy) 

37.A. How do you feed the baby while away on work( j 

(1) Do not feed while working 
(2) Carry the child to the field/work place 
(3} come back to provide each feed 
(4) Any oth\1r 

37.B. If the.baby 1s left back at home, while mothor 
is away on work, what is usually fed to the baby ?t: 

38. Who looks after the baby when mother is away on 
work? 
(1) ~eft alone at home 

(2) Elder son/Elder daughter 
(3) Old parents (4) Husband (!>) Nursery School 
(6) Any other 
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39. .In your opinion, what are the important food items 
a woman must eat jnot ea:t during lactation ? 

Must Eat Must not eat 
1. 4-o 

2. 2. 
3. 3. 

4• 4. 

40. Do you think that Breast feeding influences 
the onset of menstruation ? YES I NO 

41. Till what age did you give castor oil to the 
child regularly ? 

42. ln your opinion,at what age one should regularly 
1ntrodueritood to the child ? 

43. What foods should be given for small children 
44. Have you burnt the skin on the stomach of 

your babies YES/NO 

45. were your children vaccinated 

(1) BCG (2) OPT (3) Polio 

46. Co you know \!!hat diseases can be. px·evented ? 

1) 

2) 

3) 

4) 

5} 

6) 

YES/ No 

47. A. How many children have you ever giv0.n birth to: 

Male: female: 

B. How many dead 

Male Female 
Age Cause Age Cause 

c. How many are alive? Male: f911lale .. 
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48 You had how many 

Still births I 

Abortions I 

Miscarriages • • 

49 Do you visit the PHC/Doctor ( ) 

(1) for every small problem 
(2) Ailments like fever (3) major diseases 

50 Do you have any serious or chronic illness in the 
past ? (Like TB, Asthma etc.) YES/ NO 

51 Did you have any complications during pregnency ? ( 

( 1) Bleeding (2) Swelling feet and body 

(3) Fever just after deliver1 (4) Cramps in legs 

52 Do you have any Gynk problem? ( ) 

{1) Abnormal discharge (?) Prolapse 
( 3) Menstrual problem (4) Post operative problem 

53 A. Have you underwent Tubectomy? OR YES/ NO 
Has your husband underwent Vasectomy~ YES/NO 

B After how many children ? 

54. A. Do you want to be st~rilised ? 

s. After how many children? 

55. Who decides about sterilisation 
(1) Husband (2} Self 

YES 

? ( 

(3} Both {4) Inlaws {5) pa.rents 

) 

NO 

56. Why dict or do you want to be sterilised? ( ) 
(1) Cannot feed more children 
(2) To keep up·mother•s and chi~dren•s health 
(3) Child rearing is difficult 
(4) Children won't allow the mother to work. 

) 
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APPENDIX lli 

PROfiLE Of THE PAl 

Pathan fatima, aged between 40-45 years became dai 

by family tradition. Her father's mother, end sister who 

is also fatima's mother-in-law used to attend births. 

fatima's mother~in-law who had been trained was doing this 

job ·for a long time in SJM. As sbao becttme old, lost 

h~r eyesight and had to stop attending the delivery cases. 

At that stage, two years ago, fatima took up this job. 

She borrowed the 'Elima(s1c) dabba'(enema can) from her 

mother-in-law and bought a pair of scissors on her own. 

Till now she attended to about 50 deliveries in SJM and 

another adjac.ent village. 

Fatima claimed that she was not taught by anyone 

how to handle a delivery case but learnt it on her own. 

Once she decided to take up the profession, she went and 

observed two oz: three deliveries at the i+IC. Her mother

in-law being a 'dai ',fatima was immediately accepted by 

the society. 

fatima is illeterate. Her husband works as an agri

cultural labourer. They have two buffaloes. Fatima takes 

care cf them and the milk is sold ·to supplement the family'S 

income. She said she was not able to attend all deliveries 

she was called for. because of her preoccupation with 



buf+~loes• care. They have been living eeperately from 

their in-laws, since the very beginning. She gave birth 

to a lone daughter, who is now married off and live& in 

another village. · 

fatima gets into contact with her patient only at 

the time of delivery. She was never consulted during 

antenatal periodsJ she is called only when labour starts. 

Once she reaches her patient she looks for dilatation, 

to eonfi~ whether they are real labour pains or false 

(pains due to 'heat')• If there is dilatation she will 

get into work; goes home, brings her equipment{eneme tin 

and scissors), gives enoma to the woman and tries to mako 

her feel canfortable by rubbing on her abdomen and on 

waist. She puts castoroil into the birth way to make 

it more slippery. This, she observed and learnt from 

the PHC deliveries. 

She prefers a delivery in sitting position. She 

makes the delivering woman sit on a low wooden stool 

putting her legs apart. fatima sits facing her and coils 
~ 

her legs with that woman's legs. to help the woman open 

the birth way widely. One or two women(depending on avail• 
deliverin.!J 

ability) hold the shoulders of the woman strongly, thereby 

help.ing her to push the child~ (,,out. When the baby's head 

come out0 she is made to stand up slowly and the midwife 

holds the baby. She waits till the placenta comesout 
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on its own but do not resort to any harsh methods to 

see that it is outo 

fetima uses her own scissors to cut the cord. 

She ties a thread o~ the cord three inches away frem the 

navel and then cuts there. Before cutting, she puts the 

scissors in boiled water, wipes it with a cloth and then 

uses it. If it is urgent and there is no· t~e to go 

home and get scissors, then she asks the delivering 

woman's relatives to get a new blade, putsit in boild 

wate~, applies coconut oil on it with hand, and then 

uses it. 

She feels that if a child is born with the cord 

around its neck, then such a child should be taken ca::-e 

of immediately. Soe removes the cord from around the 

neck, sprays cold water on the face and chest of the 
c 

child to see that the cord doesn't ha~ the child. 

fat~a strongly believes that water should not be 

given immediately after delivery. After birth. a llttlo 

water can be given if the mother asks for. But this should 

be before the placenta's expulsion. If any thing goes 

wrong that will effect the placenta and it comesout any 

way. Once the placenta is out, ~1the whole system inside 

becomes raw". And if the woman takes water in that stage 
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~ t w111 damage the system inside( On the contrary, if the 

delivery takes place at tho PHC, the M.P.W(F) prescribeo 

hot coffee to be given after delivery. fatima, however, 

doesn't agree to that.) 

.. She allows a cup of cold coffee only after seven 
' 

or ei;ht hours. After birth, she ~ells the relatives 

of the woman to buy tablets from the village medical shop, 

to remove her body pains. She does not know 1 ts n.ama, but 

"the shopman himself will give the required ta.blets if the 

situation i& eJtplained to him". Obviously, it must be the 

pain killers. 

The post partum woman can take food on the second 

day if $he does not have any body pains. It should bo 

postponed till the third day if she suffers even from a 

headach~ or neck ache. Fatima does not have any idea 

about e.oloetrum what it is or when it does secret etc. 

But never advised to remove first milk. 

After givinq bath to the child she feeds eas~oroll 
* . 

2 measure of Uggu Ginne (about 10 spoons), so that 1t 

cleans the stomach of the new born. Puts one drop each 

in its eyes and on navel. Till the post-partum woman'a 

bathing day(seventh or nin=th or 11th· day), fatima goes 

to her house every alternate day to give bath to tho ne\V 

born. And at every bath she puts castor oil in its ears, 

o the small traditional cup used for 
feedinng infants in South India. 
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eyes and nose. Also puts it on anus and presses it so 

that it(the place around the anus) "becomes hard". And 

for girls one caster oil drop is put on vagina also. 

According to Fatima, this castor oil treatment should 

continue till 21st day and however, castor oil feeding 

should continue till at least 6 months. 

fattma knows that breast milk establishes soon if 

the post-partum woman takes food on second day itself. 

'If her food is delayed, breast milk is also delayod. Till 

breast milk establishes, foster mother's milk is given to 

the child. However, " castor oil also provides some food". 

On the bathing day fatioa gives head bath to both 

the mother( who has not taken bath till then after delivery) 

and the baby. Plasters. the floor with cow du~g where tho 

cot of the woman \"JSS kept. She also takes head bath and 

lunch there. Sho will be paid & 20/• for attending the 

delivery, and another Rs 2/- for cutting the cord. 

On the day of birth, after bathing, the baby is 

made to lie in a shi!! (soop) filled with rice(about 650 

gms) and that rice also goes tb the midwife. With the lunch 

on the bathing day, the midw1fo's wotlt,comesto an end. 

fat~a said t111 now she had not faced any difficult 

case; she also attended 6 pr1my cases. The word 'dai• 

is not known to the v11lageri-:r..e-xcept to the PHC staff. 
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A traditiorr'rnld-wife is termed as 'MaCJtrasaanl and 

fatima is generally referred to as Boobu or Boobamma, 

a synon~ for •Muslim Woman•. Her services are used by 

both Hindus and Muslims. 

Now fatima is looking forward to u.ndergo training 

and the PHC people had already promised to recommend her 

name. fatima believes that she can get more eases and 

a bit more fee if the formal.lty of training is done. 
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